What People Are Saying
about our Special Benefits Program’s

Liquid Dietary Supplement
Following are some true reports of people’s personal
experience with the all-natural liquid dietary supplement
supplied through our Special Benefits Program. These reports
are unsolicited and unpaid. These statements have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent
any disease.

“My finger joints don’t hurt anymore…”
—Submitted by Julie A. Pinn
I have been taking this Noni
supplement every morning and
night for several months. It is
totally remarkable that my finger
joints don't hurt anymore. I have
better circulation in my body, and
one toe on my left foot isn't numb
any more. My back and neck pain
have greatly diminished. My
emotions don’t seem to bother me
as much, i.e. I am less stressed
and have no feelings of being
nervous or bad worrying. This has
truly been a blessing to me.
The floaters in my eyes are
greatly diminished, and my eyes
are less sensitive to the sun. I

have better concentration, and
when I do misplace something I
find it right away as I can
think/remember where I put it.
When I'm in conversation I
don't forget what I am saying in
the middle of a sentence, and am
able to continue with ease where I
left off.
I get sinus colds and bronchial
related problems regularly. Noni
has greatly helped me in this area.
Around the middle of last month I
was very sick (as were many
people in Illinois) with this Illinois
bug. I had run out of my Noni that
same week, and I noticed

everything was beginning to
regress. When my new bottle
arrived I recovered quickly from a
bad virus that has put many
people in the hospital or kept them
at home for weeks.
This wonderful supplement has
given me more energy and very
good sound sleep. I wake up
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed with
energy to go all day.
It is helping me to lose weight
and keep it off as it seems to curb
my appetite. I am eating good
food, too, and walking every day. I
haven't felt this good in years.

“Now David is happy, smiles a lot, and his eyes sparkle...”
—Submitted by David and Kathy Deuney
My name is Kathy. My grandson David was diagnosed as
having ADHD (attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder) and was
having trouble controlling his
anger. The school he was going to
couldn't deal with children like our
David.

The atmosphere at school
induced anger in David, which you
could see in his eyes (like
daggers). He stayed in that school
for two years like that then he said
to my daughter: "This is enough, I
won't go to school if I have to go
there!" So together with the
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counselor, we decided to send
him to a school called 'Sojourner'.
Even with meds, David had to
meet many challenges. He was
taking 8 meds a day. He started
with Ritalin but that just made him
wilder. The teachers called to say
his behavior was worse than

before. And then they gave him
Dextrosat (a form of Dexadrine).
We took him to a therapist to find
out what was bothering him and
getting him into trouble with the
police. His grades dropped to
nearly failing (C's, D's and F's).
My daughter decided to try this
Noni supplement, and David
agreed. Right away we saw a
change in him. We started to see
if anyone else could see the
difference. The school had an
open house in October.
One of his teachers asked:
"Who are you sending to school in
David's clothes?" Let me say that
we were pretty excited. Then
something happened. We ran out
of the Noni. It took up to two
weeks for our next shipment.

David's teacher called one day
and said to come and get David
from school. He had gotten upset
over something and had knocked
a chair over. The teacher said he
didn't want him to ruin his good
record.
The next day, we received our
shipment and soon after we were
getting good reports again. His
grades went up to A's and B's. In
fact, he got the highest grade in
one class. He also is beginning to
be mainstreamed into the middle
school, one class this quarter, two
classes next quarter. After being
removed from religion class two
years ago, he is now being
confirmed with his class.
The other day, my daughter
had a chance to talk to David's

hockey coach. He plays on the
New Prague Pee Wee "A" team.
The coach was saying how much
of a change he sees in David from
last season to this. He was also
saying that some of the parents
were telling him about the great
difference they saw in David. And
my daughter said: "Yea, he hasn't
been in the penalty box as much."
David is now down to 3-4 pills
a day. Our doctor suggested we
change David's meds this summer
to one pill a day.
This story started at 9-10 years
old and David is now 13 1/2 years
old.
P.S. Now David is happy with
himself, smiles a lot, and his eyes
sparkle.

“No words on planet earth would ever allow me to express the gratitude for
what you have gifted to me...”
—Submitted by Tim Corbett
There are no words on planet
earth that would ever allow me to
express the gratitude for what this
program has gifted to me. My
body and spirit were depleted of
life-energy and I was "down for
the long count" with the most
extreme case of bipolar illness.
I had no life as I was drugged
to the maximum and lived in the
world of despair. I lived in
emotional darkness and lost
everything, and slowly I was
pulling out of life.
My self-esteem was shattered
and my dark thoughts frightened
me. I have attempted every
conceivable and possible way to
find a path for just some relief and
everything led me to more
disappointment and rivers of tears.

I am unable to tell you of the
agony of this illness as it has torn
the very soul out of my life ... all
my life! I send this report to you
because the picture shows the
complexity of a man trying to
piece himself together and that's
what I have been trying to do,
however... I have been
desperately trying in the dark.
The miracle by which this Noni
supplement came my way is the
most phenomenal of all
coincidences and yet: I have
always believed that we all come
into one another's life for a
reason.
This special product has lived
up to its deepest meaning for me
as only a gift from God could have
intervened to restore my health
and outlook on life.
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I no longer live behind closed
doors and I am shame-free with a
life of hope and new dreams. I am
truly thrilled at this moment to
share my story with the world
because, I absolutely know there
are many, many others who are
imprisoned with the darkness of
depression. Perhaps this Noni
miracle can give them the relief
and the chance of a lifetime that it
gave to me.
I am compelled to share my
story with the world and I now
understand the meaning and the
message of the words "God works
in wondrous and mysterious
ways."
This is truly a path with a
heart. Thanks for this special
program and product in my life.

“Doctors said that he would not live more than a year…”
—Submitted by Mrs. Lee Pitchford
My husband is now 87 years
old. Twenty seven years ago he
suffered a massive heart attack at
which time the Doctors said he
would not live for more than a year
at best. With good home care,
proper diet supplements and lots
of good Food Supplements we
have kept him with us all these
years. However, his heart has
never been strong and with age
he developed Congestive Heart
Failure and has been under
constant care of his Doctor and in
and out of the Hospital.
Recently he developed what
many Heart patients and Diabetic
patients develop – very poor
circulation in his feet and legs and
beginning in his hands. His feet
were badly swollen and almost
purple in color. Then he started to

develop bad sores on his feet and
legs.
We have had him to five
different Doctors – two of them
Specialists. All of them said it was
very serious and this sort of thing
could lead down the line to
amputations. All they
recommended was bed rest and
when he was up sitting in a chair
to be sure to elevate his feet. They
all took the same attitude – Old
Age, Congestive Heart Failure and
Poor Circulation, and there wasn't
much they could do for him.
In desperation we decided to
put him on this special Noni liquid
with doses of ½ ounce every few
hours throughout the day and also
during the night if he was up and
awake. We kept him on this
dosage for two weeks and also

soaked cotton in liquid and taped
it on all of the sores – changing
these every evening.
Within two weeks all of the
swelling and discoloration was
gone and his feet and legs looked
normal, also all of the sores were
completely healed. We now have
him down to an ounce or two a
day and he feels and looks simply
wonderful – is busy and active
again and driving the car,
shopping and living quite a normal
life.
We are so happy and relieved
to think we have found an answer
to his many problems. He no
longer has arrhythmia or water
retention and his heart seems to
be better than it has for many,
many years.

“After being on this for thirteen days the pain has completely disappeared...”
—Submitted by Russ Hopkins
I started taking Noni for Patella
Tendonitis. This pain was in my
left leg and every morning I would
get out of bed, put pressure on my
leg and pain would shoot down my
leg from my knee to the bottom of
my heel. After being on the
supplement for 13 days (taking 2
tbsp. 3 times a day) the pain has
completely disappeared.

The best story is about my 6
year old grandson, Grayson.
At age 3 he was diagnosed
with ADHD (Attention Deficit w/
Hyperactivity). Ritalin was
prescribed beginning with small
dosages and increasing several
times a year.
In January, after seeing his
doctor, he was increased on the
Ritalin to 10 mg. three times a

day. This is when the family put
their foot down and decided to
start him on the Noni.
We increased the dose and
decreased the Ritalin little by little,
and he is doing just fine! We plan
to have him completely off the
Ritalin by early Spring. He is a
normal 6 year old boy (without the
Ritalin side effects).
We are so thankful.

“The constant sneezing, itchy, watery eyes, head congestion, irritability, and
fatigue felt like an evil curse…”
— Submitted by Elizabeth Bourque
I have always suffered from
pet, pollen, and ragweed allergies.

At times, the constant sneezing,
itchy, watery eyes, head
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congestion, irritability, and fatigue
felt like an evil curse that would

never end. I also needed an
inhaler for mild asthma that would
wake me up in the middle of the
night. I had problems with itchy
skin and eczema as well. A few
years ago, I got a cat as a
companion knowing full well of the
irritating consequences.
Prescription meds didn't work and
caused drowsiness. Benadryl
gave some relief, but I didn't like
the side effects even at low
doses...
...And then I met my Prince. I
met my fiancé he gave me a
green bottle of magic when we
started getting to know each other.
I wasn't drinking enough at first to

make a difference in my health,
but when I did some research on
Noni, I started over with the
"loading dose" and noticed
changes in just a few weeks. I
started falling asleep easier and
slept more deeply through the
night than I had in a long time. I
started to dream again. I wasn't
getting tired in the afternoon
anymore, and my eczema seemed
to be less bothersome after a
month or two.
....Now here's the kicker!!! I still
have my beloved cat, and we now
have 3 dogs as well! After about 3
months of consistently drinking
Noni, I noticed that I wasn't having

sneezing fits as frequently. I could
breathe easier, and I've only used
my inhaler 1 or 2 times in the past
8 months. The pine trees outside
are releasing big puffs of yellow
pollen and all of the trees are
flowering around here...and I am
happy and healthy and very, very
grateful for Noni, a gift from God.
This product has made a
tremendous difference in my
health. I still notice positive
changes in my health as time
goes on. Neither of us got sick this
winter when everyone else around
us had colds, flu, and just felt the
winter blahs. Yay to this special
program and its benefits!

“With God's blessing, anything is possible…”
—Submitted by Ned Castrence
I have been taking Noni since
June 2004. Prior to using it, I was
suffering from Allergy ( ragweed,
dust, pollen, mold and cats ).
When my allergy goes, my asthma
acts up. In July 2014, I went to
visit a relative in Florida and I
noticed that my symptoms did not
come when I was exposed to their
cat. Three months before I was
using Noni, I was rushed into the

hospital because my allergy got so
bad that I had an Asthma attack.
That was impressive. My son, who
suffers from migraine headaches
when the barometric pressure is
high did not complain about it
even if it rained 4 days out of the 8
we spent in Florida back in July. I
developed mild ulcer because of
stress. I could not eat spicy food
for it would send me to the

medicine cabinet and drink a
bottle of Pepto to relieve the burn.
I am happy to say that since
drinking this Noni prouct, we have
been eating hot curry 4 times a
week and I have not had any
heartburn or discomfort.
It is amazing what this miracle
can do. With God's blessing,
anything is possible.

“My allergies were gone in less than 4 days…”
— Submitted by Raymond Pasley
I presently work for a lawn care
company and low and behold, I've
found that I have a real bad
allergy to grass and tree pollen.
Well after a few years of taking
over-the-counter medicine for the
relief I was fed up with the way

they made me feel, i.e.: dizzy,
headache, I just felt awful.
Well my wife heard of this
special benefit plan from a coworker of hers and I read up on it
from the Internet website she gave
me. Also after a little bit of
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convincing on her behalf she
convinced me to try it.
Well to my surprise my
allergies were gone in less than 4
days of taking the Noni drink
offered through the program, and I
feel so much better.

“Since I starting on this two months ago I have not used my asthma puffer...”
—Submitted by Barbara Adelaide
Hi all my name is Barbara. I
am type 2 Diabetic, also
asthmatic.
Since I starting on the special
Noni supplement two months ago
I have not used my asthma puffer,
or my machine and my Diabetes
has gone down.

I have gone from 7 tablets a
day to 4 also I have more energy.
And I am not taking as many pain
killers for arthritis in fact only 2
tablets a day, some days none.
I have put my husband on it
too, also my 3 married sons , my
Mother, and my Brother.

I could have started on this
supplement 1 year ago but I was
wary – if only I had started then. I
will never be out of this wonderful
product again.

“Within three months of taking Noni, my back pain was gone...”
—Submitted by Marye Peterson
I found out about the amazing
and ancient remedy when I
attended a holistic health fair in
Stowe, Vermont, last summer.
Since then, I have been drinking
Noni daily without missing a day!!!
I began by taking 1 oz. for the first
7 days and then began to drink
between 2-4 oz. daily. Initially, I
was interested in taking it to
alleviate the back pain that I was
still experiencing after my back
surgery in June 2004.
Right away, I experienced
more energy, and I no longer had
any more symptoms of
constipation nor any more

headaches. Within the next three
months of taking it, my back pain
was gone, and the seasonal
allergies which had plagued me
for over fifteen years were no
longer plaguing me. I could finally
breath freely, talk without
sounding like I had a cold (no
post-nasal drip), and smell again.
Likewise, my food allergies (to
tomatoes and strawberries which
came about after my back
surgery) went away during this
time.
I increased my dosage during
especially difficult times (up to 6-8
oz. daily). As a rule of thumb, for

every year that you are not
healthy, it takes your body one
month to heal.
Today, I drink between 1-3 oz.
daily and I am healthier than I
have ever been – no colds/flu, no
back pain, no allergies, no skin
breakouts, no weight gain, and
more energy plus, plus, plus.
Many blessings unfold as you
begin to experience this awesome
and ancient blessing. Try it for
yourself, on a consistent basis.
Give your body, at least 90 days,
and allow your body to begin to
heal naturally.

“The 2nd day when JC woke, he was breathing and feeling so much better...”
—Submitted by Nancie J. Fleming
My son was diagnosed with
having Bronchial Asthma after he
had a severe case of the Flu. I
took him and had his lungs Xrayed and while at the doctors
office he was given a breathing
treatment.
The Doctor suggested
antibiotics, decongestant and
steroid therapy for 7 days. I did
not want to use the steroids (and
had told the Dr. this) but he wrote

the script for him anyway. My son
has allergies to dust, dirt & mold
and we live in Florida where they
are abundant in almost every
building here.
When we arrived home I
started giving JC a shot glass (1
oz.) of Noni every hour for the
next 8 hours (8 oz. the 1st day)
The following day we did a Shot
glass full every 2 hours giving 6
oz. to his sick lungs.
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The second day when JC woke
he was breathing and feeling so
much better. We continued to give
him 1 oz. three times a day for the
next few days and his Challenge
with the Virus / Asthma was so
remarkable. NOTE: I chose Not to
give my son the Steroids and used
Noni as his therapy.
All summer JC has no
symptoms of his allergies until he
goes back to school then his nose

will run and his eyes get red and
watery. This year he is drinking 1
oz. of Noni as soon as he gets up

and has not had the symptoms of
the previous years. If he feels a
cold coming on we just increase

his dose till the symptoms are
gone.

“Our son has suffered from chronic sinusitis since the age of six...”
—Submitted by Kevin and Marcia Dummer
Our son Keenan, who will be
ten years old this summer has
suffered from Chronic Sinusitis
since the age of six. He has tried
numerous medications, allergy
testing, and eventually ended with
sinus surgery. His symptoms
never improved.

I was introduced to Noni by a
friend which I saw had made a
positive affect in her health
problems. So we decided to give
Noni a try for three months.
Keenan told us he could tell
the difference with in a few weeks.
After a year our pediatrician
suggested we try taking him off

Noni for awhile and just stay with
the medications he was also
taking for his sinuses.
So after a couple months
without Noni our son asked us to
get Noni for him again. He came
to us, and we feel his decision as
a young child told us the story of
how he was truly feeling.

“Noni is such a blessing to our lives...”
—Submitted by Cindy
I have a wonderful testimony
about my daughter and allergies
and we tried everything from all
the herbs to colonics to MD's to
lots of Chiropractors and even
moved to Colorado.
And the first thing that took it
away – Bingo, Gone! – was Noni,
but it took 8 weeks of persistence,

Rosalyn (my daughter) had pollen
allergies and sat up to sleep in
Florida for most of her first 8
years, her hearing was bad and it
was a nightmare with her
teachers, they were furious at me,
thought I should be able to do
something and when she got
better here in Kansas after 2 years

of school here, her teacher would
say well Rosalyn why don't you
have allergies and you can hear!
She sat at the front of the class
and lip read before and what it all
boiled down to I believe was a
lack of enzymes Noni provided.

“My sinus problems cleared within 3 days of starting Noni…”
— Submitted by Leland & Alice Strommen
Alice: My sinus problems
cleared within 3 days of starting
Noni and my lungs are much
clearer. The cloudy film over my
eyes has cleared – a symptom
that has been with me for years. It
is so wonderful to see clearly
again.
Whenever I would travel it
never seemed to fail that I would
get sick upon arriving at my
destination, and I would be sick till

after I had returned home for
several days. I have taken several
trips since starting on Noni and
have not gotten sick once!
I suffer from arthritis and have
been on pain medications for
many years. I am now FREE of all
pain medication and no longer am
in the debilitating pain that I was in
before.
Leland & Alice: We both feel
much better; general well being,
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more alert mentally, both of our
gray hair has gotten darker and
Leland is growing new hair at the
top of his head! That is exciting for
any man. And, we no longer crave
sweets!
Alice: "I've even lost inches!"
Noni is such a blessing to our
lives and is such a wonderful
product.

“The very next day after taking Noni, he was able to breathe normally...”
—Submitted by Karen J. Carlson, R.N.
Doug's cousins in Minnesota
introduced us to Noni last
November. We started taking Noni
on December 9th. Doug had
developed asthma over the past
couple years, and has had a long
history of severe sinus infections.
He also took allergy injections for
awhile. (Has always battled with
allergies.) He has had difficulty
breathing through his nose for
YEARS.
The very next day after taking
Noni he was able to breathe
normally. His wheezing went
away. In the early 70's he was
diagnosed with rheumatoid
arthritis. He had been taking 16
Aspirin a day. One of the reasons
we moved to Texas was that the
heat is better for his joints. The

heat helped, but he'd still ache
when we had cold or damp
weather.
He no longer has aching joints,
and his feet aren't "lame" when he
first gets up in the morning !!!
In November I scheduled a
GYN appointment for January 6th
as I was having pre-menopausal
systems ... insomnia, irritability,
some short term memory loss and
other symptoms too embarrassing
to mention!!!
Since taking Noni, these
symptoms have gone away!!! I
also have a terrific amount of
energy and accomplish more in a
day. I have had a surgeon
aspirate fluid from cysts in my
breasts several times (anywhere
from 2cc-10cc withdrawn in a

syringe at a time). In March, I
noticed that I no longer have
lumps (which means no pain!).
My mother has had the same
genetic problem. She has
developed no new breast cysts
since taking Noni, and the "fatty
tumors" in her arms have gone
down in size. Over the years, I
have struggled with mild
depression off and on, and also
PMS related depression Which is
cyclic.
I have noticed no depressive
symptoms since taking Noni. The
greatest effect of Noni is having
more energy and an improved
sense of "well being". For this, I
am thankful!!!

“My right knee was swollen and painful…”
—Submitted by Robert Herringer
In mid-December three years
ago, after a busy weekend of
wrapping cedars, and putting up
Christmas lights, my right knee
was swollen and painful – so
much so that I was walking with a
limp. I had obviously overdone it
on the weekend or somehow put
some stress on my knee.
When this condition refused to
get better on its own, I visited my
doctor immediately after
Christmas. He took one look and
told me that I have osteoarthritis.
Being a reasonably active 57 year
old who did lots of walking to keep
in shape, I was somewhat in
denial. My doctor sent me for xrays to confirm his diagnosis.
Ten days later, I was back to
get the bad news. “It is most
important that you keep active,”
cautioned my doctor as he started

writing a prescription. “Not much
modern medicine can do for
arthritis, except to control the
swelling and the pain.”
“Hold it on the prescription doc”
I said. “If it is all right with you, I
am going to treat it with Noni.”
Incredulously, he asked, “What
the heck is that?” When I told him,
he simply said that it sounded like
a natural material to him and that
it should be harmless – so go
ahead.
Having been given this green
light, I immediately embarked on
my own course of treatment:
anywhere from four to six ounces
of Noni per day.
About four months later, I was
back in my doctor’s office with a
list of health-related issues that
were much improved over my last
visit. At the top of the list was
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osteoarthritis. I was claiming 90%
victory over this condition. The
reason it was 90% and not 100%
was I could still feel a slight surge
of pain when going up and down
stairs, and I still couldn't kneel on
my right knee. However, I was
walking as long and as far as I
wanted without any discomfort or
any after effects.
I noted other improvements, as
well. I was enjoying better
digestion, more energy, acid reflux
was under control, athlete’s foot
problem all but gone, and a winter
skin condition did not return. At
the top of my wife’s list, was the
fact that after a couple of months
on Noni, my snoring had all but
ceased. After eight or nine
months, she was also reporting
victory over almost daily bouts
with headaches.

After some 10 months on ‘the
program’s juice’, my victory over
osteoarthritis was 100% – and

continues to this date – over three
years later.

“After three weeks my knees were back to normal...”
—Submitted by Claire Wilkinson
Back in 1998 I started to suffer
with Arthritis in my hands and
knees, I do Kick Boxing In my
spare time and I used to struggle
with some of the exercises,
especially the ones that involved
bending. They didn’t used to
improve in the summer like you
would expect, I used to wear
knees supports even to sleep in
but they used to irritate the back of
my knees.

In August 02 I was introduced
to Noni, I was a bit skeptical and
didn't think it would work even
after reading testimonials and
articles from doctors.
After three weeks my knees
were back to normal, I even went
for a run which I hadn't done for
years but I was feeling more
energetic.
At one point I ran out of my
Noni for a time and I was without it

for a few days, I noticed that I
started to go back over and old
Kick Boxing injuries started
reappearing which I hadn't noticed
disappearing, as soon as my Noni
arrived I started taking it and went
back to normal. It took a while
longer for Noni to reach my hands
but they feel a lot better.

“I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for sharing Noni with me…”
—Submitted by Lee Pitchford
I want to thank you from the
bottom of my heart for introducing
me to Noni! I got off to a bad start
in life by not having proper
nutrition or even much of the time
enough to eat, and have had
many health problems all my life
which lead me to constantly
search for ways to not only help
myself but also help others. I have
spent my life studying nutrition
and good diet and anything to
improve people's lives. I have
taken all kinds of vitamins,
minerals, herbs and so many
things and changed my diet
completely. I am sure it has made
a great improvement in my life and
kept me going, but I still had
health problems.
Recently I got this terrible flu
which is going around. I don't
know when I have ever been so
sick and nothing seemed to help.
Then dear friend, you came to the
rescue and sent me a bottle of
Noni. I started taking an ounce
three times a day and in two days
I was completely well, up and

back to work and taking care of
my home and felt like I had never
even been sick! Then I cut back to
two ounces a day and then
recently to just one.
I noticed many other changes
in my health problems. I am a
diabetic, and while I kept it pretty
well under control just with diet
and a few health products which
are recommended for diabetics
without taking insulin or oral
medication. I still found that with
extreme stress, illness or working
too hard, I had weakness,
dizziness and fatigue and was
experiencing numbness in my
feet. After being on Noni now for
about three weeks, all of these
problems have disappeared.
I have had sinus problems for
five years, which my Doctor or a
Specialist were not able to help at
all. At times my face would hurt so
badly it made my ears and teeth
ache and my whole head ache.
Much of the medication given for
this just gives temporary relief and
makes one so drowsy you can 't
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drive a car or anything so I
wouldn't take it. I now have no
pain or infection whatsoever!
As the years have passed my
arthritis was getting worse and the
pain in my left knee and hip as
well as my back and shoulders
and then beginning to affect my
hands, kept me awake nights and
often I would find myself at night
with my fingers curled into a fist
and was unable to straighten them
without rubbing and pulling on
them. This was the final blow as I
am a musician and was unable to
enjoy my beautiful grand piano or
organ. I took as few pain pills as
necessary for they aren't good for
anyone. Well, again after taking
Noni, the arthritis is greatly
diminished and I sleep well
without pain pills and can use my
hands so much better, and feel
sure it will finally go away entirely.
My worst problem by far has
been diverticulitis which I have
suffered with for years and have
been in the hospital several times,
and often unable to be away from

my home due to the extreme pain
and either my digestive system
not working at all or else the
reverse. Well again, after three

weeks on Noni my family is
amazed that the lump is totally
gone. I have no pain, no swelling,
and my digestive organs, bladder

and kidneys are functioning
normally!

“In less than one week, I have no more arthritis pain, my blood pressure is
lower, my knees feel great…”
—Submitted by Priscilla Green
I had been suffering from
arthritis in both legs, my back and
shoulder. I had one knee
operation and my Doctor
discussed the possibility of having
the other knee replaced. I also
experienced high blood pressure,
and I smoked for over 40 years.

My brother introduced me to
this great program and the Noni
product, and in less than one
week, I have no more arthritis
pain, my blood pressure is lower,
my knees feel great and my
energy level has gone through the
roof. I sleep great and wake up

energized. After several failed
attempts to quit smoking, I have
quit cold turkey by swooshing
Noni in my mouth before
swallowing. I even washed my car
by hand twice in one week! This is
a wonderful product.

“It was becoming increasingly difficult for me to run…”
—Submitted by Warren Smith
I'm 44 years old and I'm an
avid runner. I've been running for
over 7 years and have raced in
over 80 road races including the
Pittsburgh and Boston Marathons.
Needless to say, I really love the
sport and plan on doing it for as
long as I can. However, due to
arthritis and a long list of minor
and major injuries, it was
becoming increasingly difficult to
run as long and as hard as I once
did. A very good friend told me
about Noni because she knew that
I'm unable to take any antiinflammatory drugs. Since I

started drinking Noni, I'm running
pain free and my race times are
improving. Noni did not make me
run faster! However, for the first
time in my life I can now do
interval training, and I have
substantially increased my
mileage. But more importantly, on
Sunday March 1st, the day after
the race, I ran 20 miles. This was
only the third time in well over 2
years I have run that distance, and
once again experienced no
problems whatsoever!
As I said, because of the side
effects I experience with traditional

anti-inflammatory drugs I decided
to try Noni. Prior to this, I have
taken only one other natural food
supplement. I had modest
success but no longer use it. I'm
not a professional salesman. I'm
an Assistant Vice President at a
major financial institution and have
never recommended anything like
this in my life. It's just that I can't
emphasize enough how well this
product has worked for me! Also,
since I started taking Noni I'm also
experiencing many other health
benefits.

“At times I could not walk, and my children would have to carry me to bed...”
—Submitted by Maxwell Toliver
At age of 25 I began to
experience some pain in my back,
knees and shoulders. I went to
see a doctor and was told that I
had Rheumatoid Arthritis. I was
told that it would advance
throughout my body.

Everything was find for a while.
But as I got closer to age 26
things started to get worst. My
wife and I had two children that
year. I again just ignored the pain
and started to take "Advil" quiet
often. As time went by and I got
older my condition got worst. In a
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seven year time period I became
so bad that at times I could not
walk and my children would have
to carry me to bed, where I would
lay crying and screaming in pain.
I continued to work another
seven years in pain. After doing
some research into arthritis I

found out that there is no cure.
But, I did find out that my sister
lived in Arizona which has been
grate for people with my condition.
After some investigation, it
appeared as though the weather
and climate (dry and hot) were
ideal for Arthritis suffers.
After our children were finished
Jr. High School we all agreed to
move to AZ. To try and save what
could have been my last few years
walking up right.
When we arrived in AZ I found
the temperature to be hot and dry
like I was told. I was still
experiencing some pain but the
intensity was like being in Spring
or Fall living on the East Cost. I
am able to handle that pain. But I
was still having problems with
swelling around my joints and
being unable to feel and grasp
small things. My joints were still
stiffening during the winter months
in AZ.
A little over one year ago I was
introduced to Noni by a good
friend. He explained to me what
Noni does for people. "It helps the
body cells do what they were
designed to do." It works

differently on each person that
drinks it. I have been drinking Noni
for a little over a year. When I stop
or run out I feel the pain and
stiffness come back into my bones
in as little as two or three days.
For those who are readying my
story for the first time please
understand the following:
· I might of been in a
wheelchair by now.
· My children 17 and 18 year
old boys don’t have to see their
dad as a week person at 44 years
old.
· My wife does not have to
continue to cry at night because
her husband is in so much pain.
Instead:
· I feel great, I stand up right,
and I look good for my age.
· I am as limber as I was in my
early 30s.
All the money in the world can’t
replace this reprieve I have gotten
on my life. My wife and I are
getting ready to turn 45 years old
and we now have a new born
baby girl. I look forward to playing
and running with her in the park
when she turns 10 years old.
Added note:

1. My mom suffers from High
Blood Pressure. She has tried
prescription drugs, over the
counter drugs and Herbal lotions
and potions. Nothing worked. Her
blood pressure leveled out after
drinking Noni for only two weeks
and has never gone back up.
2. My niece is a Diabetic type 1
and resistant to her insolent. Her
sugar count was always up. She
felt the difference right away after
drinking only 8oz of Noni.
3. My sister suffers from
Menstrual Migraines for over 20
years. She stop having them after
drinking Noni for only two weeks.
4. My wife who just delivered
our baby girl. She has been
drinking Noni all during her
pregnancy and 6oz the day of
delivery. Delivered a healthy baby
naturally. She got up all the way
up to pushing the baby out before
she even experienced any major
pain. The pain she reports was not
even close to what she
experienced when she delivered
our other two children. She was in
labor for all of four hours and did
not even know it because she was
not in pain.

“I began to write ‘no pain’ on my calendar...”
—Submitted by Euretha L. Lawson
I have rheumatoid arthritis and
always have severe pain in knees,
shoulder, neck, and hands. In the
past, I have often been unable to
walk for many months.
I began taking Noni in July. At
first I was taking one ounce per
day. My cousin, who also takes
Noni informed me that I should
take 2 ounces two times a day, In
August, I began taking 2 ounces

twice a day. After taking the 4
ounces per day for one month, I
noticed that I wasn't having any
pain. I began to write "no pain" on
my calendar. It has been 2+
months now that I haven't had any
pain and I have been going to
worship services since the middle
of September. I am so thrilled. I
feel really great now. I know that
Noni is helping my immune
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system, because rheumatoid
arthritis affects one's immune
system. I will continue to use Noni
instead of NSAIDS, other
medication. In Jan I had been
taking VIOXX, and ended up in
the hospital with a bleeding ulcer
and had to have 7 bags of blood.
Thank you for Noni! And thanks to
this special program for making it
available!!

“I can do things now that I never dreamed I would be able to do again...”
—Submitted by Philip Denby
I am 54 years old and have
suffered with spondylytis and
osteoarthritis for the past twentyfive years. I have spent fortunes
on chiropractors, osteopaths,
physiotherapists, acupuncture and
anything else that I thought might
help. But my condition
deteriorated. Three years ago my
osteopath who had kept me going
for ten years told me because my
condition was so bad he could do
nothing more for me. I was in
agony, so my GP arranged for me
to see a consultant at Atkinson
Morley, who then performed a
microdiscectomy and a

laminectomy. My pain after the
operation increased dramatically. I
am registered disabled and have
had to use a mobility scooter to go
shopping. I really have been
unable to live a normal life having
to spend at least two days a week
in bed. The pain has been so bad
that I have not slept properly for
years.
My son introduced me to Noni
around the 1st week in July and I
must say I was very skeptical, but
just to please him I took it. After 7
days I was convinced it wasn’t
helping but I continued taking it.
After 9 days I realized I had

increased movement in my joints
and slightly less pain. After 5
weeks on from my first taste of
Noni I felt I had been released
from prison. I can do things now
that I never dreamed I would be
able to do again.
I am actually sleeping through
the night, which is something I
haven’t done for many years. I
stopped taking my blood pressure
pills five weeks ago and my blood
pressure is better than it’s been
for a long time. All I can say is I
am so grateful for Noni.

“Going up and down stairs had become pure torture...”
—Submitted by Phil Olson
"Oh My Aching Knees!" Have
you ever uttered those words? Or
maybe it's your back, or legs that
cause you PAIN. Well, pull up
your chair and listen to my GOOD
FORTUNE!
Ever since 1988 when I
suffered knee misfortune due to
an accident, I have endured pain –
that's eight years ago now! As a
result, going up and down stairs
had become pure torture. Our
shower at home is in the
basement; going up and down
those steps had become a
challenging experience as well.

On November 11th (being only
73 years young) I took my first
"swig" of Noni.
After about five days I found
that getting out of bed was not
such a painful experience. My
walking started to improve and my
limp gradually crept back into the
woodwork; and surprises of
surprises – going up and down
steps once again became possible
WITHOUT THE FORMER PAIN!
Needless to say, I was ecstatic!
While this was going on, I
suddenly realized that some sores
in my mouth had vanished, and a

couple of sensitive teeth had
quieted down – hot and cold foods
and beverages did not cause me
pain any more.
Crossword puzzles became
easier to solve, and playing the
piano and organ became easier.
Seems as though my thinking
became more focused. I began to
sleep much better at night and
required less.
All of these benefits from that
bottle of Noni!
You can be sure it has a
prominent spot at the very front of
our refrigerator.

“Within two and a half weeks of taking Noni, the severe pain in my back
disappeared, and I could stand up straight again...”
—Submitted by Marion Lackey
For years I have been in lots of
pain from arthritis and had to roll

out of bed slowly and climb up the
furniture to stand up. Within two
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and a half weeks of taking Noni
the severe pain in my back

disappeared and I could stand up
straight again.
I went to my good friend Dot
and pranced about the kitchen.
"Can you believe this is me;
I've been out raking leaves with
my daughter, and I can even jog
again." Since then I have even
shoveled snow, which I have not
done in years!
I also had a bad stomach that
hurt whenever I ate anything. I
actually got sick every time I ate. I

never quite knew for sure if it was
an ulcer or what.
Noni burned at first when I
began taking it, but I kept right on
because I have faith that it would
help me, and I prayed that it
would. I think this burning was part
of the healing when it was doing
some good to repair the things
that were not working for so long
in my stomach. Within a couple of
days it started to be better, and

then it just improved until I could
eat anything without a problem.
My prayers were definitely
answered, and now I can enjoy
my meals and eat what I like
without worrying, and I am PAIN
FREE!
Thank you for this wonderful
product. I am telling everyone
about it every day. No one can
stop me from sharing this
wonderful life-giving, health
preserving Non.

“We are so thankful for Noni because it has truly changed our lives…”
—Submitted by Chuck and Sharon Rigge
I can personally tell you that
Noni eliminated about 90% of my
back and hip pain (severe hip pain
of 10 years duration) over the first
month and gave me a great deal
more energy.
After taking Noni for six months
I had no hip pain at all and
continued to see more
improvements in my health. I can
now drag a 480 Lb. snowmobile
around the garage with no hip
pain and no fear of pain the next
day!
In January and February I was
snowmobiling in the Big Horn
Mountains of Wyoming with
friends up to 25 years younger
than myself. This is extreme
snowmobiling at 9500 feet altitude
and deep powder. Its one of the
most strenuous things you could
ever do!
I had no problems and no pain.
Sharon and I used to go through
nearly a 500 count bottle of Advil a
month and now we don't take any!
Our bottle of Advil is now almost 2
years OLD! I'm not stiff like before.
I don't mind being 52 years old
anymore because now I can do
what I did when I was 30 and at
the same pace or better!
After eleven months of taking
only 1 ounce a day of Noni I made
an amazing discovery, which

explains why I feel so much better
and have so much more energy
and can think more clearly now.
Here is how it happened. In
September I heard a testimony
about a man with severe Diabetes
and poor circulation in his legs.
They were afraid he would need
toes amputated.
Prior to Noni he could only
walk 5 minutes at a time and at
the Minnesota State Fair he
walked 6 hours straight! His wife
went on to tell what his Doctor had
explained about poor circulation :
When the hair follicles on the legs
don't receive enough oxygen they
will not grow hair!
Her husband, prior to Noni,
had no hair whatever on his legs
and after taking Noni for 7 months
he is like a 6 year old kid showing
everybody the hair on his legs.
The importance of this, is if you
don't have hair growing on your
legs and you did when you were
younger, you could have a serious
circulation problem.
For the past 15 years I hadn't
had any hair on my legs from my
knees to my toes and always
thought it was because of over the
calf athletic socks.
In the past few years I was
beginning to suspect I had poor
circulation because my feet would
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get so cold in the winter at times
that they would hurt and I couldn't
stand to wear my boots in the
summer because they were to hot.
Last winter my feet were
somewhat better and by August
97 while on Vacation, there was
no problem wearing my boots
even out in Utah with the
temperatures in the high 90's and
low 100's!
A few days after that meeting I
remembered to look at my legs
and was I surprised to find hair
growing on my legs, knees to toes
and up to 3/8 inch long! This was
after 11 months of taking 1 ounce
of Noni consistently every day and
I estimate the hair growth started
at around 9 months!
I couldn't tell this improvement
in circulation was happening
because it happened so slowly
and subtly. Pain is a nuisance but
it generally isn't fatal like poor
circulation which could lead to
heart attacks or strokes.
Sharon has had surgery on her
right foot twice in the last three
years. The second time was May
96 and the Surgeon Dr. Connors
said he'd never seen a joint with
arthritis that bad, he said there
was no cartilage left, it looked like
polished marble! He removed
some bone spurs and stated she

would be able to bend her foot
more but when she couldn't stand
the pain anymore, a third surgery
would be required with a choice of
either having the joint fused or
completely taken out!
This third surgery would have
meant she wouldn't be able to
walk normally ever again for the
rest of her life! The pain and
swelling never went away all
summer and into the fall, she
couldn't bend her foot anymore
than before, she took up to four
Advil three to four times a day.
She could only wear about two
pairs of her shoes with 1/2 inch
flat heels and even occasionally
had to wear her bedroom slippers
to work.
She started taking one ounce a
day of Noni in October 06 and
After one month, she didn't need
to take Advil at all, and she was
even wearing some of her high
heels he wouldn't believe it.

She can walk again without
getting tears in her eyes because
of the pain!
Noni has continued to help the
arthritis in her hands, her thumbs
were so bad she couldn't carry a
can of pop in either hand, now she
is able to with no pain. Her elbows
and shoulders don't hurt anymore!
She just keeps feeling better all
the time!
In August of 07 on our
Vacation in Utah, and Colorado,
we did a lot of hiking. I kept
hearing Sharon say, I couldn't do
this a year ago, over and over and
over!
One of our hikes went like this
at Natural Bridge National Park in
Southern Utah. We climbed 500
feet down a canyon wall and
walked about five miles up and
down and over some very rocky
terrain and jagged rocky river
bottom and then climbed 500 feet
back out of the canyon and
walked over 2 miles to get back to

the Jeep over some very rugged
terrain!
P.S. the temperatures were in
the mid 90's and the altitude was
over 6500 feet! In October 06 prior
to Noni if Sharon walked across a
smooth floor that changed to
carpeting and stepped on the lip of
carpeting it would almost bring her
to her knees with pain! Now she
can walk day in and day out on
some of the most rugged and
severe terrain and rocks and
mountains you could ever
imagine!
Both of us have noticed a big
improvement in our memory.
Sharon used to transpose
numbers all the time and even
words in her sentences. She
never does it any more which
makes it a whole lot easier for us
to talk to each other!
We are so thankful for Noni
because it has truly changed our
lives and helped our friends and
families.

“Because of being over-weight for a long time, I was making myself ill…”
—Submitted by Jerry Lou Frieszell
I am a 54-year old women,
grandmother to 9. With a body
that was slowly falling apart.
Because of being overweight for a
long time, I was making myself ill.
The more I got sick , the sicker I
got.
Because of the Arthritis there
were days when every move I
made, my body reacted with
PAIN. For year's I took Arthritis
Medicine. It made me sick – as all
arthritis medicines do. So about a
year ago I stopped the medicine.
But the cartilage was gone in both
knees. Ate up by my Arthritis. In
May of this year I had Total Knee
Replacement on the right. While in
the hospital my Diabetes went out
of control. I took shots while in the
hospital and 4 pills a day after
returning home.

Today's reading was 78 after 3
1/2 month's on Noni. I also have
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, High
Blood Pressure, Bladder
Infections, Respiratory problems,
Asthma, Seizure Disorder, and
Sleep Apnea. Just to name a few.
I was on pills of all kinds and not
sleeping at night, so I also took
nerve pills to help to sleep.
In July I was visiting my family
in Indiana.. My sister and Mom
started telling me I should try this
new product, and about how they
were feeling so much better. More
energy, sleeping better, and less
pain.
I was there for several days
and in a lot of pain. That's when I
gave in and my life has made a
complete turn around since then.
It didn't happen over night. With
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so many things wrong with me, it
has taken time.
I was seeing my family doctor
because of a car accident on
8/28/96. He hadn't seen me for a
few months and seen a difference
right away. All the tests he ran
was much better. Blood pressure,
skin color, chest, and my bruising
from the accident healed much
faster. He was very interested in
seeing what it would do for my
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
I told him how I was having
less days of being so tired I
couldn't walk across the room.
Today I am not taking anything for
pain, or using my cane much to
walk.
I am also able to keep up with
all my grandkids, who just happen
to live very close, and in & out all
the time.

As a bonus – I lost 20 pounds.
(First time in 30 years). The
weight lost it self will help with

everything I have wrong with me. I
like feeling better, more energy,
less stressful, and sleeping better

at night. I am a much better
person to be around.

“Until that moment, I didn't realize my pain was gone! Noni had healed me…”
—Submitted by Jacques Hacquebord
I am an energetic 16 yr. old. At
my high school I play a lot of
sports. This past spring, during
track season, my left hip started to
pain very badly. It would hurt most
when I run and right after I run. I
decided not to tell my mom about
it so that she wouldn't get all
worried about nothing. Soon,
though, the pain became too
intense so I decided to tell her.
At one track meet, after I ran
the pain was at its worst. The next
day my mom took me to my doctor
who is the head of the Sports

Medicine of the University of
Wisconsin Athletic Program. The
doctor said I had a crack in my
growth plate in my hip. He said the
quad muscle was pulling too
quickly and forcefully on my hip,
and thus cracking it at its weakest
point. The growth plate, caused it.
He said that it wasn't very serious
yet, that if I don't take extremely
good care of it that it would cause
the quad to become completely
detached from my hip.
Soon after that I started to take
Noni. I took it just because my

mom told me to. Never in my
wildest dreams did I think that it
could help me. At that time, I also
competed in the State track meet,
and as you can guess my hip was
very sore.
I continued to take Noni. About
two weeks later my mom asked
me how my hip was, and until that
very moment I didn't realize that
my pain was completely gone!
Noni had healed me!! No
longer did I have a cracked growth
plate. If it weren't for Noni, I would
still be suffering from severe pain.

“I am pain-free as long as I take Noni…”
—Submitted by Various Named Individuals
The following individuals have
given permission to share their
story about what Noni has done
for them or their family members.
Jill Russell, R.N., has had
rheumatoid arthritis for several
years, only partially pain-managed
with Naprosyn, an antiinflammatory medication.
She states, "I am pain-free as
long as I take Noni. Noni takes
care of what Naprosyn didn't". Her
joints used to hurt when touched.
Within three days after taking
Noni she reported "lots of energy"
and also requires less sleep per
night. She used to have ankle
swelling when on her feet all day
or when traveling. This also had
improved.
Her father has heart problems,
is taking heart and blood pressure
medicine. He had shortness of
breath, could only work one day
per week, could only do part of the

yard work, could only walk for
short distances, was aching due to
arthritis, and had NO ENERGY.
He is no longer short of breath,
can walk for long distances, his
blood pressure has returned to
normal, can do yard work all day
because he has more energy, is
not aching, and is very
motivated!!! Noni has changed his
life in a very short time.
Jill's sister, Pam, has recently
been diagnosed with type II
Diabetes. She started out taking 2
oz. of Noni in the morning and her
blood sugar dropped to subnormal
right away. She is now tying 1 oz.
twice per day and is monitoring
,the effects of Noni. Several other
diabetics have noticed significant
improvement in their blood sugar
levels.
Another family member no
longer has constipation. Noni
promotes regularity!!!
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Mary Fallon, R.N., has a 29
year old son, Patrick, who had a
closed head injury at age 21. He is
not able to care for himself and
needed 24 hour nursing care. He
takes anti-convulsion medication
for various types of seizures (petit
mal to grand mal in severity), has
bladder spasms which causes
significant pain which results in
increased agitation.
Mary gave Patrick Noni at first
to help his allergy and sinus
symptoms.
Another nurse, Donna Shule,
L.V.N., who cared for him on
weekends had gotten allergy relief
from Noni so she no longer
needed her allergy medication !!!
This testimonial encouraged
Mary to try it on Patrick!!! The
allergy and sinus symptoms
improved significantly (less
sneezing and congestion).

Mary ran out of Noni, and after
4 days, Patrick had a grand mal
seizure and had increased bladder
spasms. I got more to her. She
reports that Patrick's improvement
is very gradual; the spasticity
during a seizure is not as severe,
seizures are less frequent, and his
facial tics have subsided. He has

longer periods of "awareness" and
attempts to communicate.
Mary is documenting his
progress and plans to continue
giving 3 oz. of Noni to him per
day.
Leda Seabury, a 78-year-old
woman, slipped and fell across
wooden joists where they were

building a new deck. She struck
her right underarm and right side
of her face severely. She applied
Noni topically with a cotton ball to
her face. During the follow days,
she had absolutely no bruising on
her face where she put the Noni.
She arm was completely black
and blue.

“I experienced my first full night's sleep in ten years...”
—Submitted by Angelia Wilkerson
After sustaining a tremendous
injury to both arms some years
ago, I underwent three surgeries,
and was informed by more than
ten specialists to "get used to it,
the pain will only get worse, the
older you get." I was only 21 years
old when I was injured, and just
couldn't accept that I would live
like that for the rest of my life).
The pain did continue to get
worse, the pain medications,
although stronger and stronger,
did not do any good. I still woke up
several times every night without
fail, crying in pain. In late 2001, I
was blessed to discover Noni. In
only two days, I experienced my
first full night's sleep in ten years. I

felt like a new person. I wanted to
find out what else this Noni could
do for me, and my family, and to
my surprise, after a little while, I
noticed that for the first time in my
adult life, my blood pressure was
completely normal; without
medication.(I had been on
numerous medications for this,
with no success, since my teens.)
This wonder of nature has
continued to help me, and has
given my children superior health
benefits, as well. For example, for
several years now, I have been
told that my oldest son should be
on medication for ADHD.I didn't
feel that would be best. After
drinking Noni, he brought up four

grades at school,(one came up 17
points) simply because he was
now able to concentrate better. My
youngest son has severe
allergies, but would live in the
great outdoors, if he could. The
meds just made him groggy, not
feeling like doing much. Just a few
days drinking Noni, changed all of
that. I can no longer even tell he
has allergies. We rarely need to
seek medical help anymore, since
Noni has built our immune
systems so much, and enabled
our own bodies to fight off many
illnesses. Needless to say, we
WOULD NOT EVER WANT TO
BE WITHOUT OUR NONI!!!

“Both bones in my lower right leg were broken...”
—Submitted by David A. Carlson
I am 47 years old and I live in
Iowa.
In December several years
ago, I was out pheasant hunting
with a friend. There had been
some snow and ice the night
before so the roads were slick. We
had been hunting for a few hours
and decided to quit for the day.
We were walking up the side of
the road to our pickup when we
saw a car coming toward us over
the top of a hill. The driver hit his
brakes and started sliding toward
us. I was hit by the car and thrown

125 feet. Both bones in my lower
right leg were broken.
I later developed ostemyelitis
(infection of the bone) in my leg
and have underwent numerous
surgeries (14 within 6 years) since
the accident. My doctor has told
me that there is really nothing
more that can be done for me,
even though the leg is crooked
and I have a lot of pain and
swelling. The lower part of my
right leg is much larger than my
left leg.
I have had to buy carpenter
pants to wear to work because by
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the end of the day my leg was so
swollen up that a normal pair of
pants would not fit over it. It was
so painful that I was taking up to
16 ibuprofen each day just so I
could get through the work day.
Then I spent my evenings and
weekends laying down with my leg
elevated trying to reduce the pain
and swelling. I have not been able
to stand up from a kneeling or
squatting position without using
some sort of support to pull myself
up with and have been suffering
with pain in both knees.

I was introduced to "Noni" last
December. I was really skeptical
at first.
It was hard for me to believe
that a fruit could really help people
with serious health problems. I
decided that it wouldn't hurt to try
it, so I started taking two
tablespoons each morning before
leaving for work.
I noticed a difference the very
first day. When I got home from

work, my leg wasn't nearly as
swollen.
As the days went on I noticed
more and more improvement. I
now get home from work after
working a ten-hour day and my leg
is not swollen up from a kneeling
or squatting position without any
assistance and I do not have the
pain in my knees either.
I no longer have to come home
and spend all my time laying

down. I feel a lot better and have a
lot more energy. My life is finally
more than just working and
resting. I have been able to almost
stop taking the ibuprofen. I may
take two or three a night before I
go to bed but that's a lot better
than 16 a day!

“I started suffering from chronic pain in my feet and ankles…”
—Submitted by Charles Bond
I was always into sports that
kept me in pretty good physical
shape. Naturally these activities
were a little hard on my joints and
feet as I weigh well over 200
pounds.
Around the time I turned 32 I
started suffering from chronic pain
in my feet and ankles this went on

for about three years. I would get
out of bed some mornings and fall
flat then hobble around for hours
until the pain became so normal
that I hardly noticed it. As a
athletic man used to having every
resource of my body at ready
command this was outrageous to
me. After drinking about 6 oz of

Noni a day for three weeks the
pain was gone. I stopped taking
Noni soon after that but a few
weeks later the pain came back. I
started drinking Noni again and
continued for about six months
after I received relief from the pain
again. In the last year it has not
came back.

“It’s been three months without taking any pain killers...”
—Submitted by Cathy Field
I have three degenerative discs
in my back. I was always in pain
around my hip joints. I started
drinking Noni on Feb 17th. I

discovered with a couple of days,
no more pain. It’s been three
months without taking any pain
killers. I drink 2-3 ounces a day

and I am pain free. What a feeling
and I will never give it up.

“It was a battle getting out of bed and down the stairs...”
—Submitted by Alfred Kleinert
I was given Noni to drink by my
daughter, Michelle in 2011.
I was 62 years old then, with
my own business and sporting
background. I have always
suffered with constipation and in
my later years restless sleeps. I
found that over the years I
suffered with stiffness in the joints.
It was a battle getting out of bed
and down the stairs. I had pain
everywhere. I have a little arthritis

in the hands and it was painful
too.
I used to suffer from extremely
bad cramps especially after
tennis.
When I started taking Noni, I
was not sure it would work. I was
extremely skeptical. In the first
week, I slept better and all of a
sudden I started going to the toilet
every morning. I never ever used
to go in the morning. Over the
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next few months I felt much more
energy. I could now go down the
stairs with no problems. The pain
was gone. The Arthritis pain was
gone. I even lost a bit of weight!!!
The most significant result has
been my recovery after each
game of tennis. I no longer have
any cramps. I play tournament
tennis more and love it.
I feel and look better now than
ever before.

“Each day has gotten better since I was introduced to Noni…”
—Submitted by Ellen B. Diedrich
Today is the best day of my
life. Each day has gotten better
and better since I have been
taking Tahitian Noni.
Which brings me to why I walk
with a cane. On June 19, 1986, I
took my first and last sky diving
jump. I fell 2800 feet with a
malfunctioned parachute. When I
landed, I couldn't move the lower
half of my body. I was immediately
taken to St. Anthony's Hospital in
Rockford, IL and later transferred
to Milwaukee Country Hospital in
Wauwatosa, WI where I was
treated for a T12LI compression
fracture in my back and a tibia
plateau fracture of my left knee
cap.
At first, the doctors didn't think I
would live, much less walk again. I
am partially paralyzed below the
waist and have a spastic bowel
and bladder.
When I left the hospital, I was
wearing a Milwaukee Brace and I
had a brace on my left leg. The
doctors anticipated that I would
have that brace the rest of my life.
One month later, the braces were
gone.
The recovery process has
been a long one and I continue to
recover more of my bodily
functions. The body is truly
amazing.
On Saturday, February 7th, I
received a call from my good

friend, Ruth, at 6:15 a.m. She
said, "Ellen, you need to come
over here right away. I have some
Noni that I want you to take". "But,
I am still sleeping." Ruth said, "I
don't care, you aren't now, so get
over here." I had never heard her
sound so excited about anything
like this since I have known her.
So, over I went to find out what
all the excitement was about. She
proceeded to tell me about this
Noni and what it was doing for
people all over the country. Not
only did she pour me two ounces
of Noni and told me how to take it,
she also applied Noni on cotton
balls to a very large scratch that I
had on my left cheek. She also
had me try the Hoa that day. I will
be forever grateful for Ruth and
her wake-up call.
I said, "Ruth, look at my hands,
they are not tremoring". Since my
accident my hands would tremor
and more so when I got tired. I
couldn't believe what I was
seeing. We continued to talk as I
finished up the Noni. I then went
home with my first bottle of Noni, a
gift from my friend.
The first day after I had begun
to take Noni, I had four NORMAL
bowel movements. I have also
been prone to diarrhea at least
once a week and since I have
started taking Noni, I have not had
diarrhea. Now, that is a miracle.

On the second day, I got up
feeling full of energy. I take
medication for anxiety and the
side effects have caused my legs
to be lazy, sluggish and more
numb. But this morning when I
had gotten up (after 8 ounces of
Noni), my legs were not lazy,
numb or sluggish at all. I also get
up in the morning feeling very stiff
and in pain. I noticed that there
was no pain. Being prone to
muscle spasms at night has been
relieved by my taking Noni as well.
About two weeks after taking
Noni. I noticed that my toes began
to ache. Having experienced this
kind of pain before, I knew that I
was beginning to get substantial
feeling back in my feet. I can feel
the inner part of my foot. I feel like
my whole body is coming alive.
My left ankle bent and then came
back to its' original position rather
than my falling down. I am able to
feel a full bladder and bowel and
discharge it. I am not experiencing
any numbness (carpal tunnel) in
my fingers due to walking with a
cane for close to 22 years.
I have more mental energy. I
am more alert, more rested. I have
the desire to do a lot more.
Ruth, thanks again for the
wake-up call.

“The doctor told me my career was over…”
—Submitted by Ken Erickson
I have never written a
testimonial or given an
endorsement for a product before.
However, I feel that the time has
come to let everyone know about
the fantastic product.

First, let me say that I am 49
years old and I have been a
professional law enforcement
officer for over 22 years. Last
September, I was diagnosed with
degenerative arthritis in my left hip
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and knee. The state doctor told
me that my law enforcement
career was over, effective that
date and that I would never be
able to reenter the profession.

He further told me that I would
have to have my hip replaced in
about 2 years. This was a
devastating blow to me. I have
since reentered college to obtain
my degree in Business
Administration to find a new
career.

About three weeks ago a friend
introduced me to Noni. The first
thing I noticed was that in only 2
days the pain in my hip and knee
subsided quite a bit, by the 5th
day, the pain was completely
gone. I have never felt better in
years. I am going to keep on using

Noni and just maybe I won't have
to have my hip replaced.
However, if I still have to have it
replaced, I know I will be able to
heal that much faster.

“I sleep like a baby, have tremendous energy, and no more depression...”
—Submitted by Rebecca Rivera
I can hardly believe how great I
feel. For the longest time I
suffered from severe hip pain,
didn't sleep well, felt terribly tired
all the time and from time to time
felt somewhat depressed. It all
started when we visited an 86
year old friend and he gave us a
bottle of Noni. This man told us
that he felt like a 15 year old; that
not one bone of his body ached,
etc. The man looks great, has
tremendous energy and a very
clear mind. My husband brought

Noni home and started drinking it
daily. One afternoon he convinced
me and I drank about a teaspoon
of what I felt was the worst thing I
had ever tasted. Well anyhow the
next day when I got up I was
amazed that my hip didn't hurt. I
went food shopping and I walked
the whole supermarket with out
any pain. I then went to a second
supermarket and I couldn't believe
it NO PAIN. I then remembered
that I had taken Noni the day
before. I rushed home and asked

my husband if it was possible that
Noni could have worked so fast.
He said he didn't know. But ever
since then I've been taking it the
pain has disappeared. Not only
that but I sleep like a baby, have
tremendous energy and no more
depression. I'm now 58 but I feel I
did when I was a teenager. I'm so
thankful to God everyday for
providing us with this miracle
medicine.

“I thank God for Noni every day…”
—Submitted by JoAnne Weed
I've had extreme back pain for
over 30 years. My chiropractic
care made me feel better, but I
knew that I would always remain
in their constant care. In 1990, I
had my first CAT scan. They
found a swollen disc in my lower
back. It showed arthritis in the
surrounding area. I had some
therapy, but I soon realized I
simply would have to keep on
enduring this pain; it never went
away.
As the years went on I had a
few freak falls which definitely
added to my problems. In 1995, I
fell off a horse, and the pain
worsened. A lot of physical
therapy and chiropractic care was
necessary. I also began having a
lot of neck and shoulder pain and
numbness in my hands and arms,

especially at night which caused
much loss of sleep as well.
Upon arising in the morning it
would take me one-half hour to
get my legs moving well and get
my back to endure the pain. I now
had to seek some new help so I
began acupuncture; it helped at
first, but I was still experiencing
problems with my lower back and
ended up with a dropped foot. My
chiropractor sent me to my first
MRI, thankfully. The test showed
the swollen disc, stinosis and
spondolytis.
After more acupuncture and
manipulation my walk was back to
normal. However, I was still
experiencing extreme neck and
shoulder blade area pain, and the
numbness in hands and arms still
bothered me.
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Two doctors and an
occupational therapist told me I
had Fibromyalgia. I had more
chiropractic care, myotherapy,
cranio-sacral therapy, and the list
goes on and on. I was seeing a bit
of a change with these therapies,
but wouldn't you know it, my
insurance company discontinued
my coverage for these alternative
methods.
The doctor costs and out of
pocket expenses became so
extreme that I could no longer pay
for them, and simply had to
endure the pain.
One evening the pain was so
great that I almost admitted myself
into the hospital.
It's a good thing I didn't
because the very next day I found
out about Tahitian Noni! I read the

information and thought, "What do
I have to lose?"
That was the day when I took
my first portion of Noni. On that
day, I physically worked hard
away from home; still had pain,
but when I arrived home I had an
unusual amount of energy and
endurance so I began cleaning the
house for three hours. My
adrenaline helped me through till

11:00pm, and my body had a
sense of peacefulness about it.
The second day on Noni was a
very rushed day. I noticed I didn't
have as much arthritic pain in my
lower back; I actually had a warm
knitting feeling in that area. It
seemed amazing, and I wondered
if I was imagining this!
The third day I awoke and
found I had slept through the

night. My hands and arms weren't
numb anymore, and the greatest
thing of all was that I had no pain
in my neck, shoulders or back.
I haven't felt this pain-free in
years! And also, my teeth which
were sensitive to hot and cold are
now quieting down.
I thank God for Noni every day!

“Thank you God for this wonderful gift that is helping so many...”
—Submitted by Adrian Mathews
I am 36yrs old and all my life I
have had problems with my knees
I have been to many doctors and
chiropractors and had many xrays done and nobody could ever
tell me the problem I was having
with my knees and of course the
older I was getting the worse it
was getting at age 32 I had a full
physical done and the doctor's
told me I had the knees of a 60yr
old just what I wanted to hear.
Thanks to my father Tom for
introducing me to Noni after
starting to take Noni in August,

about 30 to 45 days later my
father asked me how my knees
were and I said come to think of it
I had not been having any pain.
(It was so subtle I didn't even
realize what it was doing "Noni").
Not only that the arthritis I was
getting in my fingers is gone, and I
have only had the flu 3 days since
1996 and I use to get the flu at
least twice a year and be down for
a week to two weeks at a time.
This is one of the Best Immune
System Builders I have seen and
it has helped me so much in my

life that it is truly a blessing to be
pain free in my knees this is truly a
Gift from GOD and I am sharing it
with as many people as I can so if
you believe in miracles or if you
don't please try this and at least
commit to 90 days and maybe you
will find this to be a miracle for you
as well...
Thank you God for this
wonderful natural gift that is
helping so many...

“I could not walk upright, stayed in the bed, and did very little…”
—Submitted by Dee Gibbs
I suffered many years, with
severe knees, shoulder, lower
back pains. Numerous times I
could not walk upright, stayed in
the bed, did very little, the pains

were too severe! Noni has
decreased the pains to the point I
am functioning with more control.
My hair grew, my nails grow now,
when they weren't before. The

longer I take Noni I feel other
things in balance in my body.
You know the difference when
you stop taking Noni! Noni is good
to me!

“It was as though a huge weight had been lifted off my shoulders…”
—Submitted by Marjorie E. Mueller
I will be 80 in October. For
more than 25 years my two middle
fingers on both hands would lock
up, and I never had any idea when
it would happen. I've had to use
the other hand to try to unlock

them by holding my hand in very
warm water and had to begin
working my knuckles before they
would unlock. It hurt, and I was
afraid I would break my fingers
trying to open them.
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I also have Diabetes, Sinus,
Arthritis among other things.
In July I began taking 1 oz. Of
Noni per day. By the third day my
body felt so good. It was as

though a huge weight had been
lifted off of my shoulders.
After a week I had so much
energy that I did so many things
that had been left undone since I
injured my back by falling on the
ice in January of 1996, including
cleaning out the garage!
My fingers have not locked
since I have been on Noni. I had
also been very depressed since

last November, and I am no longer
depressed. I feel great! Also, I had
been coughing a lot every day due
to sinus drainage; now that is
almost gone.
I had a canker sore in my
mouth and put Noni on it at night
and the next morning it was gone!
A few weeks ago I received a
cut on my arm that was quite
deep, bleeding and open. I lifted

the skin and put Noni on it; it stung
for a second, but soon the pain
was gone completely, and it
closed the cut.
After placing a bandage on it I
could hit the cut with my hand and
it didn't hurt a bit. Since I am a
diabetic, it normally would take a
long time for anything to heal and
not be sore. I was just amazed
with the results!

“I can thread a needle again. I can actually see the eye of the needle…”
—Submitted by Jean Bartel
A few years ago I was told that
I was very young to have
MACULAR DEGENERATION but
not much could be done about it. I
was told to look at a grid every
day to see if there were any
changes, and then to call the
doctor. I was also told that some
doctors think vitamins and
minerals might be helpful, and if in
5 years "they" said "Yes, vitamins
are helpful," I would have 5 years
on it.
Note: Many people do not
know what Macular Degeneration
is. The Macula is the most
sensitive part of the retina. The
Macula focuses on the center of
our field of vision, controls reading
and fine detail work, and
eventually people have only
peripheral vision. For example,
you could see the outline of a
clock, but not be able to tell what
time it is.
The beginning of June, I could
not read a page or two without
getting so tired that I had to lie
down for 15-20 minutes. So I had
just about stopped reading when

my husband and I decided to take
our first trip to Hawaii. Let me say
it was very depressing not to be
able to read more than a few
pages at a time about a place I
had wanted to go since childhood.
On June 11, I started taking
Noni. After a week I noticed my
back did not hurt any more from
the ARTHRITIS and curves in my
spine, and I felt FANTASTIC!
On August 27, I realized that I
could make out the As, Es, Cs, Os
in print. Before that the print was
blurred, and I would guess most of
the time as to what the sentence
said. In checking the grid (that I
hadn't looked at for a while), I also
realized that there were VERY
FEW wavy lines, so I am
extremely anxious to see my
doctor in October.
September 19: I can thread a
needle again. I can actually see
the eye of the needle!
Update: October 24. I went in
yesterday for my yearly check-up
on the Macular Degeneration. The
doctor came in and said that the
Macular Degeneration was not

worse. I asked, "Is it better?" He
answered, "Well, it is easier to see
if something is worse than better,
and you are the better judge of
that."
So I told him about the reading,
etc. He seemed very interested,
and I think was ... because he was
the one who told me to go ahead
and take vitamins in case five
years down the road the "experts"
would say, "Yes, vitamins really
do help with Macular
Degeneration.".
Since I first found out about the
Macular Degeneration in
December last year, I have had
three more prescription changes
for my lenses. Now my eyes are
back to what they were before. I
will say, Thank you Lord.
Prayers are answered, and
how many other people are also
praying for help or a miracle that
we might be able to help with
God's wonderful gift to us of Noni.
We simply have to tell all the
world about this special program
and benefit of Noni!

“As a test, I quit taking Noni, and required more pain medication...”
—Submitted by Amy Faber
I was diagnosed with lupus in
1999, at the age of 17. I had an
extremely serious case. It affected

my heart, my brain, and my lungs.
I had pleurisy for 7 years, and I
had to sit up in bed to sleep.
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I took high doses of steroids for
ten years. As a result, I have had

to have multiple joint
replacements.
I have had to have both
shoulders replaced, both hips (the
left one twice), and my right knee.
During a ten year period, I was
constantly in the hospital, once for
an entire year. I had psychosis
and grand mal seizures from the
steroids.
About nine months ago, a
friend suggested that I try Noni,
because someone he knew had
tried it and gotten good results. I

was very skeptical, but I decided
to give it a chance.
The first change I noticed was
that I wasn't taking my pain
medication as often.
As a test, I quit taking Noni,
and I required more pain
medication. So, I started taking
Noni once more and again noticed
that my level of pain was lower.
I started weaning myself off of
my medications. I did this one
medication at a time. When I first
began taking Noni, I was on five

different medications. I am now
down to just two, one of which is
for my thyroid. I had been on
these medications for eight years.
Last year at this time I had to
wear air casts because of the
pain. I no longer need them, and
this is the least amount of
medication I have required since
becoming ill in 1979.
This is the most active and the
least sick I have ever been!

“I’m no longer on pain medication. I truly feel like a new person...”
—Submitted by Sandra Best
I found out about Noni two
months ago. I was having a lot of
pain in my knee from a bad skiing
accident. The pain never seems to
go away or get any better. Then I
found out about Noni. Since I’ve
been taking Noni, I have realized
after only a week the pain no

longer existed. After a week of not
having Noni the pain came back. It
was hard for me to bend down
without the pain being very
intense. I got some more Noni and
the pain was once again gone. I
never intend to be without Noni
again, I have also realized other

symptoms being taken care of
because of Noni such as back
pain and leg pain. I feel better in
many ways because of Noni.
Because of Noni I’m no longer on
pain medication. I truly feel like a
new person.

“I have never found anything that works like Noni…”
—Submitted by Judy Carpenter
I have had pain in my body,
especially my lower back for years
due to suffering injury in a severe
car accident in 1983 (as well as
having fallen down stairs and
being unable to walk for a while
and three other car accidents
through out the years). I learned
about Noni in May of this year
when a friend of mine asked me to
try it. I decided to try it. My logic
being, it is a natural fruit juice with
no added sugar: what could it
hurt? And besides, it just might
help. Anyway, I decided to give it
a try. I did not notice any

difference for about two weeks,
then I began to notice that I did
not have as much pain in the
morning as I usually did. But that
did not convince me yet. I kept
taking it every morning and night.
After another week, I felt even
better with regard to lessening of
pain, to the point that I pulled
weeds from a 40 ft. row of onions.
Before, if I had done even half of
that, I would have had to put an
ice pack on my neck and
shoulders and hope that I didn't
get a migraine not to mention
being "stove up" as Grandma
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used to say. But I did not have to
do any of these things! I told my
husband about it and he was
amazed, too! He knows what I
have been through. This is
MAJOR! To not be in pain is
SOOO wonderful! I have been
taking Noni for over four weeks
(two ounces each night and
morning) and I am going to
continue to take it. I have tried
many things that were supposed
to help with all kinds of illnesses
and injuries, etc. but for me, I have
never found anything that works
like Noni.

“I would be walking down the street, then all of a sudden I would fall down
with the pain shooting through my leg and ankle…”
—Submitted by Dorothy Forbes
I first started to take Noni for
arthritis after hearing about it from
a friend. I am 65 years old, and I
work part time as a dental
assistant. I could not get out of
bed in the morning before doing a
series of exercises which took
about fifteen minutes. I was
seriously thinking of retiring, I was
in so much pain. I couldn't make a
fist because of the swelling in my
hands. My hips, knees and ankles
were also giving me lots of pain, I
would be walking down the street,
then all of a sudden I would fall

down with the pain shooting
through my leg and my ankle.
After the first week of taking
30mls of Noni each morning on an
empty stomach, I felt some
noticeable relief getting out of bed.
After showering , I applied Noni
to the affected area. I did this 3
times a day. After the third day the
itching stopped. Therefore, I was
not scratching and scratching
pieces of skin... It is BLISS not
having the discomfort of psoriasis
... I'm not saying it's gone, but the

relief of having it under control is
mighty powerful.
If ever I feel the skin tingle or
itch on the affected area I just rub
in Noni with a cotton ball. The
affected area now has scar tissue,
and healing. The pain of my
arthritis is 95% gone, and I haven't
fallen down since feeling relief
from the pain. I was now on my
third bottle of Noni, when this all
occurred. That's two and a half
years ago now, and I haven't
retired yet. There is still life in the
old girl!!

“Almost a year later – more astounding results continue to appear…”
—Submitted by Tom Reese
I'm an insulin-dependent adult
diabetic [type II diabetes Mellitus].
Tuesday night two weeks ago
[August 14th, 2001], we bought
our first bottle of Noni. I started
that night on 2 oz of Noni twice
daily. By Saturday the 25th, I
noticed I didn't require as much
insulin as usual. Sunday night the
26th increased to 3 oz and have
continued twice daily at that rate.
Sunday and Monday nights I had
to get up in the night due to low
blood sugar [my body wakes me
up when it is "crashing"]. I had to
eat a sweet snack because I had
too much insulin in my system. I
had already cut back on the
amount of insulin I had been
taking.
I'm astounded ! ! I still need to
take some insulin, but time will tell
if that need goes away. I'll give it
the time ! !

Almost a Year Later – More
Astounding results Continue to
Appear ! ! ! !
A couple of months after I
wrote the testimony above, I
noticed that I was beginning to
experience a return of some
sensation in areas of my feet that
had suffered severe nerve
damage [diabetic neuropathy, it is
called] – I could begin to sense if
the floor I was walking on barefooted was warm or cold –
something I hadn't been able to
feel in a number of years.
Several years ago, I had
participated in an investigational
study at the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical School that
involved the use of a European
medication intended to stop or
reduce nerve damage in my feet.
The damage had continued to
increase following this study. I
thought that once a nerve "died",
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that there was nothing that could
be done to restore lost nerve
function. Well, Noni continues to
prove conventional medical
wisdom to be mistaken.
I do not have full feeling back
in my feet, and I don't know if I
ever will, but the improvement in
nerve function continues. For quite
some time, I had not been able to
maintain my balance when
standing in the dark or with my
eyes closed. As you may know,
the many nerves in the bottom of
our feet provide our brain with
critical feedback needed in
maintaining our balance But about
two months ago – in June 2002 – I
suddenly discovered that I no
longer had to lean against the wall
of the shower when I closed my
eyes as I washed my hair. And I
have noticed that when standing
at meetings, I am more steady on
my feet.

“I could never say enough about Noni! I only I had it when I was younger…”
—Submitted by Mrs. Lucille Zingarelli
I am 62 years old. I have
diabetes and had developed sores
on my legs and they itched all the
time. I had a hard time keeping my
diabetes under control. I also have
Arthritis in my left knee.

I have been taking "Noni" for
over two months now and my legs
are all dried up and the sores are
gone, and they don't itch anymore.
Also, the diabetes is controlled.
Every time I take a, test it says
"controlled".

Noni has also helped my colon
and now I am a regular as can be.
I could never say enough about
Noni! I only wish I had known
about it when I was younger and
had all my stomach problems.

“I was told I would be blind in a matter of years...”
—Submitted by Ted F. Pevear
I have had diabetes for 15
years. My sugar levels continued
to rise to around 500. After being
put on Glucophage and Amaryl,
my numbers went down to around
250. Still too high. I began to have

diabetic retinopathy and was told I
would be blind in a matter of
years. I panicked and I was very
upset that nothing could be done
for me. This is when I discovered
Noni. After taking Noni for about a

month, my blood sugar levels
came down to around 80. I have
been normal for about 6 months.
My diabetic retinopathy has gone
and my vision has more sharp.

“I am positively surprised! First, my mood has improved…”
—Submitted by MW
I am male, 37 years old and
have type 1 diabetes since age
12. A friend of my wife and her
husband take Noni since 3 years
and are always raving about what
it did for them so my wife
convinced me to give it a try. I am
now taking it since about 3 weeks.
I started with the recommended
dose of 30 ml in the morning but
because I want to give it a
maximum chance to succeed I
decided to take 3x 50 ml per day
about a week ago.

I am positively surprised! First,
my mood has improved. This is
something many people seem to
experience with Noni.
Second, my sleeping pattern is
a lot better. Before Noni I usually
went to bed at 11.30 p.m. - 12.00
and had a hard time to wake up in
the morning. Now I can easily
sleep early (9 p.m.) and can just
as easily rise early (5.30 a.m.).
Due to Noni? Who knows?
Third, my blood sugars are
much easier to control now. My
meter shows the average reading

of the last two week's
measurements. It is 121 now –
very close to normal. It used to
swing between 135 - 145 before
Noni plus blood sugars were
swinging wider than they do now. I
find it much easier to keep my
sugars near 100 than ever before.
There were still swings but not
large ones. I have not done big
changes in my eating habits. I am
only drinking a lot of water (even if
I am not thirsty) because I read
that it is beneficial. No other diet
change.

“This was a fate worse than death – I thought often of suicide...”
—Submitted by Jack Shelburn
I live in Northern New Mexico.
About 36 years ago, when at the
age of 11, I became a Type 1

Diabetic. The doctors assured my
parents and me that with proper
care and regulation of my blood
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sugars, I would be able to lead a
normal life. In those days, the
methods for monitoring blood

sugars were sketchy at best.
Blood sugars were monitored by
urine, which showed a reading
from 6 hours earlier, and only
gave general levels (low, medium,
high, and very high).
When I was 25 complications
from the diabetes began to
appear. My lower extremities
began to hurt and ache
excessively due to poor
circulation, a common
complication of diabetes. Doctors
and specialists in diabetes
treatment informed my wife and I
that I would have to learn to live
with the pain. My wife refused to
accept this diagnosis and
proceeded to search her books on
nutrition for an answer. She was
searching for Noni even then.
Happily, even though Noni
wasn't available, she was able to
relieve all of my symptoms with a
combination of vitamins, minerals,
and herbs.
At 29 I was afflicted with
abnormal blood vessel growth in
both of my eyes (medically known
as Diabetic Retinopathy).
Untreated, blindness would result.
This necessitated 14 laser
treatments (9 in the right and 5 in
the left). Though I lost some of my
visual acuity, the danger of
blindness was averted.
In the latter part of 1995, my
doctor informed me that my kidney
function was declining, indicating
that my kidneys were failing. He
hoped that my recent bout with the
flu and pneumonia were the actual
cause. After more tests in
February of 1996, he informed me
that I definitely had ESRF (EndStage Renal Failure). He
immediately advised me to
become listed for a kidney
transplant and informed me that if
I continued working, I could expect
to require dialysis within 6 months.
If I would retire from my job, I
could possibly prevent the need
for dialysis for 2-3 years.
Reluctantly, I retired on March
31,1996 at age 44.

The next 2 years were spent
arranging for the transplant. After
the first acceptance for kidney
transplant I became aware of a
new procedure, which would
require a dual transplant. One for
the kidney, to save my life, and
another for a pancreas to end the
diabetes and, hopefully, prolong
the life of my new kidney and
improve my quality of life. I
became officially listed for the dual
transplant, and began the long
wait for the anticipated call.
In the meantime, my health
gradually deteriorated to the point
where I could barely function. I
would sleep 10-12 hours a night
and then take naps during the day
for an additional 6-8 hours. I could
barely walk, and helping around
the house, making repairs, or
anything else became not only
difficult, but impossible. I became
very depressed. I had been active
all of my life and had worked hard
all of my life. I felt my life was
over, and that this was a fate
worse than death. I thought
increasingly more often of suicide.
It was then that Noni
miraculously entered my life. My
wife, Stella, had met Susan
LeCompte once at a meeting for
some other health-oriented
company almost a year before.
One day in November of 1997
Susan called my wife and asked
her if I was still sick and feeling
bad. My wife confirmed that I was.
Susan then told my wife of
Noni and the benefits it could
bring to my life. My wife never
hesitated, and told her to bring
some of the Noni to her to try. The
next day Susan arrived with the
Noni that proved to be the
miraculous turning point in our
lives.
For two days I took the
recommended dose of Noni (1
oz.) and became so ill that I had to
stop taking it for two days
thereafter. But an amazing thing
had happened: I was no longer
suicidal. I wasn't even depressed
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any more! Two days later I started
with a much smaller dose and
gave my stricken kidneys a
chance to expel the toxins from
the detoxification process, as they
were able to. After a week I
needed only 7 or 8 hours of sleep
a night.
I quit taking naps. After 2
weeks I awoke one day, cleaned
my workshop, straightened my
tools, and began to finish my
projects and make needed repairs
on my house and cars. My blood
pressure, which had elevated to
the level of 200-230 over 90-110,
in spite of 6 different medications
from my doctor, who had run out
of any other drugs to offer, began
to decline. A month later it was
down to 140 over 85, averaged.
(Normal levels are 120 over 80.)
My blood sugars, which had
been fluctuating from a low of 20
to a high of 600 mg/l, sometimes
in the time span of 30-40 minutes,
were stabilized, first at a high level
and then tapering off to a lower
insulin requirement for control.
Control of my blood sugars was so
much easier because the drastic
swings from high to low were
corrected.
Although Noni helped me feel
better and improved my overall
quality of life during this period of
time, it could not stop the
progression of my kidney failure.
Kidney function is monitored by a
blood level called creatine. A
healthy person's creatine level is
0.8-1.0. When my creatine level
reached 2.0 my doctor
recommended transplant. When a
person's creatine level reaches
5.0 dialysis is required. As my
condition progressed I knew that if
I did not receive the transplant that
dialysis would be unavoidable. At
this same time my younger
brother was already on dialysis
because his 15-year-old kidney
transplant was failing. When I
would visit him at the dialysis
clinic, the nurses who were aware
that my creatine level was 12.5

would wonder why I could even
stand up, much less drive myself
everywhere, walk, climb stairs,
work around the house, mow the
lawn, and help my brother with his
work (his creatine level was 5.5).
Because of an injury to my leg
from working at home, I was
hospitalized for a build-up of fluid
inside a muscle (called
compartment syndrome). Though I
resisted, the doctors would not
allow me to leave the hospital until
I agreed to start on dialysis. This
process did not agree with me at
all. To cope with it, I turned to the
only source of relief I could think
of: Noni. The medical staff were
skeptical, but I continued to take
increasingly larger doses of Noni
in order to endure this ordeal.
During this time my normal dose
of 6-8 ounces of Noni increased to
a minimum of 16 ounces a day,
and even more on extra-bad days.
My reaction to hemodialysis
was so negative that in the first
week of June, the doctors began
to consider changing me to

another form of dialysis, called
peritoneal dialysis. After an
especially bad episode of dialysis,
which put me in the hospital with a
dangerously low calcium level, my
wife and I prayed that some
alternative would be found.
Remember that much anticipated
call I mentioned earlier? At 9:30
on Sunday, June 7, it arrived...
there was a donor! We had only a
few hours to pack for the trip to
Minneapolis to receive my
transplant. Of course the most
important item to pack was 3 full
bottles of Noni!
We drove the 75 miles to the
airport in Albuquerque and caught
the flight to Minneapolis at 1:40
PM. We checked into the hospital
at 6:20 PM, and I was immediately
prepared for surgery. Surgery
began at 9:00 PM, and 8 1/2
hours later I was put in recovery.
The doctors told me to expect to
remain in the hospital at least 14
days. I took Noni every day, much
to the chagrin of the nurses. My
doctors did not object because I

provided them a list of all of the
mineral, vitamin, and chemical
components of Noni, which
showed nothing objectionable.
They deemed me to be in the best
of health, especially for someone
with a history of 37 years of
diabetes and kidney failure, which
I attribute, of course, to Noni.
My doctors in Minneapolis
have run blood tests 3 times a
week for 2 months, 2 times a
week for 2 months, once a week,
once every 2 weeks, etc. Now I go
for labs only once a month.
According to the doctors, my
blood levels for kidney function
and blood sugars are the closest
to normal of the more than 5,000
patients they have followed. The
only difference between them and
me is Noni.
It is now 14 months since my
dual transplant. I continue to take
Noni daily, only a minimal dose
now (4-6 oz.), every day. I feel
great, and every day I feel better,
thanks to Noni and modern
medicine. I owe my life to both.

“I thank God for the healing effect of Noni...”
—Submitted by Vivian Handley
Noni has had a positive impact
on my health. I am a Type II
diabetic. My last blood work at my
medical clinic showed my blood
sugar had averaged 116 for the
past 3 months. That's a great
improvement from the high
readings I had previous to taking
Noni. I am now able to take less
insulin.
My leg which had been badly
affected by neuropathy (a

complication from the diabetes)
greatly improved the first few
weeks after I started to drink this
wonderful product.
I started taking Noni in
September when I was in the
midst of chemotherapy due to
breast cancer. To my surprise I
never lost all of my hair. In fact, by
the time I finished the chemo
treatments, I had new hair coming
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in where it had come out previous
to my starting to drink Noni.
My doctor recently was able to
cut back on the amount of thyroid
medication that I take. Also, he cut
my prednisone dosage back that I
need to take for asthma as my
breathing has improved.
I thank God for the healing
effect of Noni.

“I can feel my feet again. I have reduced the amount of insulin...”
—Submitted by Ernie and Janet Perschau
I have been a diabetic for 46
years and had poor feeling and
circulation in my hands and feet.
This has improved very much. I
can feel my feet again. I have
reduced the amount of insulin
intake also.
I had surgery on my shoulders
5 years ago and never did recover
the movement in my arms and
shoulders. I couldn't raise my

arms and had pain whenever I did
any hard work. The doctor said I
had scar tissue.
This has all improved as I am
back in the barn doing milking and
can reach pipeline again and do
all the other hard work on the farm
in the barn with dairy cows. I have
more energy and just feel so much
better.

Ernie started using Noni after
my improvement. After taking it for
a couple of months, the results he
noticed were no more backaches,
muscle cramps, snoring is not so
loud or else not at all. Now if he
does do something to give him a
backache, we rub his back with
Noni supplement and its better in
no time.

“About three months later I could see out of one eye…”
—Submitted by a Diabetic
I have diabetes which affected
my eyes to the point that I went
blind. I had laser surgeries that did
not solve the problem.
I was introduced to Noni nearly
a year ago. I started taking three
ounces a day and about three

months later I could see out of one
eye. To this day, I have continued
to have sight in this eye. I have
not begun to see out of the other
eye yet, but do not have the pain
in it that I always had. Last week

the doctor said that my eye looked
just fine.
Also, I can read fine print
without glasses, where as I could
not before, even when wearing my
glasses. I am continuing my daily
intake of Noni.

“In 3 weeks of taking Noni every day, my insulin was cut in half...”
—Submitted by Ruth Close
Celebrate! Celebrate! That is
how I feel every day since I was
introduced to Noni a year ago.
I am an insulin dependent
diabetic for 16 years. I had tried
every alternative trying to find
something that would help me feel
better and be able to take less
insulin.
In 3 weeks of taking Noni every
day my insulin was cut in half. I
had so much energy; leg cramps
were gone, and I was sleeping
much better at night. It was hard
to believe the results, but it made
a real difference in my health
status.
One of the things diabetics
worry about is burns and cuts. I

had put my hand on the stove
which I thought I had turned off.
Screaming in pain I quickly poured
some Noni on the dishcloth and
held it on the palm of my hand. In
11 seconds (I counted) the pain
was gone! My hand did not blister,
drain or hurt the rest of the
evening. In the morning I looked,
and all I could see was a
reddened area, and that
disappeared in another 24 hours.
That is truly amazing for a
diabetic. Having taken it faithfully
for a year I noticed other
differences – my hair is growing
faster and becoming thicker; my
finger nails are growing stronger
and are not breaking off.
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This past winter we were in
Zimbabwe, Africa, doing medical
mission work and visiting mission
stations. I took my Noni with me
and remained healthy the entire
time. I wish Zimbabwe was one of
the countries that Noni was going
into to be distributed in because
the aids virus is killing babies,
mothers, and fathers by the
thousands. TB is everywhere
because it is a secondary infection
of aids.
As a registered nurse for 30
years, it was hard for me to
believe that several ounces of
Noni a day could change my life in
such a dramatic way. After having
major surgery on September 30th

and healing up so fast the words
the medical doctors used were:

"amazing, unbelievable,
incredible!" What can I say but

"Thank you, Noni for bringing this
to me."

“Within a week of taking Noni, my blood sugar had gone down to 120…”
—Submitted by G. Wilson
I'm borderline diabetic, I've
been overweight a large portion of
my life, and consequently, I have
arthritic knees, they're completely
blown out, and I also have other
health problems with pain and a
lot of other things of this nature.
When I started taking Noni, the
first thing I noticed, not right off,
but within two days, a lot of the
pain in my knees from the arthritis

had subsided. It's remarkable how
quick the pain goes away, and
there's no longer any pain from
protecting my knees and back.
One of the things that I was
really tickled about, is that before I
took Noni, my blood sugar was up
around 190 to 220, and it stayed
there. Because of that, sometimes
I'd have a heart flutter, and if the

heart speeds up I have to do all
kinds of things to slow it down.
Well, within about a week of
taking Noni, my blood sugar had
gone down to 120, and it's been
as low as 110, and that was
remarkable to me.
I'm really impressed with this
product, it's a very unique product,
and I've got all of my family on it,
and it has remarkable results.

“I awoke to the fact that I was now able to sleep all night on the same side
without pain…”
—Submitted by Tom Bender
I am a seventy-four year old
who has been a diabetic for over
thirty-five years. I have
experienced the usual problems
that come with age and diabetes.
Several years ago, I had two
back operations within a six-month
period. The problems that
necessitated the second operation
seriously weakened the muscles
in my right leg. After that
operation, I began walking with a
walker. I eventually graduated to a
cane and was able to limp around
without the cane, although I felt
more comfortable with it,
especially when my arthritic right
knee would act up.
I started taking Noni, one
ounce per day, around the first of

November. At first I noticed little or
no difference.
Since my back operations, I
had been sleeping on my side.
The problem with this was that
about every two hours the pain in
my arthritic shoulder would wake
me up, and I would have to roll
over to my other side. One day I
awoke to the fact that I was now
able to sleep all night on the same
side without pain!
About the same time I began to
realize that after getting out of bed
or up from a chair I had to take
fewer faltering steps before I could
move at my slow pace. Today I
am able to get out of bed or up
from a chair and move off with
relative ease. I find that my

mobility is improving almost daily.
In addition to the increased
mobility, I find that I have little
short lived or no body pain
whatsoever.
Other good things continue to
happen. Foot care is very critical
for diabetics. The pulse in my feet
has always been relatively strong,
but I have been losing the feeling
in my feet over the years. Again a
realization occurred; I was
beginning to feel the insoles of my
shoes and the carpet when
walking barefooted with my feet.
At the same time my leg cramps
at night began to subside.

“Almost immediately I felt I had more energy...”
—Submitted by Ren P. Smith
I Have been a type one
diabetic since I was a teenager,

and had my first two kidney
transplants 12 years ago.
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I would like to tell you what
Noni has done for me. I started
taking Noni Saturday, September

14th. Almost immediately I felt I
had more energy. I was sleeping
less at night, my sleep was more
restful and I had more energy
during the day.
I had not experienced a
temperature or touch sensation in
my feet for more than 15 years
because of neuropathy.
After taking Noni for three days
I felt the coldness in my feet and I
could also feel the carpet and tile
floors in my home.
I have had arthritis in my hands
for the past few years, which has
been getting worse. The swelling
in my fingers has gone down and
the redness around my joints has
disappeared. I am not

experiencing pain from the arthritis
and I can even open jars again.
I have blood work done
regularly because of my
transplants. For the first time in
more than 12 years my creatinine
level is normal. The doctors
determine how your transplant is
doing by creatinine level in your
blood. All other levels that they
test are also excellent and have
not been this good since before
my transplant.
The other thing I do on a
regular basis is take my blood
pressure. Because I have high
blood pressure I have been on
medication for a number of years.
The first part of November I

noticed my blood pressure was
getting to low (98/56) and I was
getting lightheaded. I decided to
stop taking one of my blood
pressure medications, Procardia.
Within a few weeks my blood
pressure was still to low and I
stopped taking all my blood
pressure medication since the first
of November. Now my blood
pressure readings are 120/78.
The only thing I am doing
differently is drinking Noni. I am
excited to be feeling so much
better and I am thankful to the
people that introduced me to Noni.
Thank you.

“I was very frustrated and saw little hope for me to ever improve...”
—Submitted by Dr. Gregory A. Lewis, D.V.M.
Noni actually saved my life. I
am 51 years old, a veterinarian for
the past 29 years, and thought
things were going great. I was
diagnosed with adult onset
diabetes about three years ago,
along with high blood pressure
and high cholesterol. as I had
been trained in the ways of
traditional medicine in preparation
for a career in veterinary
medicine, I followed the treatment
protocols outlined by my physician
for the next three years. well,
needless to say, I had little if any
improvement at all, had some
lingering side effects from the
medication itself, despite a myriad
of changes in dose schedules and
substitute medications, and I was

very frustrated and saw little hope
for me to ever improve.
I was introduced to Noni by a
lady who has since become my
fiancée, and it changed my life. I
began taking an ounce in the
mornings and an ounce in the
evenings and in about ninety
days, I was within normal ranges
for blood glucose, blood pressure,
and cholesterol. I was astounded
and so happy, I ditched my
medications and have maintained
my normal values.
I had also injured my back a
year earlier and felt that it was an
obvious disc protrusion due to the
severe pain and motor
dysfunctions I experienced.
However, I knew a trip to the
doctor would result in cat scans,

MRIs and the like, and probably a
trip to the orthopedic surgeon,
neurosurgeon. Knowing what I
know about post-op neurosurgery
in back cases, I looked for help
outside the box so to speak.
turned to massage therapy,
acupuncture, and chiropractic, all
of which failed to ease my terrible
pain and alleviate my clinical signs
of nerve dysfunction.
When I started taking Noni for
my other problems, I was amazed
how fast my back pain started to
diminish. In only three months, I
was pain free again, and couldn't
believe it.
I know it was Noni that saved
me from surgery and will never be
without it again

“After she had taken a bottle and a half, the sores had totally cleared up...”
—Submitted by Pharmacist Allan Bailey
[Allan Bailey has been a
pharmacist since 1990. He is also
a master herbalist, a certified
iridologist (one who studies the

color, markings, and changes in
the iris to detect disease), and a
natural health counselor.]
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I'm a naturopathic pharmacist
who counsels people about
natural health. I try to teach my

clients to maintain better level of
health and minimize their need for
drugs and surgery by using
natural products.
Whenever I travel to foreign
countries, I try to talk to the local
healers about their remedies. I
first learned about Noni on a visit
to French Polynesia. The
Polynesian healers referred to
Noni as one of the most important
plants they used in their herbal
therapies. One researcher in
French Polynesia, who'd studied
the uses of over three hundred
herbs, felt that Noni was one of
the most vital healing plants.
I took some Noni home with
me and began to drink it regularly.
It helped me get more restful
sleep, so I felt energized and
refreshed when I woke up. I
noticed that I could do more
during the day than I had in the
past, because Noni gave me
added energy and endurance.

I decided to give Noni to my
diabetic mother. She had tiny
sores all over her arms and legs
that had not responded to any
treatment for three years. I had
her take a tablespoonful of Noni
three times a day. After she had
taken a bottle and a half, the sores
had totally cleared up. Noni also
gave her more energy and more
enthusiasm to exercise, which
helped her control her blood
sugar.
I have a close friend whose
arms had been wasting away and
had violent arm and leg twitches.
After two weeks of drinking Noni,
he called to tell me, "On the
seventh day of drinking that Noni
you suggested, I didn't have any
twitches and I haven't had any
since then. I'm starting to feel
more strength in my arms." That
was six months ago, and he's
continuing to improve. Noni has
done so much good in my family

that I decided to recommend it to
my clients.
One man had an ulceration on
his leg that was prone to erupting.
The skin around the ulcer was
itchy and irritated. After he drank
the Noni and applied it topically for
a few weeks, the ulcer was
completely healed and
surrounding area didn't bother him
anymore.
Now the circulation and color
are coming back. He still soaks a
bandage in Noni and wears it on
the spot where the ulcer was, just
to make sure Noni's always
working on the area. Noni has
generated more calls from clients
about its benefits than any other
product I have ever
recommended. On a daily basis I
see people who have benefited
from it amazingly.

“It will have far-reaching and dramatic effects on your health...”
—Submitted by Dr. Robert L. Bodin, D.D.S.
I have found a health product
that I would like to introduce to
you. I believe it will have farreaching and dramatic effects on
your health. The product is from
the virgin forests of Tahiti and is
made from a fruit that has been
used for its medicinal value in that
area for thousands of years.
I have introduced several
friends, patients and relatives to

Noni and they have had beneficial
results. We have had personal
reports from friends that range
from eliminating cold sores on our
daughter-in-law and other patients
in less than a day, to increased
concentration of children at
school; thus, resulting in grade
increases on projects and papers.
Several of the women that
have taken it have reported less

severe menstrual cramps,
elimination of headaches and an
overall aid in eliminating the
intensity of many other problems
on the list of potential uses. The
people engaged in heavy work
and/or sports have had decreases
in stiffness and other maladies
from such activities.

“There is sufficient research data to substantiate this product's validity...”
—Submitted by Dr. Maria Odgbaro, M.D.
I am a graduate of the City
University of New York Medical
School. While training at
Waterbury Hospital in
Connecticut, my husband, who
was an Education Administrator
for the New York City Board of

Education, was diagnosed with
liver cancer. I gathered
information on all the clinical trials
going on in the Tri-state area on
liver cancer, however we ended
up at the Cooper University
Teaching Hospital in Camden
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New Jersey with Dr. Order – an
authority on liver cancer. Ten
weeks later my husband died. It
was this tragedy that sparked my
interest in alternative medicine. If I
had the information I have now,
my husband might still be alive.

I have been on several radio
and television stations such as
WLIB, WHBA, WWRL and
Manhattan Cable, during which I
appealed to medical schools to
start including the natural
approach in their training and
expand their curriculum to include
more courses in nutrition. I am
constantly invited to give lectures
on Alternative Medicine at
colleges, community centers and
churches. The Harlem State
Health, Holistic Health Watch and
the Natural Way Health for the
Community are a few of the
places I have been invited to
speak at.

In my experience with different
natural products, Noni tops them
all! Patients are faxing in their
testimonials everyday. They are
reporting results of relief from a
variety of conditions such as
diabetes, high blood pressure,
persistent coughs, asthma,
cancer, chronic fatigue syndrome,
and arthritis to name a few.
I particularly like the
mechanism by which Noni works.
It stimulates and boost the body's
immune system therefore enabling
it to heal itself. If anyone asks their
physician whether or not they
should use Noni, and they reply
"NO," please contact me because

the doctors ignorance does not
account for your health. There is
sufficient research data to
substantiate this product's validity.
As I pointed out earlier, in
medical schools we are not taught
very much about nutrition and
herbs. My suggestion is to be
open and try something new,
especially when the old
conventional ways are not working
for you.
I would recommend Noni to
anyone. Even those who are
healthy for a general health tonic.
An ounce of prevention is worth a
TON of treatments!

“Fifteen of my patients with chronic back pain found that Noni completely
relieved their pain...”
—Submitted by Dr. Bryant Bloss, M.D.
[Dr. Bloss is an orthopedic
surgeon certified by the American
Board of Orthopedic Surgery. He
graduated cum laude in pre-med
from Georgetown College in
Kentucky and received his
medical degree from the
University of Louisville. Dr. Bloss
served as the team physician for a
number of sports teams in
Indiana. He has had a surgical
practice in Evansville, Indiana, for
thirty-four years.]
Although I primarily practice
conservative orthopedics, I am
heavily involved in research on
arthritis. My brother developed
rheumatoid arthritis in college, so I
am always interested in any new
information on the subject.
My neighbor brought over the
first HEALTH NEWS edition on
Noni, but I passed it off for two
months. When I finally got around
to reading it, I saw the article on

arthritis and thought, "Hmm,
maybe there's something to it."
Before I used Noni in my
practice, I tried it myself and had a
lot of personal success with it. I
used to be unable to sleep on my
stomach because of back pain.
Noni has also increased my
energy level. My opponents on the
tennis court have noticed that my
reaction time is much faster.
Since then I have used Noni on
seventy of my patients. Fifteen of
my patients with chronic back pain
found that Noni completely
relieved their pain. Eight other
patients had knee pain from
osteoarthritis until Noni made their
pain virtually disappear. Several of
my patients with type II diabetes
lowered their blood sugar with
Noni.
One diabetic patient with
chronic back pain found that for
the first time in fifteen years, he
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could bend over and pick up balls
on the tennis court. He could also
golf again without always being
laid up afterward. The other day
he told me that he'd had a case of
Bell's palsy. His family physician
had told him he'd be laid up for six
weeks with a patch on his swollen
eye, but he doubled the amount of
Noni he was taking and in three
days all his symptoms were gone.
Three of my asthma patients
experienced dramatic
improvements in their asthma
coughs after using Noni.
I've been especially aware of
the improvements in the lives of
my arthritis patients. Many of them
have had significant results. Two
people, including a patient and a
physician, have called to say that
Noni took away the stiffness in
their hands within twenty-four
hours.

“I have seen incredible results in my patients and others who use Noni...”
—Submitted by Dr. Delbert Hatton, D.C.
[Dr. Delbert Hatton, D.C.,
earned his doctor of chiropractic
degree from Palmer College of
Chiropractic. He also has a
bachelor's degree in biology.]
For about forty years, I had a
constant nagging ache in my
lower back from unevenly formed
vertebrae. The pain prevented me
from doing normal household
activities. After only six weeks of
taking Noni, the pain disappeared.
I began recommending Noni to
my patients last fall. Since then I
have had nothing but success with
it. The most amazing situation I

know of is a woman with AIDS.
Since she has been drinking Noni,
her T-cell count has gone from
169 to 400 and her symptoms
have stabilized. I also have a
relative with lung cancer whose
tumors have decreased in size
since he's been taking Noni.
Several years ago, a patient of
mine was traumatically injured in
an auto accident. He broke
several ribs, his shoulder, and his
knee. Since then he's had a lot of
problems with arthritis, especially
in his knee. When he started using
Noni, the pain in his knee went
away immediately and he had a

gradual decrease in the pain in his
ribs and shoulder. Now he is a
happy, pain-free man.
One patient had broken the
bones in her ankle and had
lingering pain and swelling in the
injury for a year and a half. Only
ten days after she started taking
Noni, the pain and swelling were
gone.
I attribute this to the Noni fruit's
ability to open up the cell wall,
allowing nutrients to be absorbed
and waste material to dissipate
from diseased or damaged cells.

“Not only does Noni provide many benefits on its own, it also increases the
effectiveness of other treatments…”
—Submitted by Dr. Steven M. Hall, M.D.
[Dr. Hall is a board certified in
family practice. He attended
medical school at the University of
Utah and completed his residency
in Saginaw, Michigan. For two and
a half years, Dr. Hall was the only
doctor in a small town in Maine.
Since 1991 he has had his own
practice in wellness medicine.]
Since completing my residency
I've thought a lot about what true
health and wellness mean. Over
the years I've studied several
philosophies that have led me to
where I am today — practicing
alternative, or wellness, medicine.
I treat people with chronic
conditions like chemical
sensitivity, chronic fatigue
syndrome, and chronic pain.
These patients have had no
success with traditional
treatments.
I have found these are the
kinds of conditions that Noni helps

the most. Not only does Noni
provide many benefits on its own,
it also increases the effectiveness
of other treatments.
The major key to Noni's
effectiveness is that it contains
significant amounts of
proxeronine, which becomes
xeronine when ingested. Xeronine
is important because it helps the
body turn enzymes on and off.
Trying to operate your body's
enzymes without xeronine is like
driving a car with a sloppy link in
the steering column — your
steering is sluggish and it's difficult
to control the car. If your body has
enough xeronine, it's like having
the tight, precise steering of a race
car.
Anything that improves
enzymes activity has wide-ranging
effects, because all of your body's
functions depend on enzymes.
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Some of the best results I've
seen with Noni were in patients
with inflammation problems such
as arthritis, tendonitis, bursitis, or
carpal tunnel. In our culture, the
kind of diet we eat makes it easy
for our bodies to turn on the
inflammatory process.
Thirty to forty percent of the
calories we get are from sugar,
which means that we are, by
definition, malnourished. This
makes it hard for our bodies to
regulate themselves. I think Noni
helps the body regulate itself and
control the inflammatory process.
Noni is incredible because it
offers help to people who could
not be helped by traditional
medical science. Instead of giving
people the standard vitamin and
mineral supplements, we can help
their bodies reach another level of
cellular and molecular regulation.

I've personally had debilitating
back pain for over ten years. I
have three degenerative discs and
a large Schmorl's node on the
anterior edge of L2 with
osteophyte formation. I've tried
everything I could think of:
Chiropractic, Hellerwork,
Naturopathy, Yoga, acupuncture,
aerobics, massage, dialoguing...all
with slowly progressive worsening
of my pain. Three weeks on Noni
and the pain and spasms were
gone. I could get out of bed
without 20 minutes of stretching,
pick up my six year old again,
chop and load firewood...the list
goes on. I feel like I have a
second chance at life.
In the last 4 months, using
Noni on select patients in my
practice, here is just a sampling of
what I've seen:
A 35 y/o male with high
pressure job and stressful
personal life with exhausted

adrenals, multiple food and
environmental sensitivities,
fatigue, mental illness. We'd
already been treating for months
with diet, DHEA, seriphos,
CranioSacral therapy and
counseling...all with marginal
results. Adding Noni to his
regimen, in a matter of weeks his
fatigue was gone, his mind clear
and he could liberalize his diet
without adverse consequences.
A 75 y/o male with metastatic
prostrate cancer, most recent PSA
of 56, added Noni to his
conventional treatment regimen
and within two weeks, his PSA
was 1.1.
A 63 y/o female, three years
ago recovered from 15 year bout
with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,
experienced a relapse in August
following a viral Infection. She
added Noni to all of the natural
things she had been doing for the
previous two months and within 5

days was 90% better. She is now
essentially back in remission.
A 38 y/o female with migraine
headaches with every menstrual
period her entire life, had tried
Oriental Medicine, cranial
osteopathy, Hellerwork, hypnosis
all without relief. She has now had
four periods in a row without a
headache.
Three teenagers with severe
acne have completely cleared and
been able to stop their antibiotics.
A 19 y/o female with 18
months of Mono-like syndromefatigue, night sweats, aching. She
had to quit college, quit her job,
and move back home. One week
on Noni and she was better.
This list could go on and on.
This product is so helpful to so
many that I strongly encourage
you to try it and let the product
speak for itself. I'd be willing to bet
that you'll be glad you did!

“After being on Noni for three days, she threw her cane away, got up from a
sofa, and ran across the room without pain...”
—Submitted by Dr. Mona Harrison, M.D.
[Dr. Harrison received her
degree from the University of
Maryland and went on to become
the assistant dean of Boston
University School of Medicine. As
chief medical officer for D.C.
General Hospital, she directed the
trauma center, emergency center,
and outpatient services. She
currently specializes in pediatrics
and family medicine.]
As a doctor, I find it necessary
to stay current with the alternative
medical products on the market. I
have to know what effects they
may have on my patients.
I learned about Noni a few
months ago from one of my staff
members. After two weeks on
Noni, she had experienced
dramatic results, including the

virtual elimination of her varicose
veins and a long-term digestive
problem.
I sent several bottles to
patients around the country. I told
them to try Noni, but didn't let
them know there was anything
extraordinary about it. The
following results have been
documented by other physicians
and are not just my own
observations.
One of my patients was
suffering from kidney cancer with
metastases, or the movement of
malignant cells, to her lung and
brain. She had been given only
two weeks to live. Within that twoweek period, she took Noni and it
cleared up her lung lesions. That
was back in November (1996) and
she is still with us.
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Another patient who had
positive results with Noni was a
woman with degenerative arthritis
who'd been in pain for
approximately twenty years. She'd
had knee replacements in 1990,
but that didn't solve the problem.
She had to walk with a cane and
had a hard time getting up from a
sitting position.
After being on Noni for three
days, she was able to throw her
cane away, get up from a sofa,
and run most of the way across
the room without pain. She knew
that Noni had done it, because it
was the only thing she had
changed in her life.
Another patient who had liver
cancer and a swelling of fluid in
the abdominal area. After seven

days on Noni this acidic fluid
cleared up completely.
She had the first case I
mentioned were terminally ill
cancer patients who no one
anticipated would make it, but they
are alive today because of Noni.
I also had a patient with
macular degeneration, a dark spot
on the back of her eye, who was
helped by Noni. Her vision had
deteriorated so much that she was
essentially blind. She'd been to
some of the best ophthalmologists
and top medical centers, but they
hadn't been able to help her.
After two and a half weeks on
Noni, her ophthalmologist
documented that there was a
regeneration of cells to replace the
ones that had deteriorated.
Another woman had a cyst on
the back of her neck. She had felt
it under the skin for months. Noni
was able to draw the cyst out to
the point that it could be lanced
and removed without a problem.
Noni also dramatically
improves high blood pressure.
One woman's blood pressure was

170/100 and we could not budge
it. After two months on Noni, it's
130/80.
All of these results stem from
Noni's enhancement of the
activities of the pineal gland. This
vital gland is where serotonin is
produced, from which melatonin is
synthesized. Melatonin helps
regulate sleep, mood, puberty,
and ovarian cycles.
In the brain, serotonin and
melatonin affect conditions
multiple sclerosis. With MS, a
pigmented area in the brain called
the substantia nigra is missing
some of the needed pigment. Noni
restores this chemical material to
the brain, causing a favorable
response in people with MS.
There are serotonin receptors
in the digestive tract as well, so
Noni can improve digestion. Noni
also balances the body's pH
levels, which affect one's ability to
absorb minerals and vitamins.
Noni enhances the function of
the thyroid and thymus glands,
helping to ward off infections and
other problems with the immune

system. It can even reverse
depression, because it allows
neural hormones to work. Noni
helps the pancreas to balance
blood sugar. Women who drink
Noni have fewer cramps, and men
who drink Noni have less swelling
in their prostate.
Noni basically enhances
whatever medical treatment a
patient is receiving. I've spoken to
ancient healers in Hawaii who
consider this to be a sacred fruit
and they aren't at all surprised by
the incredible medical results
we've had with Noni.
The modern world of medicine
is finally starting to catch up to the
knowledge of ancient times. We
now have the equipment
necessary to evaluate what it is
about the Noni plant that allows it
to cause such dramatic
improvement in so many areas of
the body. Noni, an ancient
remedy, is finally being validated
by breakthroughs in modern
technology.

“Noni is the only holistic health product I use in my practice...”
—Submitted by Dr. Samuel Kolodney, D.C.
[Dr. Kolodney is a doctor of
chiropractic medicine in
Pennsylvania.]
Drinking Noni has
strengthened my entire body. It
helps wake me in the morning
after my son has kept me up most
of the night. With Noni my eyes
open right up and I'm ready for the
day. Noni even cured my athlete's
foot.

Noni has been great benefit to
my patients with arthritis. After
three weeks on Noni, one
women's arthritic pain completely
went away. Another man had such
severe arthritis he couldn't even
pick up a pen, but after a month
on Noni he was able to grasp
objects easily again.
Noni is the only holistic health
product I use in my practice.
There are few products that are as
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generally beneficial as Noni –
that's why I recommend it.
I prefer to focus on health and
bring my patient to the
consciousness that they can help
themselves feel better. Noni helps
them do this because it improves
the entire spectrum of health, not
just a single problem. Noni helps
you body generate life force and
revives your body's natural ability
to heal itself.

“I used it myself and gave it to my son without telling anyone...”
—Submitted by Dr. Richard Picks
[Dr. Richard Picks received a
degree in naturopathy from
Bernadean University. He
currently works as an educator,
speaking on motivational and
nutritional topics throughout the
United States and Canada.]
I am involved with natural
health care primarily because of
my son. He has a bone disease
and a special kind of arthritis that
confine him to a wheelchair. My
son has been in a tremendous
pain since he was very young. As

I've looked for answers to help
him, I've found answers for
thousands of people.
Noni sparked my interest
because of its reputation for
massive pain relief. In the natural
health care field, we face the
challenge of not being able to do
much for a patient who has moved
into an acute or degenerative
stage of pain. When I heard about
Noni from a friend, I decided to do
my own detective work on it. For
eight months I used it myself and
gave it to my son without telling

anyone. My son's pain dissipated
until it was almost gone.
Noni is effective because it
helps cells massively regenerate.
Once this regeneration goes into
effect, people really start to reap
the benefits.
Another exciting thing about
Noni is the delivery system. Since
it's a liquid and not another pill, it's
very easy to take, both
psychologically and physically.
Noni fits into everyone's lifestyle.

“It would be severe enough to put me in bed for several days…”
—Submitted by Kim
For several years prior to my
marriage I had dealt with
significant cramping prior to my
menstrual cycle. Shortly after
getting married seven years ago
the problem escalated to the point
that at times it would be severe
enough to put me in bed for

several days. The doctor
eventually diagnosed the problem
as endometriosis. The medication
that was prescribed provided
some relief, but the problem never
really went away. My parents
introduced me to Noni and I
started drinking a couple of

ounces a day. Two weeks after
starting Noni I was due for another
period. To my surprise and
gratitude I didn’t have the usual
symptoms and for the first time in
a long time I had a normal
experience. Thank you Noni.

“This product is what I have been praying for…”
—Submitted by Christie Welch
I first found out that I had
endometriosis back in 1991. I had
a laparoscopy and had the endo
lasered off. My Dr. told me to get
pregnant to help get rid of the
endo she could not get rid of, due
to where it was located. I got
pregnant within 3 weeks. The
endo pain got really bad again in
2000. I had another lab. The Dr.
said that it is growing under the
top layer of skin in my abdominal
cavity, and that they can't see it to
laser it! She advised me to get
pregnant again!! I'm thinking there

has to be something else to get rid
of this pain besides pregnancy!! I
got a call from Leigh about Noni.
We talked for 2 hours!! I was so
excited but a little skeptical about
the product. I did not ask Leigh if
the product had ever helped
anyone with endo, just to make
SURE that the power of
suggestion wasn't going to
interfere with my experience of the
Noni. I got my bottle of Noni, and
took the first dose and have had
NO PAIN in my lower left
abdomen since!!! Before Noni, I
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was taking 1,600-2,400 milligrams
of ibuprofen a day to try to get rid
of the pain, and some days, the
pain would NOT go away even
WITH the ibuprofen!! I was lucky if
I had 5 days out of a month with
NO PAIN on the ibuprofen!! This
product is what I have been
praying for!! I am so grateful that I
decided to try Noni!! I can do my
housework without pain, I don't
have to lie in bed with a heating
pad on my abdomen for days at a
time, I feel GREAT!!!!!!

“My energy, clarity of mind, and excitement for life just skyrocketed…”
—Submitted by Joanne Pharo
In 1977, after giving birth to our
twin girls, I was so very tired.
Seemed natural to be at the time,
except it never went away. It was
the beginning of 25 years of
chronic fatigue syndrome, (which
didn’t “exist” at that time) and that
wasn’t all. Within a short period of
time, I developed severe allergies;
food, inhalants, chemicals, odors,
and drug sensitivities. Asthma,
hypothermia-fevers, panic attacks,
major mood swings, and of
course; depression. Over the
years, I’ve also had blood poison
a few times, as well as cellulitis,
breast cancer, and fibromyalgia.
Of course, all of these things have
their own variety of symptoms as
well. Doctors, tests, medicines,
alternative therapies, diets, and
supplements were many and
costly. Some helped, most didn’t.
Few helped very much or for long.
We even moved a few times trying
to get away from mold, and other
major allergens, which so stressed
my body, it would trigger the CFS,
leaving me incapacitated. I would
be in bed or on the couch, in such
a fog and pain, days on end, not
even being able to concentrate to
read or watch TV. So desiring to
sleep, yet often not able to even
doze off. It was a major effort just
to get a shower each day, totally
wearing me out. Eventually I was
able to find ways to keep certain
stresses from triggering a lot of

symptoms. Some stresses are
totally unavoidable; weather
changes, or hormone changes,
etc. It sure is a tight rope walk,
and balance is easily lost.
This past year, my pain and
weakness in my limbs, was getting
worse. I discovered that CFS was
nearly identical to post-polio
syndrome, which eventually can
disable a person to the point of a
wheelchair, if they don’t strictly
reserve energy. Both conditions
also can show damage to the
reticular area of the brain, which
explains why multi-system failure
happens. I reluctantly gave in and
received a handicapped parking
placard (the beginning of July
2002), so as not to use up my
energy in a parking lot, on days I
was able to venture out at all.
By God’s grace only have I
survived all of this, with family and
friends support. Only by His grace
did I discover Noni from French
Polynesia the end of July 2002! I
started drinking only a tiny
amount, since I was so allergic to
many things, including many fruit
acids. But praise be to God, I
wasn’t allergic! So I went up to 2
ounces 3 times a day fairly
quickly. Within 3 weeks-all pain
and weakness in my limbs was
gone! My energy, clarity of mind,
and excitement for life just sky
rocketed! I was even sleeping
much better.

By the end of 1 month, I
realized my G.E.R.D. (gastro
esophageal reflux disease) was
gone, and after years of expensive
daily prescribed medicine; no
longer needed. For about 9 years I
also used nystatin for Candida,
which made my tongue white, and
often with inflamed, red welts,
making my tongue very sore,
especially when mold is high.
Disappeared! Allergies are getting
better, and using less medicine for
that, as well as asthma is so much
better. I have found on high stress
days, (allergy, weather, etc.) I will
put 1/4 ounce of Noni under my
tongue every hour or so. It really
helps tremendously to get me
through those times, so stress
won't trigger a CFS or
fibromyalgia episode.
Noni has also done wonders
for my Dad. He has suffered with
headaches for 50 years. They are
the kind that make him feel
anxious and nervous. Since he’s
been drinking Noni, from Tahiti, he
said he’s had whole weeks go by
without a headache at all! I asked,
"when was the last time he could
remember having no headache?"
He replied, “It’s been 50 years!”
He’s nearly 82, and somehow, I
don’t think he’s going to be giving
up his Noni!
Noni has been such a
wonderful answer to many
peoples’ prayers.

“Something as simple as peeling potatoes would cause pain for days...”
—Submitted by Sharon Crandall
I have had what was
diagnosed as Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome and Fibromyalgia for
six years. Fibromyalgia is like

arthritis, only in the muscle. The
symptoms are worse with physical
exercise or activity. Something as
simple as peeling potatoes can
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cause two days of pain. Pain is
often delayed one or two days
after the activity.

Some doctors think that since
the magnesium levels are usually
low in fibromyalgia patients, the
muscles actually tear. Muscles
can tear in athletes with lack of
stretching and over-activity, but
this is way beyond normal and
stretching also causes delayed
pain.
Most patients also have
sleeping disorder, as the muscles
don't relax enough to let you sleep
properly. For many patients,
numerous nights are spent rocking
back and forth in pain for hours,
before getting a few hours of fitful
sleep.
The last six years have been
spent doing what little work I could
do out of my home. Much of the
time was spent on relative's
couches when unable to work at
all. A little over two years ago I
went to a chiropractor who gave
me some nutritional products for
12 weeks. My energy level started
to increase, but none of the pain
subsided.
I dreaded bending over to pick
anything up or get something out
of the cupboard or refrigerator. I
usually waited for my daughter to
do it for me. It was painful for me
to get out of a chair or get in and
out of the car. I could manage to
do dishes and maybe go to the
store for a few things, as my total
activity out of my chair.
I dreaded walking very far,
because of the pain, and if I
couldn't find a close parking
space, I would give up and go
home. If I was going to have to
walk very far in a big store I could
get an electric cart. My daughter

sometimes wanted me to shop
with her. In order to do that we
would rent a wheelchair from the
mall.
I often could not sit all the way
through church. It was a painful
event to go to a movie. If I went to
a family gathering, after being
there an hour or so, I couldn't wait
to get home and sit down. My
underlying energy level was quite
good, but pain wears you out
quickly, and all you want to do is
get where you can lie down or
recline in a soft chair.
It would usually take a full day
or two to recover from traveling
any distance.
I started Noni at the end of
September, and at the end of my
first week I felt my movement was
more free. I didn't walk so
haltingly, and could move about
easier.
Then I made a trip to Utah for
my son's wedding, and I noticed it
did not take me long to recover
from that trip. I helped do some
cooking for the wedding which
was still painful, but my recovery
time seemed less. I was off Noni
for a few days but on the way
back to Phoenix, I opened another
bottle. I could tell that it helped
make the trip much easier. I felt it
was really worth pursuing it
further.
I continued to improve. I
started sleeping better, taking less
ibuprofen. I noticed it was easier
to bend over. I mopped the
bathroom and had much less
repercussion from it. As I
continued through the month I
started to think about what I

wanted to do with my life, instead
of how to get through the day.
At the end of being on it for two
months, it really started kicking in.
I am in my third month now and I
am amazed at what I did over
Thanksgiving. The day before, I
baked a turkey, made dressing
from scratch, made gravy, cooked
and mashed potatoes, peeled
yams, made a yam dish, went to
the store and chauffeured my
daughter to school, to work and
back.
I was bending over and putting
things in and out of cupboards and
the refrigerator, doing dishes, etc.
On Thanksgiving, we went to my
sister's for dinner at 1:00, stayed
and played games until into the
evening. My nap was to fall asleep
in my chair for a few minutes. The
next day, I went to Prescott and
Sedona with my family. We did
some shopping at several stores,
drove around to see the sights,
etc., and got home at 12:30 that
night. My nap was about 15
minutes in the car sitting up. All
this three days in a row!!
After being on the product for
about a month, both my daughters
independently commented on how
I now have life in my face that
wasn't there before. I look forward
to continued improvement.
Since Noni also enhances
anything else you are taking, if I
have pain at night now I just take
some Noni or some calcium/
magnesium tablets, which now
work beautifully to relax me and
get me right back to sleep.

“I am very thankful for a divine product coming into my life…”
—Submitted by Unnamed
I am 34 years old. I had all the
worst symptoms that comes along
with fibroid tumors. For the severe
cramps I needed 220 mg
naproxen tablets just to get

through the day. Because of
heavy flowing I could barely go out
of the house. The flowing
extended sometimes over 20
days. I was very anemic and tired
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all the time and experienced bad
PMS.
I am very thankful for a divine
product coming into my life called
Noni that has helped to

tremendously change my life. I
now have a normal cycle, no
severe cramps, and I do not take

even the mild meds. I no longer
have heavy flowing & PMS. I am
continuing to saturate with Noni to

help with reduction & dissolving
tumors.

“Where there was despair, there is hope for a normal future…”
—Submitted by Joy Sawyer
After surgery 4 yrs ago, I
developed an M.R.S.A. infection
which I think caused my
fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue.
Fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue
are worse than a death sentence
because you are in pain 24/7
(morphine took the edge off but
never got rid of the pain
completely). You are constantly
tired, with the inability to fall
asleep without medication, or to
stay asleep once you finally did
fall asleep. Your body can’t repair
itself without regenerative sleep. I
suffered from depression, also
had osteoarthritis, 2 heel spurs,
both rotator cuffs were badly
damaged and I even developed
tennis elbow.
My day usually consisted of:
getting up at 8:00AM, when I took
my pain medication and going
back to bed until the pain
subsided enough that I could get
up and eat breakfast which is
usually between 9 and 10 AM. By
the time I showered and got
dressed it was about 12 or 1 PM.
On a good day I was able to sew,
do some painting in bed, work on
my computer for and hour or two,
or read a book. Then, with a little
luck, because by the afternoon,
my legs were so swollen that it
was sometimes unbearable, I
could sometimes make dinner if I
sat while I prepare the meal. At
between 6 and 7 PM we ate
dinner, most of the time in bed,
because my legs were so sore
that I had to have them up. Still
from bed, I crocheted or sewed if
my hands were not too sore, while
watching T.V. or read until the
sleeping pill allows me to finally
drift to sleep. There were days I

could barely get out of bed to go
to the bathroom because the pain
is so intense. I went to the pool for
exercise classes when I could
manage to move well enough to
get there, which was seldom. The
pain was so bad that for a while I
had to use a walker and got a
handicapped parking permit. I did
buy the groceries most of the time
because I could walk if I used a
cart but someone usually brought
the bags into the house and
helped put the food away.
I could no longer do the things
I love to do such as garden, walk
our dogs, or for that matter walk
around the block! I could not take
care of my home and family
anymore. Most of my family is in
Montreal where I was unable to
visit because the pain of traveling
that distance put me to bed for 3
days after each way. I no longer
attended church. I missed too
many classes because of pain that
I quit going to the arthritis pool
class. Loud noise, hot and cold,
bright light and even touch
became a problem. Going to a
movie in a theater was out of the
question because the volume was
too loud. Bright light caused
headaches. I could no longer take
a hot bath or shower or use our
hot tub, the water was too hot.
Being touched, if the touch was a
little firm, hurt me. In short, these
disorders ruled my whole life.
I met a lady who gave me
some Moducare capsules so I
figured that I had nothing to lose! I
was hesitant to try this treatment
because I was not a believer in
natural medicine and thought it too
expensive for something I thought
might not work. After about 10
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days, I started to notice little things
that I could do that I hadn't been
able to do for over 3 yrs. Because
Moducare seemed to have
alleviated some of my pain, I was
able to reduce my morphine from
60 mgs. per day to 40.
My friend, Pat, told me about
Noni. I was still a disbeliever in
anything that didn’t come from a
pharmacy but she convinced me
to try it. She called me every day
to check up on me and after a
month, I told her that it wasn’t
working, my pain was worse and
stopped taking it. She said I was
just detoxifying and to persevere. I
said no way, forget it, it’s too hard,
I can’t deal with the pain. Within
about a week I called her back
asking for more Noni because the
pain was even worse. It took 4
months of taking 2 oz. Morning
and 2 oz. at night but thanks to
Noni and Pat, I was able to further
decrease the morphine to 20mgs.
As of 11 days ago, I stopped the
morphine all together and I am
pain free. I have started
physiotherapy and am slowly
working at building back the
strength that I lost having spent so
much time over the past 4 years in
bed. My legs are no longer
swollen , I have been to the
movies, taken a hot bath, shower,
hot tub. I can go home to visit my
family. Depression is a thing of the
past. I can not only walk again but
I can run! I have even been able
to go back to church. Best of all I
can LIVE my life as it was meant
to be lived!
Where there was pain, there is
no longer. Where there was
despair, there is hope for a normal
future.

“Doctors suggested that I give up my job, and go on disability...”
—Submitted by Denise Watson
Two years ago I was
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia
(FMS) and Chronic Fatigue
Immune Deficiency Syndrome,
(CFIDS). At the time of my
diagnosis, I had been searching
out answers to my physical
problems for years by the time I
was finally diagnosed.
According to my doctors, my
future was very uncertain,
particularly around the area of my
ability to continue to work and lead
an active life. It was suggested
that I consider giving up my job,
and going on disability.
As a small business owner and
a very active person of 38 years
old at the time, this news was
devastating, as was how I was
feeling. Without going into
extreme detail, my immune
system was flat, and I was unable
to fight off infections and pain.
In January I was bedridden for
2 1/2 weeks, without the strength
to stand at my kitchen counter and
get a glass of water. The muscle
pain had become too severe that I
suffered spasms that nearly
crippled me, and the fatigue was
unbelievable. My mother moved
from Florida to Chicago to be with

me through this. She was a
Godsend, as I wasn't able to
grocery shop, cook or maintain
myself without help.
Previous to my collapse, I had
researched, called and visited
"specialists" across the country.
My medical bills and travel
expenses were soaring. I did the
traditional approaches, a variety of
drugs to decrease pain, increase
Serotonin production, as well as
self-injecting Gamma Globulin, B12, B-1 and B-6. Results were
temporary. I then tried
Homeopathy with some relief of
pain, but continued fatigue.
When I was finally able to
return to work, it was for 2 hours
at a time, then 1/2 day. I still
needed help preparing meals etc.
When I was finally able to work a
full day, it was not without taking
naps in my office both in the
morning and afternoon.
In October my mother brought
me a bottle of Noni and I must
admit that I took it very reluctantly,
expecting no results. And initially, I
didn't notice any. After much
persuasion from my mother, I
increased the amount of Noni that
I was taking.

Within 3 months my energy
level was so increased that I was
no longer napping at work and I
was suddenly able to stay awake
after work. Previously, when I
came home from work I would
sleep until the next morning. My
life consisted of just trying to make
it through a day.
The next thing I noticed was
that my pain was decreasing. It
was miraculous!
Two weeks ago, I visited my
local doctor. She was astonished
at the change in me. We didn't do
a lab work-up at that time because
I showed no physical signs of
either illness. No swollen lymph
glands could be detected, my
lungs and heart were excellent,
and I did not react physically to be
the muscle tests she performed.
She was stunned and astonished.
She asked me what I had been
doing and I told her that I had
stopped all injections and that I
was drinking a product called
Noni. Needless to say she told me
to continue and she requested
information.
Thank you for the introduction
to Noni, my life has been
changed!

“I now thank God for each pain-free day and for his gift of Noni...”
—Submitted by Delores Blesi
I am a retired teacher, 64 years
of age.
The pain started years ago. It
would be in one place one day
and in another place a different
day. It would start unexpectedly
for no apparent reason. I used to
think my lower back was out of
place. The pain would last 2-3
months sometimes. It also went all

the way up the middle of my upper
back on both sides of my spine.
All the while I was having
severe pain in other areas.
Specific spots on my back felt as if
a corkscrew was being turned into
them. My whole back itched
constantly and ferociously. My
elbows were so tender, I couldn't
turn over in bed and just barely
touching them while bathing was
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excruciating. In my shoulders,
front and back, shoulder blades,
upper arms, ribs and knees the
pain burned like a hot iron.
After sitting for a while I could
barely stand up because of a
painful catch in my groin. I started
having severe charley horses and
experienced a general weakness.
I could barely lift a coffee cup, and

peeling vegetables for dinner was
out of the question.
Finally, I was told that I have
Fibromyalgia. It was a relief to
have a name for my pain and to

know it was not terminal, although
I often commented "Life is not
worth living this way".
About 6 months ago, I began
taking Noni. It wasn't long before I

experienced relief from pain and
more recently a returning of
strength. I now thank God for each
pain free day and for his gift of
Noni.

“It is truly a miracle. I will not go a day without it...”
—Submitted by Bonnie Burgin
Noni the miracle food has
provided me with hope when all
else was lost.
For the past ten years plus I've
worked as a Certified Nurses
Aide. When I attained employment
with the State of Illinois Veterans
Home I was on top of the world,
making more than three times
more a month than ever before!
But, there was a price; this was a
labor job with heavy lifting, long
hours and all manners of body
manipulations involved.
I am a young 50 year old, now
riddled with excruciating pain. This
all came to be in May of 1997
when I incurred yet another insult
to my back.
First, I began having a great
deal of stress incontinence with
several Ute's. IU changed my
working schedule to midnights
with hopes of less lifting and some
ease to the pains incurred.
As my mother once told me,
"all things come to a head,
eventually." Mine did! I now began
spotting blood which culminated in
gross hematuria (blood in the
urine).
The Dr. diagnosed me with
Fibromyalgia, UTI, and Kidney
Stones. After tests upon tests he
further found two bulging discs
with aggravated disc disease. On
top of all this my blood pressure
was very high (at risk) and my
blood sugar levels were jumping
up and down like a yo-yo. This is

way too much for one so young,
for anyone!
The Urologist, not satisfied with
the previous results did further
testing and in the Cat-Scan found
a spot that he described as a cyst
or a possible tumor in my bladder.
The stress at this point is
indescribable. I was a nervous
wreck and scared!
While complaining and pouring
my heart out to my sister, she
decided I needed to try Noni. She
had been taking it only a short
time herself so it was still in the
trial stage for her. She told me to
try it anyway after all what could it
hurt. She was right, but I didn't
know it then. I've always trusted
her so I began taking Noni as
instructed.
Within two weeks I noticed the
pain had eased. I wasn't
depressed and I had a general
feeling of well being. It was
unbelievable! I was calm! When I
went in for my bladder surgery my
blood pressure was better than
I've seen it in years, 130/60. My
sugar level was a perfect 87 and
the best of all was after surgery
when the Dr. told me he couldn't
find the thing he saw on the x-ray
and Cat-Scans. It just wasn't
there. The Dr. remarked that he
was puzzled and would continue
to check me for recurrence.
It's four months now, and it's
still not there!
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Things were happening fast ...
too many to mention in this brief
overview. The main thing I wanted
to impress is that the nagging pain
I can't remember being without is
minimized to something less than
a nagging toothache, and every
day it seems to hurt less and less.
Like I said, I have been
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia,
Arthritis, Sciatica due to my back
and the bulging discs. I am not
trying to sound like an alarmist; I
just want you to know I'm
discussing serious pain, and
doctors usually try to help you
adjust to life with pain.
Well, Noni is helping me to
adjust to life with little to no pain at
all. it's wonderful!
The worst of all was the
doctors' determination and
advisement that I never do my
chosen work again. That should
have been the straw you know,
but my Noni keeps me stress-free,
and I have hope!
Noni is not a cure-all, it's not a
medication; then what is it! It is
truly a miracle. I will not go a day
without it.
When UPS went on strike I ran
out. Within a week the pain
returned. It hit me so hard that I
took to my bed and was back on
pain pills. I'll always remember
that pain, and I thank God daily for
Noni and thank you again Noni
International.

“It is the only product that has helped me...”
—Submitted by Rose Fischer
Five years ago I was
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia and
have lived with constant pain
every since. Taking all kinds of
pain pills and nothing ever taking
the pain away, even to tolerance
level. A few months ago, my pain
was to the point that I thought I
was having a heart attack in my
chest, to the point of sending me
to the hospital. I was having
migraine headaches constantly.
Taking two types of depression
pills, no energy to do the things I
needed to do around the house,
family members helping me with
daily house chores. I am a very

independent person and have
always done for myself and
others, so it was hard for me to sit
and watch while my sister and
friends did my house work. I quite
my job because of the stress not
only of the job, but the pain I live
with daily. Two weeks ago my
fiancé heard about Noni and did
research to find out more. He told
me about it and ordered the Noni.
We have been on it faithfully and I
have noticed that I am no longer
taking as many pain pills, which
was tearing up my stomach. We
are both Diabetics as well, and for
the first time since he was

diagnosed his blood sugar was
down to 110, instead of the range
of 150-200+. I take insulin and it is
keeping mine within 80-100 when
I wake in the mornings. Noni is
showing us both that it is working.
We tried Noni because of the
testimonials that we read. Noni is
targeting certain areas, one at a
time. I was not sure about trying
Noni, but now I feel the daily
results of Noni, I truly believe that
Noni is helping, it is the only
product that has helped me. I
encourage all to try Noni.

“I didn't look for miraculous results – and didn't expect any – but as time went
on, they happened…”
—Submitted by Vickie Bryant
When I first started drinking
Noni, I really didn't know what to
expect. I just knew my parents
believed with all their hearts they
had found the most wonderful
product for health care on the
market. They wanted me to try it
and see how it helped me. I didn't
look for miraculous results and
didn't expect any but as time went
on THEY HAPPENED!
I have up and down days as
does anyone, but I do owe my
current health and well being to
my use of Noni and Noni
Products. I truly believe in these
products as I know they really
work for me!
I have been using Noni for one
year now and I feel better than I
have ever felt! I owe my well being
to the fact that I am drinking Noni
and I am a much better person

since my Mother introduced me to
Noni, and insisted I drink it!
I had been diagnosed with
Fibromyalgia, and the pain was a
daily battle for me. I have been on
one type of pain killer or another
for years. Now one year later, I
don't battle the pain of
Fibromyalgia like I used to. I have
had my ups and downs for a
while, but learned to adjust my
dosage as needed.
I also suffered with debilitating
Migraine headaches. I still have
occasional headaches but nothing
near the severity that they were,
and are getting less and less as
time goes on.
I previously needed to wear
eyeglasses daily, and I really
needed them. Now I no longer
need to wear them at all and can
see perfectly, even better without
them!
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Even with the new strains of flu
that is going around I have found I
don't catch the bug, or If I do it is
no where near like other around
me and lasts a much shorter
period than others not using Noni.
I have personally found myself
in much better health and much
less pain since I started drinking
Noni. I am now free of all pain
killers, thanks to Noni!! I have
much more energy, better health
and more self assurance than I
have had in years!
Other people that I know have
experienced much of the same
energy and feelings of general
well being since they have started
using Noni as well! It has even
been helpful with the well being of
my puppy, all with none of the side
effects of the prescription
medications, and Noni is an all
natural product!

“I will give up food before I give up Noni…”
—Submitted by Deborah Hensley
I originally purchased Noni for
my husband. At the time the pain
in his back was so bad that he
couldn't sit, stand or lay down and
had to keep moving. He had to
have help dressing himself.
We started him on Noni four
times a day, hoping if one ounce a
day was good, this would be even
better! After four days my sister,
who had given him Noni to take,
asked him if it was helping. He put
both hands up and said, "I can't
tell if it's doing anything."
Then he stopped and started
looking at his left hand where he
had a very painful skin cancer for
four and half years. He looked at it
and couldn't believe it; the cancer
was gone, and now there was new
pink skin!
As for myself, I have been
suffering with Fibromyalgia for
years... to the point of almost total
disability, terrible pain, no cure,

and of course, this resulted in
extreme depression. I have
endured this with no relief, and no
hope in sight, even though I have
tried every treatment that was
suggested to me. Nothing I tried
had helped, even minutely.
Three years ago I discovered
what it was, and at this point was
almost unable to walk. I have a
three year old whom I was almost
unable to care for. My life was
almost useless. Even By putting
my feet on the floor to get up in
the morning I experienced
excruciating pain. I had begun to
use two walking sticks to get
around. I have not been able to
sleep on my left side in three
years, and then only on my right
side for a short time.
To make a long story short, I
took Noni the first night, and within
15 to 20 minutes every joint in my
body started aching and hurting

like crazy! This lasted about 45
minutes. The next night I took it
and had no reaction, but my hip
was really hurting, so I rubbed
Noni on it.
For the first time in three years
I slept the whole night through!
Consequently, I rubbed it on any
painful joint with a wad of cotton
and let it air dry, and it has worked
immediately every time. I rub it on
my neck and temples when
getting a headache, and it stops
that too. I do the same for back
pain.
This has been the best pain
reliever I've ever used, and that is
really saying something. All I can
add is: I will give up food before I
give up Noni! There are additional
areas where it has helped me, but
for sure if you have Fibromyalgia,
please try it.

“The Doctor had a needle intended for relief, but ended up missing the
vertebrae and shot it through my spinal cord…”
—Submitted by Kim C.
I went to a Doctor to relieve the
horrible pain in my lower right side
of my back...The Doctor had a
needle intended for relief, but
ended up instead, missing the
vertebrae and shot it through my
spinal cord!
Since then, I now experience
pain in my lower right and left side
of back including the sacral area.
Lifting, moving, stretching all
became an impossible task which
lead to excruciating pain and
suffering. Another time later, I
became sick with a virus which
caused a severe temperature and
numbness in all my body

members. Not having any idea
what this could be or why this was
happening to me, I was frightened!
The Doctors put me in the hospital
and "ran some tests" on me to find
out why I couldn't stand on my
legs or have full use my arms.
Having no explanation, except
Myalgias, it seemed as though it
was getting better and as time
went on, I wanted to believe I
WAS better!
I wasn't better at all – every
day simple tasks of going to the
store for groceries, taking my son
to school, or even cooking dinner;
all became an unattainable,
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unreachable event in my life. I was
spending more time in bed
because of the fatigue, the
unyielding pain and exhaustion I
was enduring. I'm happy to say, a
really good friend of mine
introduced me to Noni, and since
then, "I never say NO to Noni!!" I
started taking a tablespoon in the
morning and at night in my
flavored hot tea but then realized I
probably needed a lot more! So, I
took a little under a quarter of a
cup in the morning and at night.
After finishing the first bottle, I
then dropped it back down to two

tablespoons in the morning and at
night. It has truly changed my life!
I am able to first of all,get out
of bed!! But most of all it has given
me a quality of life I had before I

was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia,
and sick with back pain and
suffering! My quality of life has
definitely been upgraded to
accomplishing my normal daily

activities and then some!!
Remember,..."Don't say ‘No’ to
Noni!!"

“My robe fell away from my legs and, in absolute awe, I saw my lesions were
gone…”
—Submitted by Betty A. Boatman
I am 58 years old and suffer
from Post Traumatic Fibromyalgia.
Having had it for almost 3 years,
the major problems I've dealt with
are: 1) severe pain plus flare-ups;
2) depression; 3) chronic fatigue;
4) zero energy; 5) constipation; 6)
sleep deprivation, and 7) memory
loss.
On April 7th I was introduced
to Noni. Having nothing to lose, I
started taking it.
Four days later (on a Saturday)
I woke up full of energy with much

pain, I couldn't believe it. By the
following Tuesday I didn't have
any depression, my pain was cut
in half, I didn't have one flare-up, I
had energy plus, and I was not
constipated all week.
All this in one week? A
miracle!!
I do have a one footnote to
this. I forgot to measure my daily
dosage. I drank 1/2 cup every
morning and every afternoon!
I have Hypertrophic lichen
planus and had it for 40 years.

The Mayo Clinic doctors tried
helping with cortisone shots (50 to
each leg) to bring down the
lesions.
One morning as I was putting
on my socks, my robe fell away
from my legs and, in absolute
awe, I saw my lesions were gone!
I have pink skin again after 40
years.
Thank you for giving me back
my life. God bless Noni.

“Having headaches almost every day…”
—Submitted by Fidan Noriega
I've been suffering from
headaches since I was 14 years
old. I was having headaches
almost every day. Headaches are
very unpleasant, especially when
you need to work from 9am to 6p.
Since I was introduced to Noni
more than a year ago, I can't say
that the headaches are completely

gone, but I get them so rarely that
it is hard to believe it. Besides
Noni gives me a lot of energy to
work extensive hours. I love Noni.
Only one thing you need to
remember – DO NOT GIVE UP IF
YOU DO NOT SEE IMMEDIATE
CHANGE, for some people the
product will take longer to work. I

saw the difference after one
month.
Taking Noni before breakfast
and dinner became a daily routine
and makes my health so much
better.
Enjoy the miracle!

"Any day without a migraine is a great day…"
—Submitted by Chris Osborne
My name is Chris and I have
suffered with migraine headaches
for the last 28 years. Recently a
fellow co-worker told me about
Noni. He didn't "sell" me Noni, he
let Noni sell itself. I started
drinking Noni about a month ago.

Last week, while at work on the
midnight shift, I felt a migraine
coming. I had an unopened bottle
of Noni in my locker and thought
this would be the moment of
testing. I drank about 4 ounces of
Noni and went back to work.
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About an hour later, I drank
another 4 ounces because I could
feel the headache trying to take
hold. My shift had ended about 4
hours later and while driving hone
I realized, "I never got the
migraine!" NEVER in 28 years

have I ever been able to shake,
ease or stop a migraine from

running it's full course...at least,
not until now. I always would say,

"Any day without a migraine is a
great day."

“Noni is the best supplement I have ever taken, and I intend to continue
taking it for life...”
—Submitted by Clyde Lunsford
I had been suffering from
debilitating migraine headaches
for several years. I addition to the
migraines, I had sinus problems. I
had persistent lower back
following an injury while
exercising. I addition, I had high
blood pressure and high

cholesterol. A friend introduced
me to Noni. After taking Noni for
one week, the migraines left and
the sinus problems disappeared.
My blood pressure is well within a
good range and my cholesterol
count is down. I have more energy
and an overall feeling of well-

being. I don’t feel as stressed as I
did before Noni. Noni is the best
supplement I have ever taken, and
I intend to continue taking it for
life. I strongly recommend it as it
strengthens your immune systems
and helps to fight off infections
and diseases.

“I averaged 30 pills per month, with a headache of some kind almost every
day...”
—Submitted by Vicki Northern
My migraine/stress/sinus
headaches had become so
frequent that I averaged 30
caffeine/aspirin/codeine pills per
month, with a headache of some

kind almost every day. I started
taking Noni the day after
Christmas, and I have only had 2
headaches since then – what a
miracle for me! I am so grateful to

my niece for introducing Noni to
me. I can tell that I am more alert
and have more energy also.

“This product has given me back twenty years of my life...”
—Submitted by Diana Voss
From my earliest childhood I
remember having the severe pain
of a migraine. Leaving the fun as a
teenager and young girl because
of a migraine. No medicine was
available at the time. And I would
feel suicidal at the thought of
another migraine. I found some
relief when Imitrex came on the
market but my husband would
have to pin me to the floor to give
me a shot. I eventually lost the
fear of a needle to the migraines.
The pill form came out and I
thought it was great. Until my
daughter started having migraines
and she couldn't take the
medicine. I saw her making
sacrifices and missing things the

way I had. The cost of the
medicine was so expensive it was
unbelievable to me. How could I
possibly afford this? I would suffer
as long as I could so I could save
the medicine in case I had a
migraine in public. Later in life the
migraines started becoming silent
migraines. Less pain but severe
loss of vision and dangerous if you
were driving.
I had blood sugar problems
every day but was thankful that I
wasn't a diabetic. Injecting with a
needle was more than I could
handle. My praise for our Father
for this blessing.
During childhood I had broken
my arm and metal plates replaced
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some of the bones. This was
beginning to cause serious pain in
my elbow area. Cortisone shots
were giving me some relief and I
decided I had to live with any pain
beyond that.
About four years ago I had an
accident that left me with a neck
injury. After four years the pain
became too much. Three
viakadyns at a time and I was still
feeling pain and losing use of my
right arm. After x-rays and an MRI
it was found I had some nerves
pinched and some bulges in my
neck discs. Surgery was a must.
But I was put on a waiting list. On
the internet I went to find some
relief. I was willing to try anything

at this point for pain. After three
weeks of one ounce a day with the
Noni, I was still in pain. John told
me to take four ounces for that
much pain. But I didn't want to
spend that much so I started on
two ounces. After a week, I woke
up shutting off the alarm with my
right arm and realized my pain

was minimal. No more pain pills. It
was a gift from God. I also
realized neither I nor my daughter
had had a migraine for a month. I
stopped eating for two days to see
if my blood sugar was really
helped. I had no blood sugar
reactions and I haven't had the

shakes once since I started
drinking Noni.
What an amazing product! It
has given me energy, stopped my
pain and even my fingernails are
long and beautiful again. I call
them my Noni nails. This product
has given me back twenty years of
my life.

“My medical doctor told me I was a ‘diagnostic dilemma’...”
—Submitted by Marie Hakala
Over the past ten years I have
been the victim of many doctors
and of many diagnoses. I've been
told I have arthritis, lupus, Lyme
disease, MS, fibromyalgia, and
disc disease. Also, I've had many
bladder and yeast infections. My
medical doctor of twenty years
told me I am a 'diagnostic
dilemma'.
For the past eight months I
have been taking 2 oz. of Noni
each day: 1 oz. in the AM and 1
oz. in the PM. For about a year
and a half prior to my being
introduced to Noni I had regained

some of my health by replacing
nine prescription drugs with
vitamins and food supplements.
I thank God for them directing
me to the exclusive Noni. Since
drinking Noni, my energy level has
improved. I have less joint and
muscle pain; my thought process
has further improved; I have fewer
bladder and yeast infections; I
have less back and leg pain from
the disc problems, and my
balance has improved.
I have a lot less eye pain, and
my medical doctor confirmed that
my cholesterol has gone down.

Also, the mysterious stabbing
pains throughout my body have
greatly decreased. I am looking to
further improvement in my health
as I continue to drink the healthgiving Noni.
I would like the world to know
that Noni is changing thousands of
lives – one life at a time. To any
skeptics out there I'd like to say
"The placebo effect does not last,
but the ongoing cellular
regeneration of this great product
does."

“My condition worsened so bad, I was unable to pick up my left leg...”
—Submitted by Pat Rizzi
I was diagnosed with MS
(multiple sclerosis) in February of
1992. My original symptoms were
tingling and numbness in my left
hand and foot. Since that time the
same sensations appeared in my
right half and foot, but not as bad.
My condition worsened so bad
that I was unable to pick up my left
leg. I walked by dragging my left
foot behind me. I lost strength and
dexterity in my left land.
The simplest things were
difficult and next to impossible to
do, such as turning on the water
faucet, opening cabinets and
drawers, rolling down the car
window. It was very frustrating and
made me irritable and impatient. I

could not outstretched my fingers;
they would simply droop. My
vision began to get blurry and at
times get so bad I feared I might
go blind.
I have tried physical therapy,
acupuncture and various
medications. Nothing helped me. I
also have arthritis, psoriasis and
chronic bronchitis. Every winter I
would get a cold that would last
from two to three weeks.
In the late fall a friend of mine
introduced me to Noni. I started
taking it on November 5th. Three
days after I started, my arthritic
pain went away and has not
returned.
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Within a few weeks I noticed I
was walking better and can now
raise my left leg up and step on to
a curb. I have also had gradual
improvement in my left hand. I can
turn on the water faucet, open
cabinets and drawers and roll
down the car window with my left
hand.
I no longer have blurred vision,
in fact, my vision seems sharper. I
got a cold in January and it only
lasted four days, and was not as
severe as in the past.
Recently I noticed the flaky
patches of psoriasis on my arms
were gone and are disappearing
from my chest. I also have
renewed vitality. I don't get tired

anymore from simply making the
bed, and I do not need a nap
every afternoon. I am not
frustrated and irritable anymore.

I take two ounces of Noni in
the morning and again in the
afternoon, and I owe all these

improvements to Noni and only in
a few short months.

“We came away with the National Championship trophy...”
—Submitted by Tyson Williams
This is the letter I promised you
concerning the success that our
football team has had as users of
Noni.
On January 19th our full
contact flag football team was
crowned the National Champions
after 2 days playing 6 games of
"full contact" flag football. On our
roster we have 2 ex-professional
(NFL and World League) football
players and 6 others that have
played college level football.
One of the ex-pro players is
Samoan and was already very
familiar with Noni when I
approached some of the members
of the team with it since an 8
game tournament in 2 days is very
physically draining. I am a very
healthy person and therefore take
Noni for the help it gives me In
energy, and prevention from
things that I do not know if I've got
or would have been exposed to.
I was nicknamed the
"Energizer Bunny" because I play
both defensive back and slot back
and am 1 of only 2 players on our
team to do so and thus the
nickname.
Many of my teammates were
curious as to my training and diet
and that was when I was able to
introduce my purple energy drink
of Noni. Many of the players on
my team are already very good
friends and knew that I was taking
2 ounces a day of Noni, but didn't
try it until the whole team decided
to work out with my training
schedule and diet plan for the
month before the tournament.
We ended up winning the
National Championship in a
league that has over 1,000,000

members and 10,000 leagues
nationwide and in Canada. Only
the top 100 teams in the nation
were invited to attend this
tournament, and after taking 5th
place last year with 8 injuries out
of 16 guys, playing 2 less games,
this year having 14 of our 17
players on Noni, we came away
with the National Championship
trophy and only lost 2 players to
injury during the tournament and
you guessed it that they were 2 of
the 3 that did not join the Noni
club training schedule.
Since that does not give any
specific evidence (although I
believe that is was a very direct
cause of energy reserve and injury
prevention) I have a few specific
examples of Noni and the good it
did to a few of our team players.
I will start with my quarterback
who is rated #1 in the country and
who we live and die with. He and I
were both nominated to AllAmerican status along with our
native Samoan who has grown up
with Noni. Our quarterback has a
history of severe tendinitis in his
throwing elbow and usually can
finish a tournament in pain, but
struggles through the next 2-3
weeks with severe tingling, sharp
pains, and stiffness in the elbow.
Generally he would just be
feeling well enough a month later
when it was time for our next
tournament and the painful cycle
would start all over again. In early
December after a qualification
tournament he had symptoms in
his arm as badly as he had ever
had them.
I was finally able to persuade
him to try Noni for the period
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between then and our tournament.
Not only did it quicken his normal
recovery time from 2-3 weeks to
about 1 week, he continued taking
it through the time of the
tournament and did not reoccur
the injury after 8 straight games in
1 day which has not happened for
as long as he can remember.
Matu'u is our native Samoan
who has grown up eating and
drinking the raw fruit from his
mothers rearing. He pulled his
hamstring severely in the
December qualification
tournament and was not expected
to play in the National
Tournament. Not only did he
recover in time to play, but he
played both offense and defense
and shared tournament MVP
honors with me for the 100 team
National Tournament.
He also was instructed by his
uncle in Samoa to topically apply
Noni to his injured hamstring
simply by using a warm cloth and
cold Noni.
This next year as we tour the
country on our National
Championship Tournament Tour,
we are seeking sponsorship from
TNI and hope to have it available
for trials at various tournament
sites to further the good that it
does not only helping those who
are older and inflicted with
diseases, arthritis, asthma, and
diabetes etc..., but also for what it
does for healthy individuals for
energy and prevention from
injuries that you will never know
you would have received and
speeding up the healing process
on those that did occur.

“This is the first time I've used something that gives me energy that lasts the
whole day and helps me sleep better at night…”
—Submitted by Mike Akagi
I've been running marathons
for twenty years and I think I've
tried just about every natural
health supplement out there to
improve and enhance my running.
Every supplement I've used
makes claims about being better
for me, but then doesn't do
anything. All of the products gave
me a buzz, but that's all. There
were no long-term effects and I
didn't feel better from taking them.
As a long distance runner, I want
something that lasts longer than
the race.
A friend of mine, who also
runs, recommended Noni. He told
me it really helped him with his
running so I started drinking it
after I had just run a marathon.
Noni helped with my recovery
from that race and I decided to
keep using it during my winter
training season.
In the winter I usually run five
to seven miles on weekdays and
ten to fifteen miles on Saturdays.
Sometimes in the morning I'd do a

fairly hard workout and when I
trained the next day, my muscles
were sore and my joints would
ache.
But after using Noni, I haven't
had that pain and my overall
energy level has improved. I'm
really in tune with my body, so I
immediately know what things
work and what things don't work.
And Noni works.
I'm now starting my summer
training, so I run ten to fifteen
miles on weekdays and twenty on
Saturday. Even with the more
rigorous training, I don't feel the
aches and pains that I used to
feel. It's easier to go out and train
every morning when I'm not sore.
Because Noni is so effective, I
didn't have a cold all winter.
During cold and flu season my.
whole family got sick, but I didn't
get anything. Whenever I felt
something coming on, I took a
little more Noni and it seemed to
fight the symptoms.

I recently went on a weekend
trip and I forgot to bring my Noni
with me. The family I stayed with
had kids with colds and the flu and
I started to feel sick. But as soon
as I got home, I took some Noni
and the symptoms were gone in
less than two days.
One of the things that attracted
me to Noni was the fact that it is
one hundred percent natural. I've
found that almost every other
nutritional supplement has some
sort of additive or coloring – which
isn't healthy.
This is the first time I've used
something that gives me energy
that lasts the whole day and helps
me sleep better at night. Now I
just flow with energy. I don't know
exactly what Noni does for your
body, but whatever it does it's
great.
I have been taking Noni for
about seven months now, and I
plan to go the distance with it.

“He refused to use his crutches and walked all day without them…”
—Submitted by Sharon Rigge
Our eleven-year old grandson
Lee, while playing basketball last
April, hurt his ankle so severely
that he couldn't put any weight on
it at all. His Mom had some
crutches handy and that was the
only way he could get around.
On Monday he went to the
doctor and the x-rays showed that
his ankle wasn't broken, but
severely sprained and bruised.
The diagnosis by the doctor
was that it would take a full month

before he could put his full weight
on the ankle.
We learned of this on Monday
evening and suggested they use
Noni on Lee's ankle.
So this is what happened:
Monday evening they put a
generous amount of Noni on his
ankle and wrapped it gauze.
Tuesday morning same thing.
Tuesday evening he barely
needed the crutches to walk.
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Tuesday evening he got
another application Noni.
Wednesday morning was the
last application.
Wednesday he refused to use
his crutches and walked all day
without them!
Thursday he was up to full
speed and playing as usual!
If anybody is skeptical about
Noni all you have to do is wait until
they have a cold sore, blister,
paper cut, pulled ligament, sprain,

bruise, sore joints, eczema or
most any condition on the skin
and let them try Noni topically.
They will experience the
healing power of Noni within a
matter of seconds for something

like a minor bum to a matter of a
few days for something a little
more serious.
Sharon and I have personally
experienced this level of healing

with Noni and so have our friends
and other family members.
And every time it happens we
are still amazed!

“I creak like rusty hinges when I wake up and start moving around...”
—Submitted by John Zollinger
I have been blessed with
extraordinary strength and
intensity in athletic events. I have
been ranked 3rd in America in the
discus (and threw 7' over the
world record in practice) in high
school. I also power lift. My best
squat was 750 lbs. for 2 reps at
age 21.
I also excelled at many other
sports too. I have been around
elite athletes in my college career,
My coach at BYU was Jay
Silvester, 6 time world record
holder in the discus. I knew 2
discus national record holders
from Sweden, one as a teammate
and the other as an assistant
coach. Then I had injuries each
year going through college. I was
perfectly positioned to continue
my success but injuries stopped
me short.
Jay told me to continue to
throw because I have the potential
to compete on the world level if I
can stay injury free. I did not have
what you would call an injury free
athletic career even through high
school.
Because of my strength and
intensity, I often hit people on the
football field with greater violence
than my joints could handle.
Because of my success, I was the
target of cheap plays that have
severely damaged some of my
joints.
In power lifting I attempted a
world record for a non drug users
when I was 21 years old and reinjured a disk in my lower back
between L3 and L4. All together I
have had: my right ankle torn out,

bursa sac damage in my
shoulders (the right shoulder, ac
joint, was separated so badly that
an MD said that I would never
throw discus again but the
following year I was nationally
ranked), damaged my right elbow,
left wrist and right thumb.
I creak like rusty hinges when I
wake up and start moving around.
My wife teases me that I could
never sneak up on anyone in the
morning.
I currently own a research
company that reviews
breakthroughs in several areas
including health.
One product that I have found
that I believe all athletes at all
levels should be using is called
Noni.
It is common knowledge that a
teams entire season or an
athlete's entire career can hinge
on whether he or she is healthy.
This was certainly true in my case.
Recovery is paramount to
success. Whether they can
recover a week earlier to help their
team make the playoffs or be in
the playoffs is critical. Seasons
can be very damaging on the
players. It seems like everyone is
banged up or hurting somewhere
at the end.
That is where Noni comes in.
The juice from the fruit, I believe,
will do at least 5 things for
athletes: 1 prolong your career, 2
get you back playing your position
sooner, 3 have the healthy edge
when playoffs come, 4 avoid the
flu and other sicknesses that can
drain your strength and 5 live a
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pain free active life even after your
career.
All of our bodies are different.
So far I have noticed, for
various ailments, that taking Noni
produces in 25% of the cases a
miraculous result, 50% have a
good to very good result and 25%
have a feeling of well being.
The time frames ranges from
approximately the same hour to 6
weeks, but most people that I
have heard and read about have
noticeable results within 2 days to
3 weeks of taking Noni
consistently.
The fact is that experts often
don't agree and can debate this or
that point, and testimonies of how
great Noni is can keep piling and
piling up and the number of
different health applications can
continue to increase and go on
and on, but the proof is in the
pudding. You must try it to know.
My personal results come in
between the miraculous and very
good. I felt great pain relief in only
2 days. I am going through my
many different ailments and
checking them off as I have
results.
That's the great thing about
Noni, it works on so many things. I
have not listed them here because
of the volume and the list would
also be incomplete. There are new
applications found all the time. No
pill for this and another pill for that,
all the time being concerned about
the medicine's side effects, just
one natural source for so many
different things.

“My Dad set three bottles of Noni in front of me and said, ‘I want you to drink
all three bottles as fast as you can’...”
—Submitted by Ralf Van de Veerdonk
At 19, my lifelong goal of being
drafted by the national Soccer
League came true. Twelve years
of constant training in Holland and
I was chosen as a professional
member of the Austrian FC
Karnten Club.
After a short time I had a
serious experience with pain in my
chest, neck and shoulders. It felt
like I was being stabbed
constantly with a knife and it
wouldn’t let up. Painkillers and
massage prescribed by the Club’s
Doctor didn’t help. Finally after
missing several tournaments I was
sent to a Chiropractor for
treatment. Thankfully, I was pain
free for two months and could
continue my professional Soccer
career. Then the unimaginable
happened, the pain returned but
this time accompanied by
inflammation and excruciating
pain in one of my molars.
I was sent back to Holland, but
the Dr’s previous chiropractic
treatments only worked for a few
days. He thought it might be
related to Rheumatism.
Appointment after appointment
and still the Doctor’s had no idea
what was causing the constant
pain. They thought it was related
to my tooth problem and
suggested treatments or removal.
I quickly chose removal hoping
that this would cure my crisis. The
pain persisted with no evidence
the tooth extraction was related at
all. The follow-up treatment was x-

rays along with constant injections
of freezing, anti-inflammatory
drugs and painkillers. I was able to
participate in training for several
weeks in Austria until I
experienced different and more
excruciating symptoms. Now my
tail bone, hips and lower back
where ridden with agonizing pain.
Four months had pasted since
the first symptoms. With the Club
Dr. still unsure of the problem, he
decided on an MRI scan. The
results suggested that the severe
inflammation on either side of the
coccyx was either over training or
the beginning of Rheumatism.
With the pain unbearable, hardly
sleeping or function normally, I
knew it was more then just over
training. I was sent for a second
MRI, which proved the
inflammation had become much
worse and the reason for the
chronic pain. Finally they took a
blood sample and found evidence
that high levels of Rheumatism did
exist. The lab showed the blood
marker HLA–B27 was positive for
Morbus Bechterew, a disease that
causes severe crippling of the
spine, ending with complete
incapacitation. There is no known
cure or relief of the symptoms.
This meant the end of my Soccer
career and my health.
It was month eight and I had
no hope for the future. My father
Eef, was at his wits end and
decided to take matters into his
own hands. For several years our
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family had been using an exotic
super drink Noni. Many people
had phenomenal health
experiences with Noni, drinking
just two ounces per day. My Dad
set three bottles of Noni in front of
me and said, “I want you to drink
all three bottles as fast as you
can.” Within three hours I had
finished the entire three liters.
Then the unimaginable happened.
The pain intensified one hundred
percent. Not knowing what to do,
my Dad called a Physician in the
Netherlands who worked with
Noni. While on the phone, my
symptoms began to lessen and I
walked to my Dad’s office.
Shocked at seeing me, we both
realized the pain was lessening.
By the end of the evening, there
was so much improvement, I
made the decision to stop all the
addictive drugs and rely totally on
Noni for healing. It was the first full
night’s sleep I’d had in months. I
began drinking 500ml of Noni
every morning and tracked my
improvements daily. After three
months I was completely PAIN
FREE!
It has been several years since
that dreaded experience and the
Doctors are amazed at my
recovery. Whenever I’m without
Noni for three days or more, my
symptoms begin to return. I am
thoroughly convinced that Noni is
balancing my immune system and
keeping me pain free to this day.

“Noni has saved me from a life of dry, irritated skin, and I am glad I found
it...”
—Submitted by Wanda Tucker
I began taking Noni when my
sister told me about it in March of
2014. I was suffering from skin
irritations (severe dermatitis of the
skin) and I began to research the
Noni plant and what it does. I
found that it can really help the

skin and nails so I said why not. I
began to experience less itching
and a oil sheen to my skin. I had
large dark patches on my skin and
those started to heal from the
inside out. I also noticed that the
split ends of my hair were not as

split. My nails are healthier and
my energy level is great. I also no
longer drink coffee I just drink
Noni leaf tea now. Noni has saved
me from a life of dry irritated skin
and I am glad I found it.

“I am now off all previous medications for the first time in 13 years...”
—Submitted by Bishop M. Craig
Between January 1985 and
April of 1996, I suffered three
heart attacks, quadruple bypass
surgery (July 3, 1992) and over 60
hospitalizations due to
recurrences and complications,
primarily arrhythmia. I was told
that I was inoperable for seven of
those years (from 1/3/85 to
3/3/92).
A cardiovascular surgeon I had
worked with at Ben Taub Hospital
(Houston, Texas – 1967- 69), Dr.
William Berry, MD, operated on
me on a Monday afternoon at St.

Joseph's Hospital, and I walked
out Saturday morning! That
operation saved my life, but all the
subsequent medications, and their
side-effects, caused numerous,
needless hospitalizations, some
which were very serious!
After three weeks of being on
the Morinda citrifolia (Noni), I find
that my heart is beating normally,
my cholesterol is in the normal
range, arthritis in my right foot is
gone, I am no longer impotent (a
ten-year side effect of the heart
medications), my bowel function is

normal (don't laugh, it's vital to
proper health) and my blood work
is normal.
Best of all, I am now off all
previous medications, for the first
time in 13 years this coming
January!! I work 6 days a week,
10-12 hours a day, with energy
galore!! I am living life again.
Guess What?? Morinda
citrifolia (Noni) works!! Whether
mainstream medicine agrees or
not. People may lie, but EKGs,
blood tests, and X-rays don't!!

“A brown recluse spider recently bit me…”
—Submitted by Richard Kates
A brown recluse spider
recently bit me. The bite left a
small red mark on my right index
finger, and it soon became dark
red and itchy, swelling to a dome
shape the size of a dime. The
poison caused me to experience
severe flu-like symptoms with
fever, nausea, and body aches. I
went to the doctor, but all he could
do was lance the wound to get rid
of any visible pus. I still had
trouble closing my hand.

My wife, Kriss, had just learned
of Noni and ordered a bottle the
next day. Three days after I
received the bite, I started using
Noni, taking 1 oz twice a day.
Over the next two days, I noticed
that the swelling was almost gone
and the skin color was turning
from very dark to pink. My hand
continued to rapidly improve over
the next few days.
After using Noni for one week,
the dime-size area of the bite was
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flat. Now, 15 days after the bite, I
only have a light mark about the
size of a pencil eraser, and it is
getting smaller. My sister-in law
experienced a recluse bite several
years ago and had eight months
of problems with it. From what I
have learned about toxin, I am
very fortunate to have had Noni in
my life.

“After just a week of taking Noni, I no longer have heartburn and bloating...”
—Submitted by Sandra Phipps
I have had acid reflux problems
and bloating after eating for
around 20 yrs. I was eating a
bottle of antacid a week and in
Jan. finally went to doctor. They
prescribed Prevacid which really
helped but the PRICE!! 259.00 a
month.. I can't afford that.. so in
desperation I started asking
questions to anyone I meet if they
knew of anything all natural that
would help. My farrier was working
on one of my horses about a
month ago and his wife told me

about her mother that is in her
80's drinking something called
Noni... I had never heard of it. I
am so glad I did!!! I am happy to
say that after just a week of taking
Noni, I no longer have heartburn
and bloating. I also, noticed that I
was not having hot flashes during
the day and at night I was not
waking up 5 to 10 times with night
sweats!!! And that meant I was
sleeping all night. And boy the
energy I have!!! I don't know what
I will feel like in a month or 2 or 3

of taking this fantastic product. I
also, noticed I am not aching in
my joints and morning stiffness in
feet is slowly getting better.
Tonight I started my 77 yrs. old
mother on Noni and she is going
to start giving it to her 17 yr. old
dog that is having problems with
hip and breathing. I will keep you
updated on her progress. I just
wanted everyone to know how
thrilled I am with Noni and I love
the taste.

“I was divinely directed to this gift of God, Noni...”
—Submitted by Rev. Esther Lindquist
After several years of being on
health supplements, which were
good but did not take care of
every situation in my body, I was
divinely directed to this gift of God,
Noni. I had severe digestive
problems, too much acid in my
system, muscle spasms in the
thighs, and poor circulation which I
have had for many years. I also
would have leg cramping in bed at
night and I always wanted to
stretch which would bring on the
cramping.

I started on Noni over two and
a half years ago and the acid is all
balanced out, no more canker
sores, cold sores, or even colds.
Have not had a cold since I have
been on Noni, if I felt like one was
coming I immediately took two
ounces of Noni and it knocks it
right out of my system. Digestive
is not a problem unless I have
something I should not have. I
could feel the Noni working in my
circulation for several months, and
now it is not doing that, so I
believe it is moving out any

problems, that were there. As an
added bonus I had a liver
cleansing which was a surprise to
me, but definitely needed.
No more muscle spasms or leg
cramping. I have also used Noni
to apply to burns and a wart
started appearing on my nose and
I dabbed Noni on it a couple of
times and it fell off. I am an active
74 year old and a minister of the
Gospel and I thank God daily for
what He has for us and to help us
to get and stay healthy.

“Dr. Calpin said that I did not have to go on the AIDS Drugs...”
—Submitted by Lonnie
I have been HIV positive since
February 1999. With good fortune
on my side, I have been
asymptomatic. I have never taken
any AIDS drugs.
My determination has been to
stay totally healthy and to stay off
AIDS drugs. So far so good. In the

last two months, my T-cell count
has been taking a negative turn,
slowly slipping into the 400 range,
and then into the 300 range.
To give a perspective when the
T-cell count drops to 500 or below
AIDS drug therapy is strongly
recommended.
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On December 1st I started
taking a natural "miracle from
paradise" called Noni. My friend
insisted I take Noni to promote
healing since I was going into the
hospital on December 4th for
surgery on my heel. She said it
would help me recover quickly

from the extensive surgery. I
agreed to try Noni.
On December 2nd I took my
usual HIV test. On December
16the I took another HIV test. That
day my doctor told me he was
concerned and that if the results of
this test turned out to be the same
as or lower than the results of the
December 2nd test he would have
to put me on the AIDS drugs.
On Thursday, December 19th,
Karen head of the research

center, called to give me "great
news".
The test on December 16th
revealed that my T-cell count had
jumped to 482 and my ratio had
gone up to 41.5%. Dr. Calpin said
that I did not have to go on the
AIDS Drugs. Of course, I am
thrilled beyond description.
Here are my test results since
September 1996:

09/12 – (Viral load – 11,000) *
(T-cell – 331) * (Blood Ratio 39.1%)
10/0l – (Viral load – 11,000) *
(T-cell – 382) * (Blood Ratio –
45.8%)
12/02 – (Viral load – 11,000) *
(T-cell – 369) * (Blood Ratio –
37.4%) Started Noni 12/01/96
12/15 – (Viral load – 4,300) *
(T-cell – 482) * (Blood Ratio –
41.5%)

“Pain was something that was starting to control my life...”
—Submitted by Steven B. Sanders
First some history about
myself. I've had Ankylosing
Spondylitis for 27 years. I've hurt
for a very long time. Pain was
something that was starting to
control my everyday life and I was
about ready to give up.
I've been on every arthritis
drug they make, including
prednisone and and cortisone
shots (every 3 months).
May 14th 2001, I was in the
arthritis clinic in Oklahoma City,
complaining of severe pain in my

neck. The doctor recommended a
cortisone shot in my neck. But he
wouldn't give it to me that day, he
wanted me to have a MRI done
first. I agreed, and he set a time
for me to get it done.
May 15th 2001, I drank my first
ounce of Noni. Three days later, I
was starting to feel less pain. I
shared what was happening with
me to my friends. They wanted to
try Noni too. So I ordered another
case within the first week and then
another case.

June 4th I had the MRI done
on my neck and upper back.
June 14th I was back in the
doctor’s office. I didn't get a shot
that day, even though the doctor
said he could see a problem area.
Today is Feb 14th, 2003. and
I’ve not had or have needed any
cortisone shots. Plus my sinus
problems are mostly all gone, I
had used nose spray for years
and 2 alegra-d a day. I have more
energy, and my blood pressure is
under control.

“For those who believe in Mother Nature more than the pharmaceutical
companies...”
—Submitted by Eddie
I have been taking antidepressant medication for about
two years. I tried to get off the
medication, but failed and needed
to get back on. However, I've
been drinking Noni for some time

now, and I'm off the medication. I
don't need it anymore. Although
I'm not totally sure if Noni was the
main contributor for the
improvement of my mental health,
I DID notice that my overall health

improved significantly after
drinking Noni. I highly recommend
Noni for those who believe in
Mother Nature more than the
pharmaceutical companies.

“I wish I would have had this years ago...”
—Submitted by Melanie Emerson
Hello, my name is Melanie. I
have had real bad anxiety attacks
for almost 10 years. They were so

bad I ended up in the E.R. more
than I can count. A friend
introduced me to Noni and he said
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to try it. I let my husband take it
first because any pills or anything I
thought I was taking to get rid of

the anxiety would set them off. I
waited about a week before I took
it, one day I got up and took an

ounce. In 2 days I noticed I hadn’t
even thought about an attack. I
was sleeping better, had more

energy, and my moods change for
the better. I wish I would have had
this years ago.

“I was rushed to the hospital one night, fearing a heart attack...”
—Submitted by Wilma Thomson
I am a 54 year old woman. I
have always been healthy and
vibrant. That stopped several
years ago when I came down with
costochondritis, an arthritis of the
chest cavity. I didn't know what
was wrong initially, and the illness
crept up on me becoming
progressively worse. I didn't feel
like it was life threatening because
the only real problem was
unbearable pain.
I was rushed to the hospital
one night fearing a heart attack.
The specialists were stymied but
said it was not my heart. I was
sent to a General Practitioner and
he immediately diagnosed me with
costochondritis upon my telling
him the symptoms. He offered to
put me on prescription meds
which I am leery of as I know
anything concocted by man has
minor to major side effects, so I
asked what the side effects might

be. The doctor stated that there
was only 2 types of medications
that could help me and both had
severe side effects stating that the
one pill would deteriorate my liver
within a short 6 months and the
other medication in about the
same amount of time would wreak
havoc on my kidneys. I asked if
there was anything else I could
do. He said that I could live with
the pain.
I chose that option, so for the
next 5 1/2 years I and my family
greatly suffered with my illness. I
actually became bedridden and
was up only 1-2 hours per day. I
stayed home and our family
ceased functioning as a unit.
One evening a friend called
and told us about a new wonderful
natural product with zero side
effects, called Noni. He said it was
helping everyone with everything
because it strengthened the

immune system. I've lived long
enough to know that no one thing
can do what he claimed but out of
desperation to be well I purchased
some. I drank Noni for 3 days and
on the third day my pain was
gone! That was over 6 years ago.
I still have my ailment, but it is
95% in check and when a
particular bad day comes I simply
drink more of this amazing gift
called Noni.
I am back to work. I'm back to
being a wife and mother. Now,
with so much time on the product,
my family and friends have found
that this is indeed helping
everyone with everything. Even
my skeptical husband has been
aided with recovery from several
ailments including hemorrhoids,
insomnia and allergies. My friend's
claims were true. Noni is the
miracle we needed and I'm so
grateful for it.

“I knew there had to be something I could do to help her little sore cheeks
and ears...”
—Submitted by Bonnie Frazier
I was researching options to
treat my then six week old
daughter's baby acne. Her case
was severe enough to warrant the
pediatrician’s recommendation of
hydrocortisone cream for her face.
It wasn't working. After reading
article after article of "leave it
alone. It goes away after six
months", I was getting pretty
frustrated. I knew there had to be

something I could do to help her
little sore cheeks and ears.
Finally, I ran across a
testimonial of how Noni had
helped the submitter's niece’s
baby acne. After studying more
about its benefits, I got some Noni
and gave it a try. In less than 24
hours, I noticed improvement. I
drink an ounce a day and breast
feed her. If I don't drink any of my
Noni for a couple of days, her
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acne comes back. If I drink an
ounce a day, you can barely tell
she even has acne.
I now recommend it to
everyone I know. I even started
my husband on it when I read that
it is good for pain, as he broke his
back years ago and suffers back
pain ever since, but refused to go
on pain medicine for it's addictive
nature. Noni is changing our lives.

“I then soaked a cloth in Noni and laid it across my burned arm...”
—Submitted by Grace Beasley Terrell
I was cooking fried fish, when I
finished I turned to turn the stove
off.
I was wearing a dress with
flaps on the sleeve. One of the
flaps fell into the hot grease, I
snatched my hand back the
sleeve flapped up on my arm.
Immediately my arm was
discolored. I put ice on and it
continued to pain and burn.

I then soaked a wash cloth in
Noni and laid it across my burned
arm. By my medical experiences I
am sure that this was a 1st to 2nd
degree burn. However what
happen next is that the pain and
burning subsided and I could
forget that I had been burned.
There was never any blistering
or the skin turning dark, no pain,
and few days latter the skin that

was burned began to rub off, the
new skin was is as nice as a
newborn's skin.
Needless to say at 55 I began
to use it all over my body with a
makeup pad. My skin is very
sensitive, I'm not able to use any
over-the-counter products. Noni is
so mild I can use it any time.

“This has been a Godsend for my daughter and me – nothing short of a
miracle...”
—Submitted by Judith Dawn Whyte
My family has been drinking
Noni for 3 years now. It took me 3
months to decide to try it. I thought
it was expensive and I just
couldn't believe that anything my
doctor had never heard of could
help me. Since then, I've become
healthier and far better educated
in the area of nutrition and it's
direct relation to health. All thanks
to Noni.
I have suffered with Bipolar II
illness for more than 20 years. I
loaded with Noni at 4 ounces per
day and eventually cut it down to 3
ounces per day. Within 6 weeks, I
began to become a totally new
person. After about a year on
Noni, I was able to cut my
antidepressant medication in half
and still feel wonderful. My 3 year
old daughter had developed a
biochemical digestive disorder that

had become chronic. Her diet had
to be very strict. She was forced to
take an adult dose of stool
softener and suffered through
enema treatments every few
months. She had constant urinary
infections, stomach aches and
headaches as her body was
completely unable to move toxins
out of her system. She had
repeated urinary and stool
accidents, severe constipation and
gas pain. A child's nightmare.
We were told that hundreds of
children are visiting biochemical
disease clinics and these numbers
are rising. After researching
extensively in the area of nutrition,
I decided to put my daughter on
Noni. We weaned her slowly from
the stool softeners by loading her
system with the child's dose of
Noni of 2 ounces but found she
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required 3 ounces of Noni in order
to take her off the stool softeners
completely. We gave her 2 ounces
at night and 1 ounce in the
morning. After about 2 years at 3
ounces, she now only requires 2
ounces per day. That amount will
likely increase as her body weight
increases as she gets older. After
about 4 weeks, it became obvious
Noni was helping her
tremendously. No more gas pain,
regular bowel movements, no
more urinary infections. Our
daughter no longer sticks to a
strict diet and only has a little
trouble with ice cream
occasionally. All her symptoms
are completely gone. This has
been a Godsend for my daughter
and me – nothing short of a
miracle.

“I have been taking Noni for 4 months and here are some of the results I
have experienced…”
—Submitted by Almeda Harris
I was first interested in Noni to
help with my blood pressure, not
knowing or considering other
benefits. I have been taking Noni
for 4 months and here are some of
the results I have experienced:

Lower blood pressure
Joints ache less
Increased energy
Clearer skin, a glow
Sound sleep
Less back pain

Good elimination
I am sure the longer I use Noni
the more my health will improve.
Thanks so much for such a
wonderful product, I am telling
people more and more each day.

“My doctor confirmed that both my blood pressure and cholesterol have
improved...”
—Submitted by Velta Price
What a difference an ounce (2
tbsp.) a day of exclusive Morinda
citrifolia has made in my life. Since
drinking Noni my medical doctor
confirmed that both my blood
pressure and cholesterol have
improved.

I'm sleeping better and have
better balance. It's good to have
less pain. Also my complexion is
better as are my memory and
thinking.
I thank God for preserving the
Morinda citrifolia trees (that

produce the Noni fruit) down
through the ages so that I can now
benefit from the healing properties
of Noni and enjoy better health at
age 83.

“My blood pressure has been high for 10 years...”
—Submitted by Sandie Sweatman
My blood pressure has been
high for 10 years. My doctors

couldn’t get it down. Now that I am
taking Noni it is normal. THANKS.

“Remarkable success…”
—Submitted by Wouter Storm
I have been drinking Noni for 6
months now and with remarkable
success: blood pressure and

cholesterol are ok again, my short
breath problem has decreased by
say 85% and the chapped hands I

used to have are quite smooth
again!

“He feels better and healthier than he has in years...”
—Submitted by Gail Maddy
My husband Bob has had
Parkinson Disease since 1991.
He does not take any
Parkinson's medications because

the side effects are worse than the
benefits. He takes herbs and
vitamins.
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He started taking 1 oz of Noni
on March 12th. Since May 15th he
takes 4 oz approximately every
other day.

Two weeks ago, he told me he
feels better and healthier than he

has in years.

“He rebuilt my 5th, 6th, and 7th vertebrae with bone from my right hip...”
—Submitted by John H. Nelson
I hurt my neck in a head on
accident in 1989. A Doctor in
Medford Oregon took a chance
that the spinal cord was not
th
th
severed. He rebuilt my 5 , 6 , and

th

7 vertebrae with bone from my
right hip.
This restored movement of my
body but my neck was stiff and
painful. A good friend told me

about Noni. It took the pain away
and I was able to work my neck.
I now have full movement in it.
Praise the LORD for wonderful
people that put the tools, the
LORD has given us, to work.

“The hole was big enough to place the tip of my little finger into her leg...”
—Submitted by Debbie Lay
My daughters 11 year old
friend had a brown recluse spider
bite on the lower right outside of
her knee. After seven days and on
antibiotics, the hole was big
enough for me to place the tip of
my little finger into her leg. We
started putting Noni into the hole

and bandaged it. She continued to
keep it packed with Noni and
drinking Noni and kept changing
the dressing. The wound drained
and in two days had a scab. In 3
days the scab came off and the
sore was completely closed with a
small white dot of infection that

was still draining slightly. Eight
days later, the wound is pink and
healing up completely.
This is the 5th time we been
successful with Noni for Brown
Recluse bites in the last 4 years.

“I immediately poured Noni on the burn and within minutes it stopped
burning...”
—Submitted by Sandy Best
I was fixing my husband a cup
of coffee in the microwave one
morning and I left it in there much
too long! It was boiling hot. I was
turning to go the sink to pour
some of the water out when the

microwave door flew forward as I
was turning to go toward the sink
to pour some of the water out and
add some cold. My right had was
severely burned. I immediately
poured Noni on the burn and

within just minutes it stopped
burning. I still have the redness on
my hand from the burn the day
afterwards but the pain of it was
completely gone. Noni, I wouldn’t
be without it.

“I went to three different dermatologists, spending several hundred dollars on
different treatments...”
—Submitted by David Stegall
I have had seborrich dermatitis
for over 6 years now. It began as
a small patch of dry, flaky skin,
which soon developed into larger
patches that would flare up on my
face and chest. Also, the flare ups

would develop on my scalp
causing dandruff.
I went to three different
dermatologists, spending several
hundred dollars on different
treatments. I was told by each one
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that seborrich dermatitis was not
curable, but was easily treatable.
However, the treatments could
only be used to treat flare ups, not
used as a daily defense. So I
would go a couple of days with

red, flaky patches on my face and
chest until the treatment cleared
them up!
Back in August of 2002, a long
time friend told me about Noni. I

believed his testimony from the
start, as he had been a good
friend.

I began using Noni, and after 3
weeks, my flare ups of seborrich
dermatitis stopped.
I have not had a problem
since! Noni is truly a gift from God.

“In January a doctor friend suggested I try Noni...”
—Submitted by Pam
I am a 35 year old wife and
mother of two children, ages three
and one. I experienced many
symptoms such as frequent
headaches, migraines, severe
muscle and joint pain, sleep
disturbances, fatigue, memory
problems, colds, etc. I have had

CFS for four years. Conventional
medical treatment is for symptoms
only. There is no cure for CFS at
the present time.
In January a doctor friend
suggested I try Noni. I starting
taking Noni right away.

Within 3 to 4 days I noticed
less pain, better sleep, fewer
headaches and more energy. I
believe this is to be due to the
Noni since all of the other things I
have had have not made any
difference.

“I felt the doctors had sent me home to die, and I was devastated...”
—Submitted by Toni Atwood
I am 61 years old; I have 5
children, 16 grand children and 7
great grand children. I’ve suffered
with major Clinical Depression,
Bipolar, Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder and I was suicidal. I was
diagnosed with Epstein Bar Virus,
Chronic Fatigue and low Blood
Sugar. I had problems with
bladder control and I was addicted
to cigarettes. I had Emphysema,
suffered a Stroke and finally I had
Breast Cancer and then I found
Noni.
Two years ago, I had become
so depressed that I stayed in bed
for a year. The only time I went
out was to go to the doctor’s
office, I had no desire to live. I was
then admitted into a mental
hospital, it was there I had a
biopsy and found out I had
Cancer. My immune system was
so low that the biopsy became
infected. My insurance ran out and
I felt the doctors had sent me
home to die and I was devastated.
I decided to fight the Cancer
with Chemotherapy. My first round
of Chemo consisted of four

intravenous treatments (one every
three weeks). After each
treatment, I had to go back to the
doctor every day for seven days to
get a shot to bring up my white
blood cell count. I couldn’t eat; I
had terrible sores in my mouth
and my weight dropped from 130
to 93 pounds. My fever spiked and
I had to go to the hospital. At this
time I was diagnosed with
Emphysema. I went through a
series of test and went home with
an oxygen tank.
I knew I had to get myself right
with God. I thought I was going to
die. I saw a pastor on television
and called the church. The
following Sunday their transport
came by to pick me up, I was so
weak I could hardly walk. After
church the pastor told me about
Noni. I could not afford to buy it,
but people in the meetings
donated bottles to me and my
hope began to rise.
I began drinking Noni at
loading dosages before I had the
Mastectomy in November of 2000.
The surgeon wanted to know why
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I wasn’t pushing the morphine
button for pain; I told him I didn’t
need it. I told him that I didn’t need
pain pills either and the reason
was – I was drinking Noni. He
approved of the product and told
me that I was a miracle.
When the time came for my
second round of Chemotherapy, I
had been drinking Noni for about
two months. This round of Chemo
was completely different! My white
blood cell count was above normal
and I did not need any more
shots. Noni had boosted my
immune system and helped
greatly with the pain. I had more
energy, I wasn’t sick to my
stomach, I could eat and I had no
sores in my mouth. My oncologist
(who did not think I was going to
live) was absolutely amazed at my
recovery.
I am Cancer free and the
doctor treating me for Emphysema
took me off the oxygen. The
doctor treating my depression for
four years, said he could not
believe how well I was doing and
with no depression. He is also

drinking Noni and he recommends
it to others.
I am gaining weight, my hair is
growing back thick, I can control
my bladder, I have quit smoking, I
have an overall feeling of well
being and I am really happy for
the first time in my life. I share
Noni with my family, friends,

neighbors, doctors, nurses and
everyone that I talk to and I also
share my testimony. My friends
tell me that they have seen an
unbelievable change take place in
my life.
First of all, I thank God for this
wonderful gift that He has made
and I thank the caring people who

went the extra mile, to pray for me
and donate bottles of Noni.
I have earned my PHD (Past
Having Doubts) about Noni.
Praise God, I am alive, well and
happy. Who could ask for more?

“A major lessening of pain in both wrists...”
—Submitted by Kathy Manning
I have been using Noni for over
2 months now and have
experienced a major lessening of
pain in both wrists. I have stopped

wearing braces at night for the
condition. Since this is the only
change in my diet, I am extremely
pleased to say the Noni is working

well. Thank goodness as I have
suffered for many years.

“They were considering putting me on a liver transplant list...”
—Submitted by Sharon Thiesen
In July I was hospitalized with
chemical hepatitis. All my liver
profile tests were severely high, so
I'll just use the AST test, which
was 3555 with a normal of about
37. All virus and bacteria tests
were negative, so they took me off
all medications. At one point they
were considering sending me to
UCLA and putting me on a liver
transplant list. Over the months,
the tests started to go down

slowly. Then it jumped from 373 to
543. I was really getting scared
because I was feeling bad again
also.
Tim, a man my husband works
with, sent some information on
Noni home for me. I thought I
have to try something, so my
husband drove to the LA area and
picked up two bottles for me. I
started taking 2 oz. twice a day
and about six days later I had my

blood work done again. IT HAD
DROPPED FROM 543 TO 147,
and three weeks later it was 59.
I finally told my doctor what I
was doing. He told me to stay on
Noni!!!
The people at the hospital are
now taking it also. They saw the
difference not only in my blood,
but my appearance and energy
level also.

“For the first time in 19 years I did not have any pain…”
—Submitted by Jeannette van Well Groeneveld
I am 34 years old and I live in
The Netherlands.
When I was 15 years old, I had
a fall and I obviously damaged my
left arm. In the years thereafter I
must have visited over thirty
specialists; not one was positive
about what exactly was causing
my pain and not one was able to
help me get rid of the pain. In the
end I gave up hope of finding a
solution for my problem.

BUT now I am so pleased. I
decided to give Noni a chance to
get to work in my body. Shortly
after starting drinking it, my body
was detoxifying heavily; I was
really sick for 4 days.
After that I felt subtle changes
in my entire body but especially in
my arm. Only 8 days after having
my first Noni-on-the-rocks I found
that my pain had gone. For the
first time in 19 years I did not have
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any pain! This is real quality of life
for me. I can do so many things I
could not do before; I sleep for 6
hours solid every night, whereas
before I slept only 1 to 2 hours per
night.
Can you imagine what it’s like
for my husband to experience the
kind of person I am without pain
for the first time since we met? Do
you think our kids enjoy having
this ‘new’ mum around more than

they did the one they knew
before?

If you have health challenges
of any kind, do yourself a favor

and please do find out what Noni
can do for you!

“After seven weeks my pain was gone…”
—Submitted by John Kruithof
I have been a competitive
Body Builder for many years.
So I used to lift heavy weights
and did lift a lot of heavy things
which were not so good for my
lower back.
So the lower disc S1 and his
'upper disc neighbor' were
squeezed together with only
millimeters space in between.
So my nerves were protesting
like mad mans and I could do
nothing about it. After 1 year of
lots of pain, I decided to go into
the pipeline of doctor and
physician, but they could not find

anything or could help me to get
the pain literally off my back.
So I asked for an X-ray and it
turned out that the discs were to
close together. I was not a Hernia
or Ischias and I should live with
the pain, the doctor said. I can
only give you some medication for
your pain.
But I didn't like to take it and
you can get used to pain after
almost 2 years of it every day.
Some days are worse than others.
One day I meet a good friend
of mine that I have not seen in a
long time and he advised me to

use Noni. I didn't know anything
about it so I asked him.
He said: I don't know what it is,
but it should be good!
I'm a person with an open mind
so I tried it....and after seven
weeks my pain was gone!
After 3 months I had no plaque
on my teeth anymore and my skin
improved 100%.
I'm so happy my friend brought
Noni to my life and I can
recommend to anyone for any
kind of disorder of your body.

“Within 3 days I was bouncing off the ceiling, I had so much energy…”
—Submitted by Michelle Kleinert
I live in Melbourne, Australia.
When I was 19 years old I was
diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome. I was very weak.
When I was 21 years old I found a
lifestyle that dramatically changed
my health to the positive.
However, the scars of chronic
fatigue were hypoglycemia (low
blood sugar) and regular cold and
flu among some other issues. At

25 years old my periods stopped
and I plotted along. I had good
days and off days! I was 30 when I
was introduced to Noni. As I had
been very sick that winter, I
decided to try it even though I
knew it couldn't help me. I
believed that it did help people but
I didn't think I could be that lucky.
Within 3 days I was bouncing off
the ceiling – I had so much

energy!!! Was it Noni? I was not
sure. So I did some little checks to
see if my sugar moved - it was
stable! Headaches that lasted for
DAYS were now only a couple of
hours long and the headaches
went away without medication. My
period within 3 months came back
to a normal period cycle and my
complexion over the next few
months improved.

“My friend brought me a bottle of Noni and told me to drink it…"
—Submitted by Pamela Ballard
I am a 55 year old Aussie girl
and the following is a condensed
version of my trip on the medical
merry-go-round.
After 3 years of hell and
hundreds of appointments with
various doctors and specialists I
was finally diagnosed with Crohns

Disease in 1976. This was only
discovered when I collapsed and
surgery was performed. The
doctors suspected cancer of the
bowel.
I have had a minimum of
twenty operations to repair and/or
remove various sections of
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intestine (both small and large).
The last operation I had was in
1991 where a plastic tube/bypass
was inserted. I have spent more
than 20 years living with pain but
somehow managed to work full
time through most of this
nightmare period!

The pain included joint pains,
muscle pains and cramps, chronic
fatigue, swollen glands,
continuous headaches, dry red
eyes, night sweats, mouth ulcers,
itching skin, burning chest pains,
memory loss, constant diarrhea,
bouts of nausea and everything
else you can think of..... I think I
had it!
The medications I took during
that period included Metronidazole, Stemetil, Maxalon, Valium,
Lasix, Flagyl, Prednisolone,
Normison, Pana forte, Voltarin,
Prothiaden etc etc. I also tried
every known Natural remedy that
was suggested to me.
Following the last operation I
made a conscious decision to go
off all the drugs and try to manage
my condition myself. The only
medication I would take was

Questran to control the continual
diarrhea and weekly Vitamin B12
injections as my body doesn't
absorb vitamin Bs. I had to fight
continually through the pain and
exhaustion, but I refused to submit
to it.
In May my friend Renya Maye
who has known me through all of
this, brought me a bottle of Noni
and told me to "Drink it!" So being
an obedient friend, I did as I was
told. About a week later she called
in and asked if "anything was
happening yet". By this stage all
my joint and muscle pain had
disappeared and I was sleeping
naturally. I was hooked on Noni! I
continued to drink Noni until I left
for a 9 week overseas trip in
September. I didn't take any Noni
with me as the glass bottles were
to heavy to carry. There was

nothing else available in Australia
at that time other than bottles. The
day I returned I called Renya and
"demanded" Noni, I was in so
much pain. I now do not travel
anywhere without my Noni!
The only medication I take now
is Questran twice a week instead
of twice a day and Vitamin B12
shot monthly instead of weekly,
and of course my 30mls of Noni
every morning!
Occasionally I have some pain
instead of living with constant
pain, I go out like a light when I hit
the pillow and sleep soundly all
night. I wake each morning alert
and refreshed and looking forward
to what the day will bring. Far cry
from what I felt like only 12
months ago.

“I was hospitalized after a severe beating by burglars who left me for dead...”
—Submitted by David
In 1992, I was hospitalized
after a severe beating by burglars
who left me for dead. This
necessitated two blood
transfusions and major surgery on
my head.
Eighteen hours after being
released from the hospital, I had
severe pain in my legs, shoulders
and back and could not move off
the davenport. I was returned by
ambulance to the hospital for
seven more days and it took five
doctors to determine it was
Hepatitis C caused by the blood
transfusion.
I was immediately put on the
liver transplant list at Mayo Clinic,
and to cheer me up, they told me
there should be one soon because
it was winter and there are so
many snowmobilers in Minnesota
who become "snow donors"!
Medications helped to
eliminate some of the pain, but I
was so yellow jaundiced that I was
afraid to go out in public, so I wore

a cap all the time and dark
glasses so nobody could
recognize me when I went to buy
groceries.
Naturally, I became very
depressed and was on antidepressants, as the pain in my
right side was always there. I
would roll over on the floor in pain
with no relief in sight. The pain is
so severe that I was suicidal even
with the anti-depressants, and I
thought about jumping off a bridge
many times. My friends went on
three fishing trips that summer but
I didn't dare go because it was too
far from the Mayo Clinic, and I
was always waiting for their call
that they had a Liver for me.
A dietitian put me on the right
track with absolutely NO RED
MEAT and NO FAST FOOD of
any kind, mainly 95% fresh fruits
and vegetables but could have a
little fish and chicken. Because I
was extremely careful with my
diet, my blood went up to a six in
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March, but it needed to get up to
12 and 15!
In June I was thumbing
through my address book, and my
eyes stopped on Lil Johnson's
phone number. I still don't know
why I called her, but I did, and she
said, "David, where have you
been? I haven't talked to you in
five or six years?" I explained how
sick and near death I was, and
that I had just purchased my burial
plot and picked my casket.
She said, "You need to get
over to my house right now and
get some Noni. I hadn't heard of it
before, but she thoroughly
convinced me, and I was at her
home in Stillwater at 8:00am the
next morning.
First thing she did was pour me
two ounces of Noni. I took Noni
two more times before I left with a
gift of a quart of Noni.
The pain in my back was
already diminishing as I left her
home. The next day, Thursday, I

attended the company's first
satellite broadcast for two hours,
and was elated to learn all about
the company.
By Tuesday, I was feeling
great, and the yellow in my eyes
and skin was disappearing, so I
drove to Faribault, MN and
attended another company
meeting and heard some fantastic
testimonies.

Today, I feel like a million
bucks and have been sleeping
soundly. My bed isn't even
messed up when I wake up. My
two daughters have signed up as
distributors, and our family is so
happy to see what has happened
to me in the month of June!
I am thankful I am alive today
and I will continue to share this
wonderful "Gift of Life" to

everyone I hear of who has any
kind of health challenge.
I am still trying to determine
why I called Lil that day, but I
certainly want to thank God for
allowing me to still be here, and
that she convinced me to come
over right away and try this
healthful Noni.
Thank you, to the company, for
your vision and mission of taking
Noni to the world.

“It was like walking on broken glass and I could find no relief...”
—Submitted by Marilyn Rough
Noni was introduced to me by
Dr. Marion Daly here in Sarnia.
She told me how it had helped her
with arthritis and her blood
pressure and I was intrigued.
When I returned home, I
researched the web site and saw
that this was a product I was going
to try. I ordered my first case over
the Internet.
My husband joined me in
taking Noni, he was very skeptical.
He does not take any
supplements but considering that
this was all natural and the
research showed many good
results he decided to take it with
me.
I was looking for relief from
body aches and pains that I had
been experiencing for a long time.
We had a car accident 6 years
prior and fibromyalgia was a result
of that and my husband had
twisted his hip joint and had very
bad lower back pains developing.
Over the years I had tried the
gambit of “hopes” for fibro but they
were short term. The roller coaster
ride was taking its toll.
I didn’t know what to expect
from Noni but I will share with you

how it started and how it is
continuing to help me.
The soles of my feet had been
in major pain for 10 months. It was
like walking on broken glass and I
could find no relief. I started with 2
oz. of Noni morning and night and
in 4 DAYS! I was able to get up at
night without pain. It has not come
back!
I wasn’t looking for anything
with regards to my digestion. But I
was taking digestive pills and
lactaid pills. Shortly after taking
Noni, I felt a change and no longer
do I take ANY enzymes and I eat
beef, dairy, fats, sugars without
any problem. I no longer take
acidophilus for bowel concerns, I
feel clean with the Noni.
August was a changing month.
When I started taking Noni, I was
concerned about my muscles.
Fibro was knotting my feet and I
was getting cramped muscles in
my calves and my thighs. My
muscles aches and pains were
knotting all through my body and I
could find no relief. This month, I
could FEEL the muscles
UNKNOT! then RELAX! And then
STRETCH! out to their normal
position. I AM PAIN FREE WITH
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MY MUSCLES! Halleluiah, Praise
God!
Don, my husband got out of
bed one morning and remarked he
had no lower back pain! He
stretched, twisted, bent over and
NO PAIN. Now he was seeing a
chiropractor for 1 ½ yrs. and they
both agreed he now only needs to
go once a month for a check-up.
The muscle cramps in Don’s
calves from sport injuries were NO
LONGER bothering him. He would
get muscle cramps from standing
or walking too long, and now –
shopping malls, here we come!
Arthritis, it is going away!. A
rainy day does not bother me
anymore, but it is the one thing
that is taking the longest time for
complete recovery. I have a
couple of joints that need
complete healing. The arthritic
aches in the joints that come from
the fibromyalgia, especially due to
the inflamed connective tissue
because of the muscle strain is
ALL GONE!
Energy, I can keep up and
enjoy a day. I can cook a meal, I
can enjoy friends, I can work at
my business with Noni. I am
having fun again.

“After being on Noni for only five days I began to see fantastic results…”
—Submitted by Jim Gardner
My story began 6 years ago. I
was earning excellent money in
the grocery business and worked
60+ hours a week. That year I
decided to get a flu shot which I
had never had before, but after
receiving the flu shot my health
began to fail me. This is what I
had to deal with on a daily basis.
Flu-like symptoms, swollen
lymph notes, sore throat, all my
joints ached, headaches, rapid
heart beat (resting heart rate over
100 per minute), short term
memory loss, high cholesterol and
triglycerides, platelets, high white
blood count, low red blood count,
pain from swollen spleen, pain
from a swollen liver, pain in the
right groin area, painful swollen
testes (with a lump on the right
one), blurred vision,
mononucleosis, tested high for
Epstein-Barr virus, severe rashes
on my face that weeped and
burned.
I was so fatigued I couldn't do
anything. In a matter of just a few
months I went from 225 lb. to
under 160 lb. I am 6'3', so that,
was quite a dramatic change.
I went to a lot of different
doctors and nobody could give me
anything that helped. A lot of the
medicines made me feel even
worse. I went out of town and had
an endoscopy done. Results:
nothing wrong. Had a colonoscopy
done. They found polyps, one
large and pre-cancerous, and they
removed all of them. I go back
every two years and have more
removed, but so far these have
been benign.
Still no answers to what was
causing all my problems and pain.
I went out of town to a
dermatologist. He said I was
having an allergic reaction to
something. He scheduled tests to

see if we could find what they
were. The rashes on my face just
went away, so I didn't go back for
the tests.
A couple of months later the
rashes came back, so I scheduled
with the dermatologist again.
When I got there I couldn't get to
see the original doctor, so I saw a
new doctor who had just arrived
from the Mayo Clinic. He took one
look at me and said I had poisons
coming out of my body through my
skin. He said, "Just a minute", and
left the room. He came back 15
minutes later, and said it wasn't
poisons, but that I was having an
allergic reaction to something. I
didn't like the two versions so I
didn't go back.
I went to another doctor and
asked if my swollen spleen was
causing some of my problems. He
said, "Well, when the spleen gets
big enough, we'll take it out". I
asked, "Will this make me feel
better?" and he said, "I do not
know." Thus, I decided not to have
my spleen removed.
I had a doctor here in
Watertown refer me to the Mayo
Clinic to see if they could help me.
After 5 days of testing, they could
not come up with the answers as
to what was causing my problems.
They said all the symptoms I was
having were related to Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome. They had no
tests for that or any medicines to
cure it. All they could do was
schedule me to come back for
three more days in the Pain Clinic.
I decided not to do that. I simply
wanted to find a way to get rid of
the problems I was having.
I heard of a chiropractor in
South Dakota who specialized in
CRA (Contact Reflex Analogy). He
checked pressure points in my
body to see what areas he might
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be able to help. He started me on
a nutrition vitamin supplement
program, taking 60-80 pills a day. I
took these for several months, and
I was able to regain enough
strength to return to work for 2030 hours per week. Still no cure,
but I was able to get by from day
to day.
I went to another dermatologist
here to see if he could help with
the reoccurring rashes. I told him
my story. He was very fascinated.
He felt I needed to have a blood
work-up for chemical and
environmental poisoning. The
results came back very high in
most of the things he had tested
for me. He recommended a doctor
in Texas that specialized in this
area. He recommended treatment
of more blood tests and to go to
Texas to live in a sterile
environment to rid my body of
these chemicals.
My insurance company wasn't
paying any of these bills, and I
didn't have any money to do this,
so I did not go. The dermatologist
here said if I couldn't go that we
should try to boost my immune
system with vitamin supplements.
I was already doing that. I had
just joined a company that had
non-caustic, environmentally safe,
natural products to rid our home of
the toxic chemicals we had been
using. They also had great natural
vitamins and pycnogenol type
supplements. I took 15 a day
compared to the 60-80
supplements I had been taking
before with better results and
substantial savings. Still no cure,
but the results were better, and I
was able to work 30-40 hours per
week on light duty.
As if things weren't going bad
enough already: last October I fell
and injured my neck and back. I

have damaged a lot of muscle
tissue, have a slipped disc,
developed bone spurs, a
degenerative disc, an developed a
lot of arthritis in my neck and
back. I have been off work for the
last year. In that time, I was
feeling pretty good, and had no
rash outbreaks during that time.
Then two months ago, the
rashes came back, and all the old
symptoms came back that I've
had for the last six years. I was
devastated!!! I didn't know
whether the work environment
was the original cause of the
ailment, but being free of these
symptoms for almost a year
showed me that it greatly
enhanced the problems I was
having.
In October my friend, Sharon,
came over to our house and told
me about a product called Noni.
We discussed trying it to see if it
would give me any relief from my
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and
rash problems. I was so excited
about trying this product that I
bought a bottle from Sharon and
started taking it that night. What a
taste!
Here is how much I took. Eight
(8) tablespoons three (3) times a
day. I wouldn't personally
recommend this large dosage for
everyone, but I felt this is what I
needed to begin flooding my body,
as Dr. Ralph Heinicke points out.
After being on Noni for only
five days, I began to see fantastic
results!

1. I've had 4 teeth that hurt
clear down into the jawbone. I had
X-rays taken, and nothing showed
up.
I am totally pain-free now!
2. I haven't been able to
breathe out of my right nostril ever
since I can remember.
I am able to breathe out of it
now!
3. I've had a disease in my left
knee since junior high and both
knees have hurt for years.
I have no pain in my knees
now!
4.For the last two months I
have had trouble focusing my
eyes, so I could not read first thing
in the morning.
I have no problem now!
Since taking Noni for 10 days
this happened!
For the last 2 months I have
had to get up in the middle of the
night to go to the bathroom.
Now I sleep through the night!
After 14 days on Noni this
happened!
My right toes have hurt since I
had hammer toe surgery one year
ago.
Now I have NO pain in my
toes!
After 20 days this happened!
I have been applying Noni on
my rashes 4-5 times daily along
with a body lotion twice a day
because I thought it was drying
out too much.
Now the rash is gone, and I am
pain free!
After 30 days this happened!
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

I feel less fatigue now!
I'm able to do the common
every day tasks that each of us
has to do!
I have more energy now than
I've had in the last six years!
I no longer have to take naps
just to make it through the day!
The pain from the spleen has
dramatically decreased!
After 35 days this happened!
The pain in my testes and my
right groin area is almost
completely gone!
My neck and back problems I
now have (etc.). I now have less
pain and more mobility, so I feel it
is also helping the injury and the
arthritis that I have in those areas!
After 42 days this happened!
I've been applying Noni to a
wart on my arm that had been
increasing in size. It started
bleeding 3 days ago, and today it
just fell off!
I have now decreased the
amount of Noni I'm taking up to 6
tablespoons, twice a day.
The Chronic Fatigue has taken
its toll not only physically, but
mentally and financially.
I'm hoping for continued
improvement on my Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, but if that
doesn't happen I'm quite satisfied
with these fantastic results that
Noni has given me so far!
I hope everyone of us realizes
what we have in our hands with
Noni! We have a product that can
change our lives forever! Thank
you so much, and all the great
people who brought us Noni!

“After a few days we had no more headaches…”
—Submitted by Judy Manthe
My daughter Christy, and I
suffer from migraine headaches
with intense pain.
We began taking one ounce (2
tbsp.) of Noni three (3) weeks ago
on January 22nd, once a day.

After a few days we had no
more headaches! One day we
both forgot to take our Noni and
felt a headache coming on, so we
took Noni and they went away
immediately.
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It has been such a relief and
enjoyment to finally be able to go
through the days and weeks
without these devastating
headaches. Noni has really helped
us both!

“It has been 4 months since my last asthma attack...”
—Submitted by Marzia Hermez
I have been drinking Noni for
the pass 5 months for a liver
problem I have, but found that my
migraines and my asthma have
gone!

It has been 4 months since my
last asthma attack, I would wake
up not being able to breath but
now I sleep right through the night.
My migraines have gone as well. I

have not had one in the pass 4
months.

“I sleep much better and wake feeling rested...”
—Submitted by Beth Hawkins
I am 38 years old and am in
very good health. I learned about
Noni and was amazed at the
testimonies I was hearing. I have
been drinking Noni for about 2
months and the changes in me
have been subtle, but important. I
used to have a headache
everyday which required Tylenol
or something similar. My
headaches no longer happen. I
sleep much better and wake

feeling rested. My mental clarity is
better and I do not get tired in the
afternoon. My son took a bad fall
at school, which injured his knee,
elbow and scraped his chest. I
mixed the Noni and oil and rubbed
it on his knee, elbow and chest.
He was experiencing very little
pain the next day. I also had him
drink some Noni. I believe if I had
not applied the Noni and oil to his
scrapes and bruises, he would

have been in considerable pain
the next day. I am also using Noni
on one of our dogs. He has had a
hot spot for quite some time and
the supplement is healing it. I
recommend this product to
everyone who might read this. It is
a tremendous product with
amazing properties. Try it, be
amazed and then tell your story.

“I could not go to the toilet up to a month at a time...”
—Submitted by Nikki Di Iroio
My name is Nikki, I am 21
years old and live in Keilor Park,
Melbourne, Australia.
It all started 2 years ago when I
basically could not go to the toilet
up to two weeks to a month at a
time. I was bloated and always in
pain in my stomach.
I started acupuncture and
taking supplements from a
naturopath. It was costing me at
least $400 per week and that was
just so I could go once a week to
the toilet.

Four months ago, I was
introduced to Noni by my
boyfriends mother. I started
drinking 90 mls a day of Noni and
6 weeks later I started going to the
toilet every second day! 10 Weeks
later, I started going daily if not
twice a day!! No more pain. No
more bloating, I sleep better and I
have so much more energy.
Than I gave it to my mother
who had limped from bad
circulation in the top of her legs.
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She took 60 mls a day and in just
5 short days the pain was gone.
My Grandmother has been on
anti-depression tablet for the past
8 years and my mother introduced
her mother to Noni and 3 weeks
later she came off the tablets. This
makes me feel fantastic that I can
help all my family with a natural
product that works.
Everyone has more energy
and everyone keeps saying they
feel like they have more clarity in
the mind. That's amazing!

“It is brilliant and I do not want to be without it...”
—Submitted by Patricia Wormald
I am a 57 year old lady who is
in the process of being diagnosed
with some form of Rheumatism. I
have to undergo a bone scrape to
find out if I have the worst form of
this debilitating illness. I am in
constant pain and my joints have
swollen and I find it difficult to hold
things and get dressed etc.
My daughter and Son in Law
suggested that I try Noni as they
know all about its beneficial
properties so 3 weeks ago I
started taking it every day.

Immediately I started to feel
the effects of Noni. Ever since I
can remember I have suffered
very badly with constipation to the
point where I have to take
medication or even suppositories
to make me go.
Since taking Noni I am able to
go every other day, usually it is
more like every 4 days and I can
go with ease it is brilliant and I do
not want to be without it already.
My daughter told me I would need
to take it for at least 2 to 3 months

before seeing the effects but even
though I stared taking it for my
Rheumatism symptoms it has
immediately helped me with my
other on going problem.
I now have some ease some
days with my joints but I don't
think I have been taking it long
enough to see the true benefit of
helping with my rheumatism.
I will definitely be taking Noni
from now on.

“Drinking just a couple ounces a day has really helped to clear these skin
problems and leave their complexions healthy and glowing...”
—Submitted by Joan Hodges
With several teenagers and
pre-teens in my family, we've had
our share of complexion problems
especially around that "time of the
month." Drinking just a couple
ounces a day has really helped to
clear these skin problems and
leave their complexions healthy
and glowing. An older daughter in

her twenties had developed a
troublesome case of adult acne
along her jaw line. Drinking 4-6
ounces a day, she saw great
improvement in just two weeks. In
addition, we have gotten relief
from burns by applying Noni
topically and seen persistent
rashes clear with drinking Noni

and using it on the skin. Bad
blisters my 15 year old developed
rock climbing have healed quickly
in response to Noni. In my family,
there hasn't been one skin
problem or wound that has not
responded well to Noni.

“I feel so great – I have never felt this good with the pregnancies at this
stage...”
—Submitted by Lindi Amore
I am 8 months pregnant with
my number 3 child. I have a one
and a half year old and an 8 year
old child.
In the past I lost lots of iron and
nutrients and was bed ridden for
the past month. I was very nonfunctional. It is so hard when you
are in the last stages of a
pregnancy.

Our friend, Sebastion Motto
gave us a box of Noni and I
started drinking it, just one
teaspoon on an empty stomach
each morning. On the third day, I
felt fantastic. I feel so great – I
have never felt this good with the
pregnancies at this stage.
I have been functioning from
7am to 1am in the morning all day
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and all night without rest, and I still
feel great.
The children are now drinking it
and they have had relief with the
asthma.
Serge, my husband has more
energy and is fired up.
It's fantastic to drink something
natural for the whole family

“I was diagnosed with having contracted a deadly virus due to blood
transfusions…”
—Submitted by Peter E. Erickson
I was diagnosed with having
contracted a deadly virus due to
blood transfusions performed on
me earlier in my life. This Hepatitis
C virus attacks the internal organs
of the body.
Consequently, the virus
decided to wage war on my liver.
The results of this seemingly
endless battle left me with
sleepless nights, painful bowel
disorders, severe muscle cramps
in my arms, legs and abdomen,
plus a non-radiant yellow
pigmentation of my skin and eyes.
In short, I looked and felt like I was

rotting away. I was also at the top
of the list for a liver transplant!
On May 8th I was introduced to
Noni. I began taking 2 tbsp. 2
times a day.
By May 13th I was already
sleeping through the night; the
muscle cramps had stopped, and I
was starting to look like a living
human being again. I also felt my
energy level there when I needed
it.
On May 19th, I had an
appointment with my doctors, and
the comments were, "You sure
are looking good. The whites of

your eyes aren't yellow, and your
skin is looking great! How do you
feel?"
My reply was, "I feel like a
million (and I don't mean green
and wrinkled)." The truth is I don't
wonder where the yellow went; I'm
just glad it's gone!
Noni has put me back in the
pink and that's answer to prayer.
And by the way, my name is now
at the end of the list for a
transplant, and I'll probably never
need it.

“I know Noni is truly a Miracle from Paradise – it has truly changed my life...”
—Submitted by Helen Paul
My name is Helen Paul. I know
I have truly been blessed by
"Noni", since I first started taking it
on October 3, 1996.
About 23 years ago while
performing surgery for a Hiatal
Hernia the Dr's knife slipped and
accidently cut my spleen, which
immediately changed the course
of the surgery to a rapid
Spleenectomy to keep me from
bleeding to death.
While still hospitalized they
made another attempt to do the
Hernia repair, but found my
stomach so badly ulcerated so
they took part of my stomach
instead. Then still later while still
hospitalized, I somehow contacted
Pancreatis and still another
surgery had to be performed, a
Thoracotomy to insert chest tubes
to pump off the terrible infection I
had.
A hospital stay that was
originally suppose to be 3-5 days,

turned into 89 days of pure hell,
full of much suffering pain and
moments periodically near death.
In and out of ICU, sometimes for
days at a time spent on an ice bed
to help keep my temperature
down, from a raging 104 to 105
degrees. I entered the hospital just
before Christmas that year and
got out just before Easter the next
year.
With each passing year my
health began to decline more and
more, as now with no spleen to
help my body fight off infection.
One health problem after
another........More surgery.......Two
different times to remove tumors
from my left chest wall.....Then as
my sight became less and less,
another to remove one from in
behind my eye to try to save my
sight. This failed and left me
nearly blind in my left eye. All in all
I have had 15 major surgeries on
my body.
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Eight years ago I was
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia,
which is a disease of the muscle
and soft tissue in the body, for
which there is no cure.. Almost
constant pain and extreme fatigue,
sometimes I would find myself so
tired I couldn't eat.
On October 3, 1996 I was
introduced to Noni. I began to take
it 2 ozs. twice a day Within a week
I was feeling more rested and
energy that I hadn't experienced in
years, and the body pain was
decreased by 85%. As of
December 1, 1996 I have been
able to quit all of my Blood
Pressure medicines, all the
medicines for the Hiatal Hernia,
(which I still have after all that time
in the hospital, the original surgery
I went into the hospital for has
never been done.
I know Noni is truly a Miracle
from Paradisee. Above all I thank
God for it.

“In ten days the pain was gone and it still is...”
—Submitted by Joe Ia Varier
I have had Crohns since I was
33 years old. Back then it was
called ulcerated colitis. I was in
the veterans hospital at Dwight IL.
It is not there any more. A new
drug called Ezulfadine had come
out and the doctor there said he
would like to try it on me? My only
alternative was a colostomy bag.
The drug worked and I was out of
the hospital in 4 weeks instead of
a very long period of time. When I
was 44 years old it broke out
again and I was back in the
hospital only this time I had a
fistula along with the Crohns. I
was put back on Ezulfadine and

again it settled everything down
and I was back to work in about 4
weeks. In March I fell and went to
the hospital 3 days later with a
ruptured appendix. I was given
many antibiotics. Because of the
gangrene again, the colon started
bleeding and I was back in the
hospital and this time a specialist
called it Crohns. I was on
intravenous with Prednizone and
oral Ezulfsnine. From December
to June I was in the hospital and I
was really in bad shape. By the
following July I was bed-ridden;
my life was a mess. We couldn't
go far from home because I had

constant diarrhea and the most
severe pain ever.
About the last week of this past
January I had a call from a friend
telling me about Noni. I got out of
bed, got in my van and drove 44
miles and bought a bottle of Noni.
I started with 1 ounce a day and in
three days I had a little less pain
and in ten days the pain was gone
and it still is. I had a small bloody
discharge every night after
sundown. I increased my Noni to 6
then 10 ounces a day until it was
gone. I now take 3 or 4 ounces a
day.

“I also lost 10 pounds in my first month. I have tons of energy...”
—Submitted by Christine
I quit smoking in 2 weeks after
10 years of trying. Been on Noni
for 2 months now and will never

stop taking it. I ended up running
out of Noni and I knew I had proof
Noni worked. I also lost 10 pounds

in my first month. I have tons of
energy.

“After just one week, I was asleep in a half hour and slept right through the
night...”
—Submitted by Helen Kinham
I was an insomniac for over
thirty years. I starting drinking
Noni because a friend of mine got
amazing results, she had cancer
and the only was the difference in

her recovery. I was taking Noni for
one week and usually I have to
read a few chapters of my book to
make myself sleepy but after just
one week, yes, seven days, I was

asleep in a half hour and slept
right through the night. It's been
like that every since. I love Noni!

“So far the pain has not returned. I have also cancelled my knee surgery...”
—Submitted by Doreen Russell
When I was a teenager I
developed rheumatoid arthritis
which made me bed-ridden for
nearly 2 years. I was taken into

the hospital where I spent 8
months undergoing surgery to
remove the synovial linings to both
knees and both wrists. It took a
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further 3 years to walk properly
again. I have always attended a
gym regularly to keep fit and

active so that the arthritis would
not debilitate me once again.
About 2 years ago my left knee
was beginning to trouble me
again. I tried all the painkillers,
rubs lotions and potions on the
market to no avail. My knee
became so bad I was forced to go
to the doctor, who referred me to a
specialist, who in turn referred me
to a surgeon. The surgeon
suggested that I have an
arthroscopy to clear out any debris
in the knee. The bones of the
knee were rubbing together and
the only other alternative was a
knee replacement further down
the track. Surgery was booked for
the 12th Nov 2004, about 10
weeks away.
The knee became
progressively worse, affecting my
hips and ankles due to not being
able to walk properly. Many days I
had to take to my bed because I
could not even put my left leg to

the floor without it collapsing in
acute agony. I found this very
frustrating as I did not feel tired or
ill enough to take to my bed.
Then in the middle of October I
received a call from the hospital
saying that my surgery would be
deferred until the 10th December
due to unforeseeable problems in
the hospital. I was devastated.
Although I was not looking forward
to another operation (as I am
really bad on anesthetic.) I knew it
was the only thing that would
hopefully get my life back to
normality.
My husband, Peter took me to
a local show in Pinjarra, to try and
cheer me up. As I hobbled
painfully around the stalls I came
across a lady talking about Noni. I
had heard of the product,
declaring its healing properties on
the radio in Sydney, Australia.
However I did not hear the entire
program so did not know where to

buy it. We had looked in various
health stores etc but to no avail.
The thought of waiting another
8 weeks for my operation was
unbearable. So I thought I'll try
anything. I was in so much pain.
That day (Sunday) I took my first
30mls and by Tuesday most of the
pain had disappeared and by the
end of the week it had gone
altogether. Since that day I have
taken Noni regularly and so far the
pain has not returned. I have also
cancelled my knee surgery.
I have been taking Noni now
for 4 months and, not only am I
pain-free, I feel so much better. I
have more energy, sleep soundly
(I have always been an
insomniac) , lost weight and my
hair is healthier. The other thing I
noticed in the last week or 2 is that
the cellulite on my thighs have
reduced, a problem I thought I
was stuck with for life, being 57
years old.

“The diagnosis this time was a large lump, about the size of a silver dollar...”
—Submitted by Betty Peters
I live in a very small resort
town in Arkansas. Three years
ago I had a mammogram, and it
showed a small shadow and what
the doctor called a "thickening in
the breast". He said they would
have to keep a close watch on it.
On November 12th right before
Thanksgiving I went for another
mammogram. The diagnosis this
time was a large lump, 5 1/2
centimeters, about the size of a
silver dollar. Then they did an
ultrasound, and it showed the
same thing, large and bright.
I was told I had to get a biopsy,
but I wanted to wait until after
Thanksgiving as we were going
out of town to Texas to visit our
children.

Before we left, a friend of mine
brought me a bottle of Noni and
said "Drink this, and perhaps
when you go for the biopsy it will
not be there". I had been praying
for help for the situation I was
facing, so I doubled up on the
amount I was taking, and in the
next three weeks, I drank 1 1/2
bottles of Noni.
I wasn't going to take any
chance of not drinking enough for
it to help me.
When we came back from our
trip to Texas, I went in to have the
biopsy. The surgeon felt for the
lump, but could not feel anything.
Then they took another
mammogram. They sent me to
another hospital in Missouri where
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they took 3 more mammograms
(in a row) trying to find something.
But they found nothing – not even
a small spot. Then they did 2 more
ultra sounds that same day and
found nothing.
The doctor said "You have had
a miracle!" And I said, "Yes,
PRAISE GOD, it's the Noni."
They all (the doctors and
nurses) wanted to know "what is
Noni?" I told them about Noni and
then said to them, "I will always
drink Noni and so should
everyone else".
What a blessing! Thank you for
sharing your incredible Noni.

“I was wearing a neck brace, two leg braces, a complete body brace, and
braces on both my arms...”
—Submitted by Kathryn
I am 63 years old. My medical
history is quite extensive and Noni
has almost been a miracle cure for
me, and for the effect it had on the
family.
Years ago I was sick, I have
been sick since I can remember.
My health was steadily
declining. I didn’t know what was
making me so ill. I had had over
40 leg operations spanning from
1972 to 1985.
They’d all failed. Not one
surgery had worked. I was also in
the hospital, in and out, for years
with numerous symptoms.
Finally in 1994 after being in a
wheelchair for a few years,
wearing leg braces and through all
the troubles, I got very ill. I
couldn’t push my own wheelchair
anymore, I couldn’t take care of
my family, I couldn’t take care of
myself. My family doctor did some
extensive testing and found out
that I had a multi-connective
tissue disease. I was diagnosed
with Lupus. I also have
Fibromyalgia, secondary to the
Lupus, and there were some other
autoimmune problems at the time.
Immediately after that
diagnosis, they put me on drugs to
try to help, but they also
discovered that I had been sick for
many, many, many years without
any treatment. The drugs were not
working. I was taking Prednisone,
in very high dosages, for five
years.
I had gained almost 200 lbs. I
had developed Osteoporosis, I
was in kidney failure, my lungs
were full of fluid and my heart was
inflamed. I was failing very quickly.
I was living in a hospital bed in
my house. My life consisted of 38
pills a day, trying to manage an 11

year old child…….I had a hospital
bed in my house, I had the CLSC
there every day to give me a bath,
wash my hair, cook our meals,
and take care of me….basically.
Then about a year ago, as my
health was declining, a dear
friend, Greg, who knew Mindi
personally, said, "Look Kath
you’ve got nothing to lose. You’re
dying anyway. Let us try and start
you on Noni. I was like, "Oh
c’mon…..I’ve been on all these
drugs, what’s Noni going to do?
Well, I listened to him, I
listened to Mindi and I started the
Noni. A few months later, I was
still sick. My chiropractor had
restored some functionality in my
neck and my back. It was a bit
better, but my blood counts were
horrible.
Mindi said, "Don’t give up. I
know of other patients who have
Lupus, who have taken 6 or 7
months on Noni before it helped.
Don’t give up."
I didn’t have as much faith as
she did, but I thought if she cared
enough about me, and didn’t even
know who I was,…. if she cared
enough about my health to want
me to get well, I definitely had to
continue taking Noni to see
whether or not…..I didn’t want to
give up my last hope….and it was
my last hope.
Last Christmas I started feeling
better. By January, I was getting
my memory back. My hair was
growing back. I was getting
stronger.
A year ago I could not stand
up. I was wearing a neck brace,
two leg braces, a complete body
brace, and braces on both my
arms, up to my elbows.
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I couldn’t sit up. I was in an
electric wheelchair 100% of the
time. Since I’ve been taking Noni I
have been getting stronger day by
day . My general health has
improved. I am in my wheelchair,
not all the time, but it is still an aid
to help me.
I wear my leg braces some of
the time. I don’t wear my other
braces at all. I have complete
function back. And….as of my last
blood test, just a few weeks ago,
for the first time in seven years,
they were normal. I have all my
blood counts back. I am fine. I am
technically in remission. Other
than a low B12, I have no
problems.
I met André, my partner and
the love of my life, and my moralebooster, in January. When he first
met me and we started dating I
hadn’t been out of bed in 5 years.
I was a single parent and I had no
idea what it was like to even go
out with anybody anymore.
I had gotten a little gutsy,
thought, "OK", signed up for web
personals and let’s see where we
go.
We started dating and on the
first date he had to negotiate a
wheel chair and braces to get me
in and out of a restaurant, and he
thought, "Oh no… oh my God,
what am I getting into? You know,
meeting this woman who is so
sick!" All he saw was plastic, more
plastic, drugs and more drugs.
Then gradually, since Easter, he
has seen me get better, he has
put me on a horse, he has been
able to take me on vacation, we
stay up way past 7 o’clock at
night. He has been there to cheer
me on every bit of the way and he
fully understands that Noni has

saved my life ……and because of
that, we now have a life, and we
are looking forward to a very long
life together. That’s about the
happiest ending you can have.

On a final note, a year ago, I
was taking 38 drugs. Right now
I’m down to four. I’m down to four
drugs……no braces……and my
blood tests are completely normal.

I hope that by this coming
Christmas, I will be completely
drug free and only taking Noni.

“I have thrown all the medications away, with my current doctor's approval,
and all I take is my Noni...”
—Submitted by Kathy Andersen
My name is Kathy Andersen
and I am 46 years old. I have
been chronically ill for about eight
years with Lupus, Fibromyalgia,
Chronic Epstein Barr, Chronic
Fatigue and Psoriasis.
With these illnesses I suffered
constant chronic pain, swelling,
painful joints, painful muscles, flu
like symptoms, confusion,
sleeplessness and depression.
I have been to quite a number
of doctors, clinics, and even
specialists over the years that I
have been ill. Most of them said
that there was little to be done for
me, then prescribed more
medications.
I have taken anti-inflammatory
drugs, pain pills, anti-depressants,
blood pressure pills, muscle
relaxers, Lasix, Predisone and
Cortisone shots ... just to name a
few. These medications have
been changed, added to and
deleted many times, often making
me feel like I would lose my mind.
And sadly, few did much to
relieve my symptoms and pain,
but only added to my problems as
most medications can make things
worse it seems.
In October some very dear
friends brought me this product

"Noni". Said it could help me and
to take it faithfully. I started out
with several ounces a day through
November, when I ran out.
When my Noni came in the
middle of November, I knew that it
had been helping because some
of the old symptoms had returned.
At this time, I made the decision to
stop some of the meds and give
Noni a real chance to work.
Well, dear friends, after a few
days I started to really notice
some wonderful changes. And it
seemed that each day I was
feeling better and better!
Soon all the pain was GONE!
I had energy that I haven't had
in years, I was able to climb stairs,
walk briskly, wash my car, cook
and clean, and get out of bed and
start my day as any healthy
person would do.
I could comb my hair without
pain, dress without pain, reach up
and bend down, all without pain.
In December, I went to a music
concert and had a ball! I started
walking more and more each day
... I could go on and on!
I have thrown all the
medications away, with my current
doctor's approval, and all I take is
my Noni. Noni has given me my

life back! My 29 year old daughter
says, "This is how I remember my
Mom when I was a little girl". My
friends are all in awe and several
are taking Noni.
*** UPDATE ***
I have several Chronic
diseases, and started taking Noni
in hopes that I could feel better
and find relief for the many
symptoms I live with.
Well, little did I know!! I can not
believe the difference in my health
in only one month!!!
My Lupus symptoms are all
gone, no painful joints! The
Epstein-Barr, Chronic Fatigue,
Fibromyalgia symptoms are "ALL"
totally relieved!!!!!
I had Psoriasis on my scalp so
bad, my whole scalp was covered
and I was losing my hair. It is
almost gone and my hair is
growing back!!!!!
I have more energy than I
know what to do with and feel
WONDERFUL!!!! I stay up all day
and do all sorts of things like I
used to do. And I KNOW it is all
because of the "Noni".
I will take Noni everyday for as
long as I live!!! I Love my Noni!!!

“I was told they couldn’t help me any more, as everything had been tried…”
—Submitted by Mac and Pauline McMullen
This is our story. According to
my doctors tests – I am free of all
the problems I’ve had. The doctor

doesn’t understand what I’m
doing, but he said keep doing
what your doing cause you are
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physically healthy and look better
than I have ever seen you. If

telling my story helps anyone I will
be glad to tell it.
At about 12, I had migraine
headaches.
In my early 20’s I went to work
for the government mixing powder
and liquid in wooden like tubs with
a boat like paddle. Powder poured
in the liquid and we stirred it into a
consistency to pour into shell
casings for gun powder for 105
millimeter shells. We were
underground about 6 ft – no air
conditioning. We ate and breathed
powder.
In two to three years I became
ill with chest problems and colds
and etc.
When I was twenty four I had
cancer in ovaries and all female
parts. They operated three times
that year and was put on
something called Radium. I
believed everything they had to
offer at that time for several years.
I had pneumonia eight times in
four years.
At age 30 my knee broke with
brittle bone disease, arthritic type.
Some where I lost more of my
immune system.
At age 34 I got a disease of my
eyes, very painful, they shot
cortisone in the eye and gave me
Pred forte. My sight would come
and go and each time I had less
sight until I could not drive. I had
narcolepsy – sleep disease. I had

hypoglycemia all my life.
At age 49 Cardiac arrest.
At age 50 Cardiac arrest and a
cardiac cath at Lyola Hospital in
Chicago. They cleared my main
aorta. I had allergies and I am
allergic to nearly everything. I
couldn’t smell or taste for years
and my vocal cords collapsed. I
had to have an emergency trek in
about 1988.
In 1990 I was diagnosed with
Leukemia, given Chemotherapy
for six years and other drugs, etc.
My liver was enlarged and the
blood Hemoglobin was very low. I
had to have transfusions. My
white count ran up to two million.
My last hospital stay, I went in
hemorrhaging and convulsions
and stayed forty eight days in two
different hospitals.
I was told they couldn’t help
me any more, as everything had
been tried. During this session I
also had two eye surgeries. When
I was told at the hospital that I
couldn’t be helped anymore, I
stopped all medications then I
tried all sorts of herbs.
On December 30, I purchased
my first bottle of Noni. Seven
months later I was checked by my
doctor who hadn’t seen me in
thirteen months.
I was told that my hemoglobin
was up to ten for the first time
since he had known me. My white
count was normal. My liver was

normal. I have no arthritis pain – I
have no migraine headaches – I
have no hypoglycemia – I have no
narcolepsy – I can see good again
– I have my side vision back and
haven’t had an eye attack since I
have taken Noni.
Got a clear bill of health on
everything. So needless to say my
doctor was a little surprised. He
says I’m fine.
My husband was hit by an
eighteen wheeler from the back
and it jackknifed and hit him in the
front and crushed his hip and
sternum and a couple of ribs.
Later the upper of his leg had to
be operated on because it had
turned ice cold and blue. They put
a nylon cord in his leg. But by the
time I found Noni, he had a clot in
the cord and needed an operation
once again or it could have turned
into gangrene.
We gave him a lot of Noni to
try to get his xeronine in his body
to working and sure enough, when
he went back to the doctor he
wasn’t critical. He went to the
doctor with me in June and was
checked thoroughly and it was
pink, warm and had pulse
everywhere. Needless to say the
doctor was shocked again.
I'm seventy five years old and
my husband is seventy four and
this is the best aphrodisiac that we
have ever tried for us. I don't
speak for anyone else.

“Shortly after starting Noni, I had a mole on my chest that fell off...”
—Submitted by Sherri Donahue
I have found some amazing
results with Noni.
The first thing that happened to
me was, shortly after starting
Noni, I had a mole on my chest
that fell off. (sounds silly huh?) My
sinus cleared, my lungs have
cleared.

I use to suffer from severe
cramps each month, but that
doesn't happen anymore! My
husband had some warts that he'd
had for years disappear. He is
able to sleep all night now, where
before he used to have to get up
in the night to go to the restroom.
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He also use to snore quite
loudly every night, now he doesn't
snore quite as loud and his sleep
is much more peaceful, and now I
can sleep better too!
We have more energy and a
general feeling of well being.

“I filled my cup with Noni and started sipping on it all day...”
—Submitted by Eleanor Forbes
I've had 2 children and
experienced morning sickness on
both occasions, but with my 3rd
pregnancy I landed in bed very ill.
The sickness was so severe. I
started taking Noni because I
could not even eat anything and
keep it down. I filled my cup with

Noni and started sipping on it all
day.
Believe me when I say that half
way through the day I started
feeling better... what relief!!!
I could actually think about
food without being ill. So I started
on my Noni routine, as soon as I

felt THAT feeling, I would have my
Noni....just small sips from my 30
mls shot glass it was almost
instant relief.
You know what I love most
about Noni, it's 100% natural.

“I noticed a burst of energy within my first week. I was so surprised...”
—Submitted by Wes Hollingshead
Back in May I suffered a stroke
at the age of 34. It affected the
use of my right side of my body. I
had to undergo therapy for the use
of my walking, talking, and writing
skills for about three months. I
was completely unable to work a
fulltime job. However, when Noni
was introduced to me in August
and I started drinking it, I noticed a
burst of energy within my first
week. I was so surprised. Then

within a month of taking this
awesome product, I stopped going
to therapy because my balance
and my motor skills started
becoming much stronger. Today I
have at least 90-95% of my
functions back. This Noni truly is a
gift from our almighty God himself.
Secondly, my dear grandmother
was suffering from Alzheimer’s
since 1996. Her health start going
down hill to a point where she

became confined to her bed, and
to add pain to agony, she suffered
with terrible bedsores. Her
personal doctors said she not live
through the month. Well after
drinking Noni and having Noni put
directly on her bedsores, every
last bedsore on her body has
healed and she is more alert.
Thank You Noni!

“I couldn't lift anything without using both hands...”
—Submitted by Bruce Bowman
The triceps in my arm was
nagging aching pain for the last 5
years. I couldn't lift anything
without using both hands. I don't
have to tell you what it did to my
bowling average. Bowling was
really rough to take.

I started taking Noni and 3
weeks later caught myself picking
up a stack of metal plates and
realized I hadn't been able to do
that in over 5 years. It sure
fascinated me!
One month into bowling and
still no pain. It's great! I love it!

What? Average? No, sorry, I didn't
hear that question! ha ha ha
I'm on my feet most of the day
at the day job. I have noticed that
my legs do not feel tired as they
used to.
Noni is truly a gift from Mother
Nature!

“Noni is allowing me to fulfill my lifelong dream of being able to help, love and
be a blessing to others…”
—Submitted by Tim Gillen
My irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS) has cleared up next to 100%

in only 3-4 months of drinking
Noni. I have experienced
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increased energy and clarity of
thought. I have had acute

psoriasis for several years and
none of the typical psoriasis/
dandruff shampoos have EVER
made my flaking stop. I got my
first bottle of Noni shampoo and
after a few days, my flakes
stopped!!! I am so excited about
this. Noni is for REAL!!
We didn't order enough Noni
about 2 months ago and we were
out for about a week. My wife and
I both noticed how negative we

were feeling. We were quite aware
that it was because of the
absence of Noni in our life. Our
kids were saying, "We want our
Noni!" When we got our next
case, we began to feel more
positive again! Hallelujah!
I am continually brought to
tears because the people I am
referring to Noni keep coming up
with miraculous stories of gaining
health. One guy's heart has

regulated, one lady's arthritis is
not giving her trouble anymore,
and one lady is not throwing up all
the time, every day, because of a
thin stomach lining. It is truly
MORE BLESSED TO GIVE THAN
TO RECEIVE.
Noni is allowing me to fulfill my
lifelong dream of being able to
help, love and be a blessing to
others.

“Grief is difficult; it saps one's energy. I could not sleep...”
—Submitted by Andrena McEwen
I am 77 years old. Recently, I
awakened from a dream that I was
in the clinic and had just had a
cholesterol check, and the results
were so low that neither the doctor
nor the nurse would tell me what
the reading was. I became
frustrated, but happy.
I realized that after waking
from a beautiful sound sleep that it
was time for me to share with
others what has happened to me
since I began drinking Noni.
My husband, Orv, died a year
ago February 3rd and the grief
had taken such a hold on me that I
simply could not let go of him. He
was my love, and he was my life. I
had cared for him through his
many illnesses, and now he was
not there for me.
Grief is difficult; it saps one's
energy. I could not sleep. I was

using Halcion and Zanax
frequently. I was also frightened
because my bowel habits had
changed. My energy level had
become so low; I just wanted to
stay home where I felt warm and
safe (part of grief).
Suddenly, my eyes began to
change, too. My Ophthalmologist
said that I have the beginning of
macular degeneration and small
cataract on each eye, but he said,
"Just relax, it's not so bad – not
yet!" I began to pray to God for a
new focus in my life, which I
needed desperately.
In March, I heard about Noni. I
shared this with my son, Randy,
who said, "Mom, we need to get
on this product right away!"
I began taking Noni on April
10th (2 Tbsp. each morning on an
empty stomach). Nothing

noticeably happened the first
week, but soon thereafter, my
bowel function was again perfectly
normal.
Now, my energy level is up
once again. I find myself "running"
up the basement steps when,
previously, I had to hang on to the
railing and pull myself up one step
at a time.
I have recently noticed an
improvement in my eyesight. I
have lost weight. I am now
standing tall with a new
confidence and contentment. Noni
has changed my life. I shall never
forget Orv, but now I can let go of
him and live in peace with a new
passion in my life that occupies
my mind happily.
Thanks be to God; He works in
mysterious ways!

“Dr. Hall took her off the HIV meds and put her into a hospice facility to die...”
—Submitted by Paul Miller
My name is Paul Miller. I am a
UPS driver, and would like to
share with you a true miracle, one
that I wouldn't believe if I hadn't
seen it for myself.
It started Dec. 27th when I
received a phone call from my
sister, Deborah Gear, in Port
Orange, Fl. She said she needed

to talk to me as soon as possible,
so I went over that night. She said
she was having slurred speech
and she was going to Halifax
Hospital to run some tests.
After two (2) weeks in the
hospital and another two (2)
weeks waiting for the results, the
bad news finally came. My sister,
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who has been a nurse for 12
years, was diagnosed as HIV
positive and had a condition called
PML. PML is a rare form of AIDS
and is very deadly. She had about
two months to live. In short PML is
AIDS of the brain. By the second
week of February my sister's right
side was completely paralyzed,

and her speech was down to
saying yes and no. She went
down hill very fast from week to
week. I prayed to God if there was
any answer for her please let me
find it. By the week before Easter
the spot on her brain covered
about 70% of its mass. She was
totally incoherent, didn't know who
I was, her viral load was over
800,000, her T-cell count was
under 100 and she had 7 sores on
her leg that wouldn't heal. She
weighed 89 lbs.
Dr. Hall took her off her HIV
meds at that point and put her into
a hospice facility in Port Orange to
die. He said she had 5 days left 10
at best. That was on the Friday
before Easter. I was on vacation
the next week and I knew I would
be going to a funeral.
Friday before I got off work a
friend of mine named Ricky told
me about a product that might
help her called Noni. He told me
all about it and then I told him that
nothing would help her now, that
she was too far gone, but he
talked me into buying her a bottle
of hope even though I knew it
wouldn't help her.
On Saturday I took it to her and
told her all about it, though she
didn't know I was there. I told the
nurses to start giving it to her 6 to
8 ounces a day. They were
reluctant and checked with the

doctor. Dr. Hall said she could
have it, but it wouldn't help her
and the nurses thought the same,
but said they would start giving it
to her.
Three days later, while on
vacation, I went to see her; she
had started responding to the
Noni. She was somewhat
coherent and was trying to say
words though you couldn't
understand a word. Her Dad, the
doctor, and myself thought it was
just her last gasp for life before the
end.
I came back on Saturday only
to see more improvement. She
was saying yes and no and was a
lot more coherent, she had gained
6 lbs and the sores on her leg
appeared to be healing. It seemed
too good to be true. It had been a
week of improvement, but no one
believed it could be Noni, but at
this time she was only on sleeping
pills, painkillers and Noni.
I started to wonder if it was the
Noni. I have seen her every week
since December 27. By the
second week her sores were
completely healed. She was
eating like a horse and was,
gaining about 5 lbs. a week and
was speaking more and more,
even in sentences by week 3.
By week 4 she started moving
her paralyzed leg and a few days
later she started moving her arm.

Every week she got better and
better. The doctors and nurses
couldn't believe it. Even though
they had a hard time saying it they
too came to the conclusion that it
was the Noni.
She is now walking and talking
though she has a long way to go.
On June 30 she was released
from Hospice and went home, and
now weighs 132 lbs, her normal
weight. You see God did let me
find the answer; it was a plant that
he created a plant that saved her
life.
It is now July 10th and the new
tests are in. Her viral load and her
T-cell count are totally normal; her
CAT scan showed a decrease of
the spot on her brain from 70%
mass to about 3%. The density of
the spot that's left is very thin
which the doctors say indicates
the spot is dissolving itself.
My sister is no longer dying,
though she has a long way to go
with physical therapy and speech
therapy and time to get back and
learn the things she forgot how to
do. In time she will be okay.
I have my sister back and I
thank God and Noni for that. I
encourage anyone with HIV,
AIDS, or PML to take Noni
immediately. It will change your
life forever. It has mine, and I'll
never forget it.

“I took Noni to get rid of the sores, but how shocked I was when I found how
many other things it changed...”
—Submitted by Sheila Waibel
I had 4 BIG sores on my legs
from lack of oxygen and I met a
woman who said have you ever
tried Noni? No, what is that I said.
To make a long story short I
contacted the person selling it and
started taking it, I was ready to try
any thing as I could not get rid of
them. I am a type two diabetic and
had many other problems from

poor health care that a doctor had
mistreated me and caused
permanent heart and lung
damage. From that I have to be on
oxygen the rest of my life. So my
general health was anything but
good. I took Noni to get rid of the
sores but how shocked I was
when I found how many other
things it changed. All the people
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that know me noticed the
difference and wanted to know
what I had done to myself.
Here is a list of things that
changed in the first 8 weeks…..
1. After three days of starting
Noni I felt much more energy.
2. Skin texture much better,
dark rings about my eyes left.

3. My feet started losing their
numbness.
4. My legs had lost their
muscle strength and now returned
(this really shocked me and
pleased me). Now I could climb
steps much more easily.
5. I gained much more stamina
and able to do things I could not
do before Noni.
6. My hair is growing in and
getting darker.

7. The big ulcers on my legs
healed.
8. I could not run the sweeper
before without chest pains, now I
can.
9. I can stay off oxygen longer
periods before I can tell it.
10. After increasing my intake
to 4 ounces a day my sight has
increased so I can now read street
signs which I couldn't do before.

11. Everyday I get feeling
better and better, what will I be
like in time to come.
My heart doctor has told me I
needed a heart and lung
transplant and it would not
happen, so in essence prepare to
die. I had done that 30 plus years
ago so that didn't bother me, but
oh how nice to feel like a human
again.

“Scars that partially disfigured me were starting to take on the appearance of
normal skin…”
—Submitted by Gordon Davis
I was forced to retire from the
DCFD (Washington DC Fire Dept)
after a serious injury/illness
incapacitated me. I was retired on
my 50th birthday with no hopes of
recovery. That was on April 7th.
On July 22 we started taking Noni,
having only heard about it a few

days before. I noticed several
changes relatively soon, my
dandruff went away, and I was
sleeping better for the first time in
a long time. Scars that had
partially disfigured me were
starting to take on the appearance
of normal skin, and in fact, my

facial skin was looking better (big
tough ole fireman, ehh!!)
We have seen so much more
good from Noni, than from any
other product we've ever been
involved with. Thanks for sharing
this wonderful gift with us.

“At the end of three days the infection was gone, as well as the
tenderness...”
—Submitted by Kathy Davis
I noticed a difference right
away because I had two infected
teeth that needed root canals,
they were tender also. The
infection began draining out
immediately, I was elated!! At the
end of three days the infection

was gone, as well as the
tenderness.
I also noticed "old age" spots
on my hands disappearing. I also
noticed I was "firming" up and I
was able to see improvements in
my digestion.

I also had more energy and
some thinning spots on my scalp
filled in. This all took place in only
3 weeks!! I was also able to
reduce my high blood pressure
medication by 50%!!!! I've been on
that medication for 17 years!

“Blowing my nose was definitely out of the question because that always
started a nosebleed…”
—Submitted by King Pickford
I've had nosebleeds all my life
due to an inherited condition,
basically weak blood vessels in
my nose. Sometimes I get them 3
times a week or more...lasting up

to 15 minutes. I've spent
money...had tests run...taken
supplements...moved to different
parts of the country but nothing
ever stopped the problem or
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changed it for the better much.
Naturally I cannot take aspirin or
anything that contains aspirin
because I could bleed to
death...Also I'm not able to drink

alcohol. Blowing my nose is
definitely out of the question
because that always starts a
nosebleed, some worse than
others. About a year ago, a
customer & friend of mine saw me
with one of my nosebleeds & said
"You know King, I can't say for
sure but I think Noni may help,
why don't you try some". I started
drinking an ounce a day for the 1st
bottle & told him I didn't really
notice any difference. He said that

I should continue to drink another
bottle & give it a chance so I did. I
increased to 2 ounces in my 2nd
bottle & began to notice more
energy & overall feeling better...I
wasn't sure but the nosebleeds
seemed less frequent. While I was
drinking my 3rd bottle I began to
notice the nosebleeds were
dripping slower & less frequently. I
decided to increase to 3 ounces a
day in my 4th bottle and haven't
had a serious dripping nosebleed

since...It's remarkable for me to
experience life without this
embarrassing inconvenience
when I least expect it like out to
dinner with friends or playing
sports etc. My advice to anybody
whose had to live with this
condition is to start drinking Noni
(at least 2 ounces a day) & feel
the difference. I'm 54 years old &
feeling younger thanks to this
wonderful gift of nature.

“I began taking Noni and was able to cut down on my pain medication...”
—Submitted by Brandy Yassa
I had been disabled with
chronic pain from two back
surgeries for twelve long years. I
could not understand how Noni
would have any effect on my
condition. A friend brought two
bottles to me and said "Take
Noni!". At that same time, my 16year old daughter had developed

migraine headaches that plagued
her every day, and both she and I
were worried that something really
serious was going on in her head.
Being the mother that I am, I gave
Noni to my ailing daughter. From
the very first day she had NO
more migraines – not one! I began
taking Noni and was able to cut

down on my pain medication,
therefore allowing me to become
more active. My husband got on
the bandwagon and reported
sleeping better, being able to
concentrate better at work, and
did not feel like he needed a nap
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. I now
have my very sick father on Noni.

“I discarded my cane July 20th and as of August 25th all pain medication had
ceased...”
—Submitted by Beverly Cooper
On May 25th a serious fall of
approximately 20 feet resulted in a
diagnosis of “right anterior &
posterior non-displaced pelvic
fracture and fractured
sacrum”(located on spine above
tailbone). There goes my summer,
not to mention my business I
thought. After my initial pity party I

began drinking 2 oz. of Noni in the
morning & 1 oz. before bedtime.
I discarded my cane July 20th
and as of August 25th all pain
medication had ceased. My
physiotherapist informs me that
she would place me 3 weeks
ahead of schedule! I've never felt
more energetic, friends can't

believe the recovery time, my skin
looks beautiful (having been a
suffer of adult acne on and off for
years) even my doctor has
expressed an interest in Noni. It’s
funny how fate plays important
roles in our lives.

“For the first time in 12 months I could close my fist completely and without
pain...”
—Submitted by Valda Flower
Sitting in my office one day, I
had a sales person call in – we got
talking and I said that I would get

back to her regarding her offer as I
needed time to think about it. I had
not been sleeping well and was
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always feeling very tired and also
under stress. "I have something
for you that may make a

difference to you – do try it!" she
said. "What is it?" I asked. "It's
Noni!" So I said I would give it an
honest try.
I started taking Noni and yes in
just 5 days I was feeling a lot
better. The aches in my back first
thing in the morning were not as
acute and I started to lose a little

weight within 7 days of taking
Noni.
Three months before this I had
an operation on my left hand
(middle finger) for arthritis – I
could not close my fist. My hands
for the first time in 12 months I
could close my fist completely and
without pain.

I also have a 13 year old dog
that I noticed one morning just
sitting shaking her head. This
happened over a week in small
douse and I thought to myself that
if Noni is good for me why not my
dog – as she is part of my family.
Now my two dogs have Noni
weekly. I also use Noni on any
abrasions I get when gardening!!!

“One dentist just told me to give up...”
—Submitted by Joan Hodges
One of the unexpected results
of drinking Noni has been the
GREAT improvement in my gum
health. Some people seem to be
genetically predisposed to develop
gum disease and I guess I fit in
that category.
I have had several surgeries to
try to improve on my deteriorating
gum health. One dentist I saw
before being referred to a
periodontist about 6 years ago just
told me to give up; I was going to
lose one of my molars due to bone
loss and receding gums from

infections. The first series of
surgeries seemed to help and I
pursued a determined regimen of
increased antioxidants, a high
quality multivitamin/mineral
supplement and improved dental
hygiene, plus regular cleanings
each three months. Despite all this
effort, 3 years later I needed
surgery again.
Right about this time, I started
drinking Noni. My healing from this
round of surgeries was very quick
– even the periodontist remarked
on it. Since then, each three

months when I have my teeth
cleaned, the dental hygienist
comments on the good health of
my gums. The only difference in
my health regimen has been
adding in Noni. My gums are
healthy and I am not slated for any
surgeries!
My mother who began drinking
Noni for her high blood pressure
also commented that she was
getting good reports of better gum
health from her periodontist.

“I now run my dog instead of the slow and miserable 10 minute walk...”
—Submitted by Derrick Z. Venter
I am 42 and was diagnosed
with Hemachromatosis (Bronze
Diabetes) a genetic disorder, 15
years ago, as was my father. In
short – my body does not have the
ability to get rid of iron, causing
iron overload in all organs. This
leads to Arthritis/ liver disease/
kidney disease/ loss of memory/
amongst other ailments. If left
unchecked, could be fatal, and to
say the least, results in a very
irritable and miserable existence. I
also have acid reflux brought upon
by the myriad anti-inflammatories I
had to take for arthritis. Dark and
puffy circles under my eyes
seemed to me to be a permanent
fixture in my mirror. I would cringe

at the thought of meeting
someone and possibly having to
shake hands as the pain in my
hands and fingers were at times
excruciating. I often did not want
to get up in the morning and
disliked myself intensely for the
lack of motivation and drive due to
chronic fatigue. LET ME STOP
RIGHT HERE. On Sept 12, I
purchased a bottle of Noni from a
friend. On the morning of
Sept.15th. MY LIFE CHANGED
DRASTICALLY – I woke up, with
what I thought was a bounce out
of bed – I felt that I had had a very
good nights sleep – I went to the
fridge – lifted the bottle of Noni –
Realized – I had NO PAIN. NO – I
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was in shock – what happened? I
squeezed my hands, as I
unconsciously do – STILL NO
PAIN – I yelled at my wife that I
had absolutely no pain – I felt
energized – I felt that I was
experiencing a miracle – I felt
strong and healthy. Today, I feel
20 years younger, have no
arthritic pain, I am slowly but
surely getting off the NEXIUM and
PRIOLOSEC/ The dark rings and
puffiness under my eyes have all
but vanished, I feel that I am more
alert and spiritually uplifted. I feel
excited about my future. I now run
my dog instead of the slow and
miserable 10 minute walk. WOW!!!

“I would get very violent each month and be completely difficult to live with...”
—Submitted by Teryl Watson
I use to suffer from horrible
PMS. I would get very violent each
month and be completely difficult
to live with.
My sister introduced me to
Noni when I visited her and made
me drink it every day while I was

there. She sent a bottle home with
me, and right way I noticed I
wasn't feeling violent when my
time of the month arrived.
I'd call her everyday for a week
and tell her "it wasn't happening". I
was so excited and my family

didn't have to go through any
angry moods and my violent
temperament.
I also noticed I had much more
energy and was able to get more
accomplished every day.

“Within 3 days of taking Noni I found myself sleeping more deeply and
waking feeling more refreshed...”
—Submitted by Tracy Marsh
Hi I'm a 38 year old mother of 2
boys. I found out about Noni
through my mother in law, and
was very skeptical. But having had
a number of symptoms that were
affecting my ability to efficiently
look after my boys I decided to
give it a go.
These are the benefits I
received from taking 60 ml of Noni
in the first two weeks!:
– Indigestion, which I have
suffered on and off from for over
10 years has disappeared. Prior to
Noni almost every night as soon
as I laid down I would need to get
up again and take medication for
indigestion.

– Neck and shoulder pain from
broken nights sleep (having to get
up to my boys) has also gone.
– On about the 4th day of
taking Noni I woke up with a sore
throat. I gargled 30 ml of Noni and
1 hour later the sore throat was
gone and no other flu symptoms
appeared.
– Because of the broken sleep
I was feeling so fatigued that I was
having great difficulty waking in
the morning and getting
motivated. Within 3 days of taking
Noni I found myself sleeping more
deeply and waking feeling more
refreshed and able to get straight
up.

– My husband no longer has
any lower back pain. In spite of
going to the gym for 18 months,
the lower back pain continued –
until Noni took it away.
– I'm delighted to say that my
husband is now alert well in to the
evening. Even after only 5 1/2
sleep at night, with the help of
Noni, he is alert and sharp of
mind. This was a big issue for him
he disliked being so tired and
fuzzy of mind.
I am so excited about what
Noni has done for my family that
I'm talking to my friends about it. I
believe it is God's gift to mankind
at this time of enormous sickness
in the world.

“She laughed and said there was a ‘baby in every bottle’…”
—Submitted by Rachel
In 2013 my husband and I
were trying to conceive and we
were not having any luck. The
doctor had diagnosed me with
ovarian cysts which can make it
difficult to become pregnant. One
day I was discussing this with my
cousin's wife, who had also had a
difficult time getting pregnant. She
shared her story with me: They

had been trying for five years to
have a baby. She had heard that
Noni could help with fertility. She
was skeptical but decided to try it.
With in a few months she was
pregnant! When the time came for
her to want another baby she
started back on Noni and was
once again pregnant within a short
amount of time. She laughed and
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said there was a "baby in every
bottle!" I decided that it wouldn't
hurt to try so in February I got a
bottle. In March I discovered that I
was pregnant!!! In November my
sweet little daughter was born. I
swear by this stuff and tell all my
friends about it. Thanks for a
beautiful baby Noni!

“I had dreadful lesions over 100% of my body, with flare-up after flare-up…”
—Submitted by Loretta Vrengdenhil
I have been doctoring for
seven years with a severe case of
Psoriasis. I had dreadful lesions
over 100% of my body with flareup after flare-up, sometimes three
times a week. I was bright red
from head to toe. Then my skin
would flake constantly. The inside
of my clothes was completely
white. It looked as though I was
always covered with dandruff.
I had the chills constantly for
nine months because of losing so
much of my skin so rapidly all of
the time. The medical profession
was of no help whatsoever! I even
went to the Mayo Clinic, and they
told me that they couldn't help me,
and that I'd have to live with it, as
there was no cure.
So back to the dermatologist
I'd go. Another prescription for
topical steroids, and that in turn
made my skin so thin that I'd
bruise whenever I bumped or
scratched myself.
The itching that goes with
Psoriasis is unbearable and
relentless. Your skin gets so dry
that you crack and bleed so you

are constantly looking for relief I
use Vaseline as it is the only thing
that stays on for awhile as the
lotions dry out so fast. This is a
very stressful skin disorder as you
are constantly uncomfortable.
There is so much suffering,
pain and agony involved as you
never feel good or look nice. Then
I lost a lot of my hair. I never cared
to go away because I was so selfconscious of how I looked.
But the good news is – my
good neighbor lady Elaine came
over one day and told me about
Noni. I'd try about anything, just
anything for relief I started on a
Sunday and three (3) days later I
began to feel so different. My
whole insides felt just wonderful.
After a week the chills left and
then my energy level started
coming back. I had to quit my
work last August because I had
gotten so sick from it all. Noni
caused my craving for sweets to
leave.
I took Noni for about three
weeks before my skin started to
clear up. Then the swelling in my

face, arms, hands, legs and feet
started to leave. My legs were so
swollen that sticky fluid was
coming out of the pores. My skin
continues to gradually clear. I feel
that it will take time to become
completely well after having it so
bad for so long.
I started out using 3 ounces (6
tbsp.) three times a day. After
several weeks I cut it to half of
that. Now I am on 2 ounces a day.
I still do have flare-ups, but they
are getting less and less and they
go away so much faster.
When I do have the flare-ups I
double the Noni for a couple of
days and then slack off to 2
ounces again. It seems like a
miracle has taken place in my life,
and I praise God for it.
One more thing, my right
shoulder has constantly ached for
about 12 years, but after 8 weeks
on Noni the pain began to
subside. I give all the credit to
Noni!

“She suggested taking Noni before my next blood workup...”
—Submitted by David King
I first heard of Noni while
shopping in the mall this past
Christmas season. I had been to
see my Internist for my twice
annual visit and he ordered some
blood work. I had it done on
December 20th and got my results
in the beginning of January. My
triglycerides were 289 and my
doctor was prescribing Tricor to
bring down my numbers.

I had sent a bottle of Noni to
one of my sisters, who is diabetic
and also has high blood pressure.
She gets her bloods done
regularly and she told me that her
pressure had gone down, directly
as a result of Noni, because that
was the only thing she was doing
differently. She suggested taking
Noni before getting my next blood
workup. I took 2 ounces twice a
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day for about five weeks. On
February 28th, I received a call
from the nurse telling me that my
blood work was normal. I asked
her for the numbers and she said
that my triglycerides were 189!
That was great news.
Thank you for this product.

“I had been fighting Candida yeast infection for over 6 months...”
—Submitted by Donna Weese
I am 60 years old, and I had
been fighting Candida yeast
infection for over 6 months. It
became systemic, and I went on
medication for 6 months. It was
very slowly making some
progress, but then I had a
setback, and the Candida went
from my sinus cavity to the frontal
lobe of my brain.
My alternative medical doctor
through kinesiology told me that it
had gone into my brain. I was not
functioning, and I could not think
clearly. My husband I had planned

a trip to Washington, D.C., had
purchased plane tickets, etc. to
celebrate our anniversary, but I
was totally unable to go anywhere.
I was at my worst during August,
September, and October.
On November 13th my son
brought me a bottle of Noni, and I
took it on Wednesday night
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and
by Sunday I felt like a new person
once again!
Two weeks later I was tested
by my doctor, and he just shook
his head and was totally amazed!

He had put me on a very strict diet
and medical program which was
totally free of yeast and absolutely
no sugar of any kind, no beef
whatsoever, no fermented
products, no bread, etc. He had
told me it would take at least 6
months to rid my body of Candida.
Can you imagine how happy I
was after only a few days on Noni!
I had been totally fatigued for
so long, but now I had lots of
energy and felt as though I was 30
years old again! My blood sugar
totally stabilized, too.

“It was almost impossible for me to shop without the use of an electric cart...”
—Submitted by Joann Bames
I am a 62 year old female with
severe chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. I have been
disabled for 7 years. This last year
has really taken its toll on me.
My last pulmonary function test
showed that I have only 20% of
my airways open. My lung
specialist has told me he did not
know what else to try on me, that
he could send me up to the Mayo
Clinic and maybe they would have
something new out that he did not
know about yet. I am using 4
bronchial dilators; I have been on
and off Prednisone and at times it
is necessary that I use a
nebulizer, plus other meds.

The last few months it has
been almost impossible for me to
shop without the use of an electric
cart. I've just had some real tough
times. Many days I would leave
my mail in the box until someone
came over and would bring it in for
me. I have a lot of days where I
just sit, and it is difficult to even
move around the house.
I was introduced to Noni at
Christmas. It was given to me as a
gift from my nephew. It has truly
changed my life. My airways are
opening up and I am breathing
much better.
I am full of energy, and I am
out walking about 3 days a week.

There is no need for an electric
cart; I am able to walk through the
stores and push a cart.
I started noticing a change the
first week I was on Noni. I have
been able to cut back on the use
of my inhalers, and I am so
excited about this product that I
will never be without it again! I feel
like a new person.
I am so much more
comfortable since being on Noni. I
sleep better, have energy that I
have not had in years, and my
mental attitude is great.

“I had to use a CPAP machine in order to breathe at night...”
—Submitted by Susan Wilson
I was suffering from sleep
apnea and had to use a CPAP
machine in order to breathe at
night. I would wake up three or
more times at night. I was always

sleepy and tired at work as a
result. I suffered from allergies
and took several OTC medications
that provided me with only shortterm relief. Thanks to Noni, I no
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longer use the CPAP and I get
restful sleep. The headaches have
disappeared and I no longer take
allergy medications. My skin is
smoother and clearer and I have

an abundance of energy. I will
continue to take Noni from now
on, and plan to have my husband

and daughter take it as well.
Thank God for Noni!

“Other health products we tried resulted in money down the drain…”
—Submitted by Raffale Zugan
My wife Anita and I have been
taking Noni from Tahiti since
November because we heard first
hand testimonies of the health
benefits of Noni. From our first
hasty swallow of Noni to present
day, our well being has improved
– we are just thrilled to share it
with others and here’s why:
– skin complexion improved

– peptic ulcer cleared
– indigestion gone
– restful sleep, no restless
– energy level & alertness up
– acne on face cleared
We have taken various
medications for each ailment for
many years, spending the dollars
because our health is important.
Other health products we tried

resulted in money down the drain.
Then we heard about Noni – we
thought that it may help with one
ailment, maybe two. But the
product is superb and the results
speak for themselves. We are
glad we gave Noni a try. It’s nice
to be proven wrong with a genuine
product that is God given and is
an answer to our prayer.

“After 10 minutes of wiping and soaking the knee area, the pain went away
just like that…”
—Submitted by Manuel Mangahas
I tore one of my knee cartilage
2 years ago carrying heavy
equipment at work (I was told, that
knee problems come with age…
ugh!). The cartilage has healed
since then but it bothers me with
intermittent pain from time to time.
About 6 months ago, this pain was
determined to stay. My friends
advised me to try drinking Noni
and apply Noni topically on the
skin where it hurts. So one night,
when my knee was in pain again, I
tried that idea to see if it actually

works. I was skeptical about this
but I just thought to try it anyway.
After drinking one ounce of
Noni, I poured another ounce into
a bowl, then dipped a serviette
and placed the soaked serviette
on my knee area where the pain
was centered. I did saturate the
knee area several times with Noni.
To my amazement, Noni was
absorbed by the skin. There was a
soothing and tingling effect at first.
After 10 minutes of wiping and
soaking the knee area, the pain

went away just like that! I couldn’t
believe it, I even massaged the
area where it used to hurt and felt
no pain ! I was pain free for the
rest of the evening. Amazing!
A slight knee pain returned the
following evening, even though it
was not as bad as the day before.
I did apply Noni topically again.
Just like clockwork, the pain
eased off. The third night, just
some slight pain. The fourth night,
no more pain and am still painfree today!

“At first I was very skeptical but she talked me into it...”
—Submitted by Karen Papa
I’m a 32 year old woman who
has suffered with severe colitis for
15 years. I am always in and out
of hospitals having blood
transfusions as I bleed constantly
from the bowel. I was taking
strong drugs like prednisone and

immuran with small improvements
but nothing that could get me
through the day without diarrhea
and pain. A friend introduced me
to Noni and at first I was very
skeptical but she managed to talk
me into it. I'm so glad she did as I
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have had amazing results. I no
longer bleed and my energy levels
have greatly improved. Also my
blood count has been higher than
it has in years. I'm now on to my
fifth bottle and I will be taking it
forever.

*** END OF REPORT ***
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